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Alexander to leave MSU
University president
to retire June 30
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
breast cancer, factored into the
Staff Writer
decision.
After wearing the titles of "presElizabeth Alexander said she
ident" and "tenured university dis- will also be closing her medical
tinguished professor" for nearly practice in Murray.
_ "I'm going to try and close
seven years, Dr. Kern Alexander
decided there was only one title down May 1," she said. "This has
that really mattered to him - "grand- been a hard winter because of our
daughter-in-law's death and the
father."
The Murray State University birth of my first grandbaby."
Despite his often stormy relapresident made a surprise announcement Tuesday afternoon that he tionship with MSU faculty and staff,
will retire effective June 30, 2001, Alexander, who called his time at
his seven-year anniversary at the the university "the most rewarduniversity and also his 62nd birth- ing years of my life," had nothing but praise for his colleagues
day.
"I think over the year, I've Tuesday afternoon.
"During these seven years. I
assessed my age and my family,
wanting to be with my grandchil- have had the exceptionally good
dren," Alexander said following a fortune and singular honor to be
press conference held outside of president and a professor at one
his office in Wells Hall to announce of the finest public universities in
his retirement. "All of it goes the United States," he said. "It
has been my pleasure to become
under the formula.
"I think that we've had seven a close working companion with
good years, and 62 is a ripe-old the most knowledgeable and dedage," he said. "I think that we icated faculty members with whom
now should transition into new I have ever worked.
"My years as president have been
leadership and take advantage of
greatly
enriched by my relationthe opportunities we've had."
Alexander's wife, Elizabeth, a ship with the outstanding staff and
local pediatrician, and his son, Klint, administrators who have so selfjoined him during the press con- lessly devoted their lives and careers
ference. Several members of the to the improvement of this uniMSU Board of Regents, along with versity."
Alexander said he and his wife
university faculty and administrawill
retain close ties to MSU, but
tors, were also in attendance.
While Alexander cited his age will split their time between Murand grandchildren as reasons for ray and their children's homes in
Henderson,
his retirement, other circumstances, Hopkinsville.
such as the death of his daughter-in-law in Urbana. Ill., from •See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times
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Murray State University President Kern Alexander fields questions Tuesday following the announcement of his retirement
effective June 30. Standing behind him is his wife, Murray pediatrician Elizabeth Alexander. For a text of Alexander's
remarks. see Page 4A. The university's board of regents will meet Friday and discuss plans to find Alexander's successor.

Easley: Regents plan national search
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Current Murray State University Faculty Senate President Bill
Call was around when the university
chose Dr. Kern Alexander as its
ninth president nearly seven years
ago. So was Terry Strieter, chair
of the university's faculty union
organization.
Neither wants to repeat the
actions that took place during that
hiring.
With Alexander's announcement
Tuesday that will be retiring June

30, 2001, however, the university
is now faced with having to hire
its 10th president, and early comments indicate an already uneasy
feeling among the two faculty
organization heads.
MSU Board of Regents chair
Sid Easley said the board will get
down to the business of setting
up the selection process for the
new president when it meets this
Friday.
"Though our board has not met,
I have talked to most of them by
phone, and I am certain we will

have a national
search for the next
president," Easley
said during the
news conference
held Tuesday to
announce Alexander's retirement.
"I will recommend to the board
that we employ a
EASLEY
consultant to help
us with the search and further that
the board serve as the search committee. It is very representative of

all constituencies of the university."
Many faculty members are still
bristling, however, at the board's
decision in 1994 to ignore a faculty senate vote opposing Alexander's selection as the university's
president.
"The board actually came up
with four finalists," Call said. "The
executive committee of the faculty senate met and told the board
they could support three of the
four. There was one they could
not support, and that was Dr.

Alexander. With that kind ot statement the board hired Dr. Alexander. That was certainly off to the
wrong start."
"It was supposed to be a search
process last time," said Strieter,
chair of the Murray Alliance of
Collegiate Educators. "There was
a clear voice 'of the faculty senate that this was not our candidate. I certainly hope that the
process for the next president will
be different."
Easley said faculty will have
involvement in the process.

although he did not specify how
much.
"They will have the same role
that they had before ... in their
representative. (faculty regent) Jim
Rudolph," he said. "Certainly, we'll
listen to what anybody in the university has to say. I'm sure when
we get down to finalists that they'll
be brought to campus."
For Call, however, the promise
of only one vote does not seem

See Page 2

Couples recall memorable
moments in marriage

BERNARD KANE lodao, & Timps photo

HOMECOMING CANDIDATES...Murray High School will select a basketball homecoming queen Friday night. Candidates are Erika Trenholm. Kayla Olive, Whitney
Alexander. Ashley Hood and Lauren Owens.

Look for
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greetings in
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longevity in experiences like it.
"What keeps us together is living in the Lord Jesus Christ," he
said."That(trip) was the biggest thrill
of my life ... I remember when me
and Almyria were walking the walls
of Jerusalem at 4 a.m., and then
were back at 6 a.m. for another
tour. I wouldn't take anything for
that trip."
Almyria says things like that are
pan of Raymond's effort to make
up for breaking a promise he made
49 years ago.
"When we got married, he promised me the moon," she said. "One
time several years ago, I asked him
about that. He just looked at me
and said, 'I can't help it if someone else got up there first!"

www.murrayledgencom

Murray, KY 42071
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By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
Valentine's Day traditionally celebrates new love, but to, two longtime couples at the Senior Citizens'
Center, it's just as applicable to a
lifetime of devotion.
Almyria Parker, who has been
married to her husband Raymond
for 49 years, recalled a trip to Israel
for 10 days in 1972 during Valentine's Day as her favorite material
Valentine's gift.
"We'd been wanting to go for
as long as we'd been married," she
said. "It just happened to be that
it fell on Valentine's Day."
Raymond Parker remembers the
trip vividly, and places the true reason for his and Almyria's marital
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That kind of devotion is what
carried the two through several crises
in the 1950s. The Taylars used to
reside in Indiana during the era of
steel strikes. and Raymond was
employed for many years at a steel
mill. Frequently, the young couple
would be stuck in the middle of a
steel strike, and would go two to
three months without income.
"We've had our ups and downs,"
Almyria said. "But when I say ups
and downs, I don't mean things that
could tear us apart, just general
hard times. When we were married,
we did almost everything ourselves."
That kind of devotion and willingness to stick it out through thick
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• Couples ...
From Page 1
and thin is what makes her give
an immediate answer to what her
best Valentine's gift this ValenDay - and every Valentine's
Day for 49 years - has been.
"He's the best Valentine's gift
I could ever have," she said. "That's
the truth."
Gerald and Clara Jean Paschall
of Hazel were married in a church
in Elm Grove 40 years ago. and
the subsequent years haven't all
been ideal. Clara Jean has been
diagnosed with acute leukemia
twice, and has had double hip
replacement and double knee
replacement.
"At one point, when I came down
with pneumonia while I had
leukemia, the doctors gave me a
5 percent chance to live," she said.
"Gerald was right by my side night
and day. He made real sacrifices

II President

for me."
"People don't take marriage as
seriously as they used to," Gerald
said. "It hasn't been as hard on
me as it has on her ... She takes
care of me. We try to help each
other."
Clara Jean said the difficulty
in just maintaining house and home
in the earlier years made couples
grow closer together than they do
today.
"Everybody had to work harder for less then," she said. "Nobody
really had anything, so you didn't worry about what everyone
else had."
But in the end, Gerald values
even the worst of times in his 40year marriage with Clara Jean.
"If it was all good times, we
wouldn't appreciate them as much
if we didn't have some bad times
in between," he said. "She's been
real good to put up with me."

Pardon attorney was
unaware of status
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
midnight phone call on President
Clinton's last day in office, the
U.S. pardon attorney says White
House lawyers didn't tell him that
indicted financier Marc Rich was a
fugitive from justice.
"With respect to the pardon of
Marc Rich" and his indicted business partner Pincus Green,"none of
the regular procedures were followed," Roger Adams said in prepared testimony to the Senate Judiciary Committee.
"The first time I learned that the
White House was considering"
Rich and Green for pardons "was
shortly after midnight on the morning of Saturday, Jan. 20, 2001."
Adams said.
He said White House lawyers
faxed over a list of names of prospective recipients of pardons that
"included no other information."
"I was told by White House
counsel's staff that the only two
people on the list for whom I
needed to obtain record checks
were Marc Rich and Pincus Green
and that it was expected there
would be little information about
the two men because they had been
'living abroad for several years,"
said Adams.
After discovering that Rich and
his indicted partner were fugitives,
Adams fired off a fax to the White
House summarizing the facts of
their criminal case on charges of
tax evasion, fraud and participating
in illegal oil deals with Iran.

It's

Adams said that in many cases
the pardon attorney's office at the
Justice Department got no information from the Clinton White House
except the name of the person to
whom Clinton was considering
granting a pardon or clemency.
Adams was a key witness
Wednesday for the Republicancontrolled Judiciary Committee's
hearing into Clinton's pardon of
Rich. The House Government Reform Committee, also run by Republicans, explored the pardon last
week.
A Judiciary Committee member,
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., suggested Rich's pardon may not be
valid, questioning whether all the
documents that supplemented the
pardon were signed before Clinton
left office.

From Page 1
Louisville, Urbana and even London, England.
The former president of Western Kentucky University and published author will be retiring during a time of tremendous activity
at MSU.
In addition to the university's
long list of construction projects,
which includes a new $26 million
science complex, MSU is in the
completion stages of its $25 million Vision Quest fund-raising campaign.
While the timing of the
announcement may have seemed
odd, Jim Carter, vice president of
institutional advancement at MSU,
said it will likely not damage the
university's fund-raising efforts.
"He has an even more comBERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo
pelling message now," Carter said. A crowd watches and listens as Murray State University President Dr. Kern Alexander an"It's sad news, of course, but it's nounces his retirement Tuesday afternoon outside of his office in Wells Hall.
also an excellent opportunity for
"I think there will be quite a
him to carry us closer to the goal." 'We tried that before, and it did- finding Alexander's replacement.
difference in this transition from
enterpositive
The
scheduled
to
board
the
work,'
is
to
meet
n't
Board of regents chair Sid
earlier ones," Alexander said."I will
Easley, who was instrumental in prising attitude that you find today Friday.
be around and will be available
bringing Alexander to MSU,praised when committees on the campus
"(Alexander's)
accomplishments
to
talk to the candidates. Other
we
no
can't
reason
'There's
Alexander for his "stability, ener- say,
make our job as board members presidents of other schools will be
y and vision" and said he was do that,— Easley said.
in selecting a president much eas- attracted to this university."
News of Alexander's retirement
ven more capable than we had
ier than it was seven- years ago,"
--While age and university Gov.
state
level.
also reached the
oped."
Easley said. "Though our board progress may have been a factor
Paul Patton released a statement
Easley pointed out that under
has not met, I have talked to most in the retirement decision, ElizaTuesday wishing him well in future
Alexander, MSU had gained a
of them by phone, and I am cer- beth Alexander said everything ultiand complimenting him
national ranking in U.S. News and endeavors
tain we will have a national search mately came down to family.
higher eduWorld Report as a top southern for elevating issues of
for the next president.
"I hate leaving the parents and
university; had increased enrollment cation in the state.
patients because I love them
the
"I will recommend to the board
"It was a surprise," state Sen.
during a time when most univerall, but it will be nice to have
that
we
consultant
employ
a
to
sities were losing students; estab- Bob Jackson said via telephone from
some time to spend with my own
lished the residential college sys- Frankfort Wednesday morning. help us with the search and fur- grandchildren, and they really need
tem; undergone an academic reor- "He's leaving on top of the hill. ther that the board serve as the us now, especially the ones in
ganization; and had seen an archi- There's more going on at Murray search committee. Our goal would Urbana," she said. "They stayed
State as we speak than at any be to have a president in place with us for two weeks after their
tectural renaissance.
other time in our history, and that's by the first of July. I don't want mother died, and my son said,
"Those are specifics, but in gen- all because of Dr. Alexander."
to be rushed into it. I don't want 'We really need you now, Dad.'
eral the attitude on this campus
Easley said the board of regents us to rush into finding someone That's all a child has to say, realhas been transformed from one of, will now get down to business of just because we're desperate."
ly."

• Easley ...

20 years, and we never had a
union until Kern Alexander came
along. I don't think it would have
From Page 1
come if the faculty had not been
adequate.
Specter also has suggested the
"Mr. Easley made the statement so universally upset with him."
last-minute pardons — a tradition
While Rudolph is the current
that board represented all conwith presidents — could warrant a
faculty
regent, his term is set to
second impeachment of Clinton. stituencies, and it does, but not expire shortly before the board of
very
proportionately," he said. "I
But the senator added: "I'm not trythink the general motion of a uni- regents May meeting. Last year's
ing to undo the (Rich) pardon. I'm
versity is that the faculty are the May meeting, however, was pushed
trying to find out what happened."
heart
of the academic enterprise, back to June. Either way, a new
The timing of the paperwork
and
it
you only have one faculty faculty regent could end up on
was one issue likely to be advote on an I I -member board, that the tail end of the presidential
dressed by Adams in his testimony.
doesn't
seem like a proper pro. search.
The Senate committee also was
So far. Strieter is the only facportion."
expected to hear from one of the arStricter, who has announced his ulty member to publicly announce
chitects of history's most famous
intentions
to run for faculty regent his intentions to run for faculty
pardons — the one President Ford
in
April,
said
that even though the regent. Applicants cannot officialgranted to former President Nixon
faculty
senate
at one point decid- ly file until March.
in the Watergate scandal. Benton
Although memories of 1994 still
Becker, a counselor to Ford, was a ed to censure Alexander, it believed
both Call and Strieter
linger,
at
one
point
that
it
could
move
scheduled witness.
expressed optimism that the search
past the hiring issues.
"I truthfully do believe that we process for the next president could
gave Kern Alexander a couple of be smoother than the last one.
"There comes that moment when
years 'grace period' before we realenthusiasm and good will,
there's
ly started deciding that this man
that will come again,"
I
think
and
did not represent the kinds of goals
Strieter said. "I think the faculty
that we felt the university should
has, generally, a good will outbe pursuing," Stricter said.
toward the new president. "
look
"Contrary to how the board of
not too late to place your Valentine Order!
"I would hope that the board
regents depicts us, we're not always
Custom baskets & balloon bouquets
would carefully select a president
in contention. I've been here over
that the faculty could enthusiastifor your chocoholic, coffee connoisseur,
cally support." Call said.
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len Tackett said the training ground
was to be used by military, law enforcement and first-response teams
simulating scenarios from subway
poison gas attacks to underground
highway eXplcisinns.
Such high-stakes missions appeared to be on Bush's mind as he
reflected Tuesday afternoon on his
visits earlier this week to Fort
Stewart, Ga., and a joint U.S.NATO command post in Norfolk,
Va.
"I was touched by the ceremony,
when I reviewed the troops" in
Georgia, he said.
Bush had headed to Virginia just
hours after the news that two Army
Black Hawk helicopters crashed
during an exercise over the Hawaiian islands, killing six soldiers and
injuring 11.
"They called me early this
morning.... And it was right on the
heels of the visit when I got to see,
stare people in the eyes, realize
how precious the lives are of everybody, of course. The soldiers are
my direct responsibility as the commander in chief," Bush said told reporters aboard Air Force One.
"It was a very necessary trip, because it really personalized the job.
I take the responsibilities incredibly
seriously. I do want to see more of
the military, meet more of the
troops."

Amy Wilson

Kathy Wyatt
Tammy Thompson

READER INFORMATION
Business Hours

Beasley
Antenna

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush. closing out his first tour
as commander in chief, described
himself as "touched" by America's
servicemen and women, and said
looking into their faces has tliyght
him a lesson.
"To look in the eyes of the men
and women who wear the uniform.
it's a pretty powerful feeling. And
it reminded me that we need to be
very judicious and careful about
committing our troops," Bush said.
On Wednesday, the president
was making this week's third and
final trip to a military unit, this one
the West Virginia National Guard
Headquarters at Charleston. Aides
said he wanted to pay tribute to
members of the National Guard and
Reserves, and thank the employers
who give them time off their jobs
to train and to serve.
Bush, who served in the Texas
Air National Guard during the
Vietnam War, also wanted to highlight the emerging role of Guardsmen and Reservists in responding
to acts of terrorism, aides said. As
such, he will be briefed at the
Guard's Emergency Operations
Center.
The West Virginia National
Guard has built an anti-terrorist
training ground in a former highway tunnel just off the West Virginia Turnpike about 25 miles
south of Charleston. Adj. Gen. Al-

Slone Hutchison
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Bush: Meeting with
U.S. troops 'powerful'
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Curbside pickup bill seems dead
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Curbside garbage collection for'
every Kentucky household appears
to be a lost cause during this session of the General Assembly.
Rep. Greg Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, said Tuesday universal trash
pickup is no longer a part of his
proposal to clean up the state. Gov.
Paul Patton last week dropped
mandatory collection from his proposal and no other legislator has
broached the idea.
Instead of requiring garbage
pickup. Stumbo said he changed his
approach to try to entice counties to
pick up their residents' trash. If
counties can prove they gather 85
percent of the garbage, they would
be eligible for additional state funding.
Stumbo presented his ideas to
the House Appropriations and

Revenue Committee, but no votes
were taken. Stumbo said he has not
polled legislators to gauge their
sentiments.
But his plan revolves around a
half-cent tax on most drink containers and fast food cups, which
Stumbo said would raise upwards
of $30 million.
The first $5 million of the proceeds would be directed at cleaning
up illegal dump The next $25 million would be divaed among counties based on a formula of population and road miles to pay for litter
cleanup. If another $5 million is
raised, it would finance an antilitter
education program. If there was
more than $35 million, the excess
would go to counties that pick up
more than 85 percent of their garbage.
"I don't believe there's any political downside to it," Stumbo said.

"I don't believe this will put one
person out of business."
But there is quiet opposition to
mandatory garbage collection,
which is what prompted Patton to
abandon the idea in favor of a requirement that counties clean up illegal dumps. If the counties did not
clean up the dumps, they would
have to provide universal collection
under Patton's plan.
Patton, though, raises no money
in his proposal.
Members of the House committee voiced little opposition, but
were also not put on the spot about
having to vote.
A couple of legislators, Reps.
Mark Treesh. R-Owensboro; and
Rocky Adkins, D-Sandy Hook;
said newspapers should also be included among the items taxed because they add so much to the litter

problem.
Trash is a significant topic during this short session of the legislature, but as always money seems to
be at the root of disagreements.
The Senate on Monday approved a bill that creates another
state board to encourage people not
to litter. But it has no money for
education or cleanup.
Stumbo has another approach
working. He has pending before the
House a proposal to create a constitutional amendment for a referendum on a bottle bill, or initiative to
put a refundable deposit on drink
containers.
"I will go to my grave convinced that a bottle bill is the best
way to clean up this state," Stumbo
said.
Industry opposition from bottlers and grocers killed a bottle bill
in 2000.

Parents, advocates fight cost cuts
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Parents and advocates of children
with severe mental and emotional
disorders are fighting attempts by
the state to trim costs in a treatment
program that keeps the children out
of hospitals.
A small delegation looked for
help at the General Assembly on
Tuesday but had trouble finding an
audience.
They sat, last on the agenda, as a
House Health and Welfare Committee meeting stretched toward
two hours. Shortly after they got to
the witness table, committee members began filing out, heading for
other committees.

"It just makes me feel like our
issues are not very important,"
Denise Simpson, mother of a 14year-old boy with bipolar disorder,
told legislators who remained.
"I nee4 people to hear us,"
Simpson s d. "It just doesn't feel
good when veryone gets up and
walks out."
The committee chairman, Rep.
Tom Burch of Louisville, assured
Simpson and three other women
that his colleagues were familiar
with their unhappiness about
changes being proposed in the program, Impact Plus.
The program was conceived as a
way to furnish intensive psychiatric
treatment on an outpatient basis to

people under 21 who otherwise
would have to be institutionalized.
Each patient has a case manager
and a three-person "service team"
that designs a treatment plan. Without the plan, there is no treatment.
By the Cabinet for Health Services' own math, the program has
been effective. The state once paid
to have 110 children placed in hospitals outside the state. That number was down to seven as of December, Dennis Boyd, the cabinet's
Medicaid commissioner, told the
committee.
The state's savings on hospital
bills was supposed to support Impact Plus, but it has grown too

much, Boyd said. Its cost went
from $18 million last year to $26
million this year, all from the
strapped Medicaid budget.
To hold costs, the cabinet is
planning to make two changes:
— Requiring a fourth person to
agree on a treatment plan, not just
three. Critics say that will cause delays.
—Forbidding treatment from the
same provider that employs the
case manager. Critics say that
would be sorely felt in rural counties with few providers to begin
with. But Boyd said treatment invariably costs more when the case
manager and provider are the same.
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POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Murray Fire Department
• The Murray Fire Department responded to a stuck elevator call in the
Applied Science Building Wednesday. Upon arrival, they attempted to
free a person inside by using the elevator tool to open the door, but the
door was off track. The department then brought the elevator down to the
first floor and freed the occupant.
• A smoke detector was triggered in White Hall Tuesday, bringing 13
personnel and four trucks to the scene. After investigation it was found
that a smoke detector had gone had and was the cause of the alarm's activation.

Child surrender
bill passes Senate
FRANKFOR'1. Ky. (AP) —
Parents could surrender unwanted
newborns to medical or emergency
personnel without fear of publicity
or prosecution under a hill passed
Tuesday by the Kentucky Senate.
Similar legislation passed Tuesday in the House as well.
The intent is to avoid a recurrence of tragic situations when babies were abandoned in Dumpsters.
landfills or alleys, said Sen. Tom
Buford. the bill's sponsor. Usually,
the newborns were abandoned by
young. poor mothers who felt
alone, he said. Many times, the babies died.
-BufordT%islatiori would give a parent 72 hours to anonymously
hand over a newborn baby at a hospital, fire station or police station.
"They would be able to walk
away," said Buford. R-Nicholasville.
The confidentiality protection
and immunity from prosecution for
a parent surrendering a newborn
would be nullified, however, if
authorities found evidence that the
newborn was abused or neglected.
40
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Campaign contributions bill passes Senate

The bill passed 38-0 with little
discussion and heads to the House.
Under the bill, the state Cabinet
for Families and Children would
seek an immediate order for emergency custody of an infant surrendered by the parent. The state
would not initiate an investigation
of the parent, unless there were
signs of abuse or neglect. The infant would be placed in a foster
home after leaving the hospital.
Before adoption, the cabinet
would make sure the infant wasn't
reported missing to law enforcement, and there would be time to
seek the baby's other parent — presumably the father; Buford Said.
Under the House version, parents who turn over an uninjured
baby within 72 hours of birth to
emergency personnel would be
shielded from legal liability.
The law would also create a presumption that medical care could
be given to the infant without danger of liability for emergency personnel.
The bill passed the House by a
96-1 vote.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
Republican bill to make many campaign contributors ineligible for
state contracts was passed by the
Kentucky Senate on Tuesday.
The vote was 21-16, largely but
not exclusively along party lines.
The bill faces long odds in the
House, which is controlled by
Democrats and where a similar
Senate bill died last year.
The bill, by Senate President
David Williams, is widely seen as a
slap at Gov. Paul Patton. State contracts have long been a currency of
the executive branch, though many
are competitively bid.
In one of a series of floor
speeches, Republican Sen. Robert
Stivers of Manchester said campaign contributions often are given
for "less than altruistic reasons. ...
It is time we remove the appearance of impropriety."
Under the bill, a person giving
more than $50, or a business whose
officers gave more than $500,
would be ineligible for a contract
for 18 months. There would be no
restrictions on contributors to legis-

lative races.
Majority Leader Dan Kelly, RSpringfield, likened the no-contributions idea to the civil service protections of the merit system for
state employees. "This is not necessarily to punish people." Kelly said.
"It keeps people who vie for contracts from being pressured" to give
money.
Leading the Democratic opposition, Sen. Ernesto Scorsone of Lexington called the bill a "one-sided
... jab at the governor." He said he
wanted to even it up with an
amendment to forbid lobbyists at
the General Assembly from giving
to political parties — a shot at the
GOP, which was more adept at
fund raising than the Kentucky
Democratic Party.
In the maneuvering and feinting
that followed, Williams ruled Scorsone's amendment out of order because it had a typographical error.
Williams then allowed the amendment to be resurrected after Scorsone said he would vote for the bill.
The amendment was attached.
Not so another Scorsone amend-

ment to let political parties or individual contributors sue to recover
their money from an officeholder
who switches parties during a term.
Republicans gained their 20-18 majority after two incumbent Democrats — Dan Seum of Louisville
and Bob Leeper of Paducah —
jumped to the GOP in 1999.
A party's nomination is a "covenant" with its members, Scorsone
said. "I cannot think of a greater
betrayal of that promise than to
switch parties."
Stivers said the amendment was
"a vitriolic attempt ... to embarrass
some members of this body." The
amendment was defeated on a
voice vote.
The bill also would move the
primary election from late May to
June and the filing deadline for pri-
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LESS THAN YOU'D EXPECT!
Today's beef has less than you'd expect - fat &
Cholesterol, that is! But it's full of flavor & nutrients.
Breeding, extra trimmings & careful feeding have put beef back in style
& wonderful beef nutrition within everyone's budget too!

Small Freezer Packs
WORKING MAN'S SPECIAL
4 lbs
14 lbs.
4 lbs.
3 lbs
2 lbs.
1 lhs

Steaks
Ground Beef
Roast
Chicken
Pork Steak
Bacon

28 LBS - $59.95
50 LB- Comnso
7 lb-,
16 lbs
7 lbs
4 lbs
3 lbs
3 lbs
10 lbs.

Steaks
Ground Beef
Roast
Pork Steak
Sausage
Bacon
Chicken

50 LBS - $ 106.50

SPECIAL #1
4 lbs Steaks
4 lbs Boneless Roast
9 lbs Ground Beef
3 lbs Pork Chops
3 lbs. Chicken
23 lbs. $48-95
GUARANTEE
If you are not satisfied with
the flavor or the tenderness.
return your order and it will
be replaced package for
package
Pre-Trimmed—gee
Orders From $1.89 to
$6 99 per lb Priced
for volume hi i y,r19

Steaks
Ground Beef
Roast
Chicken
Pork Steak
Bacon

42 LBS - $89.50
FAMILY
7 lbs.
20 lbs
7 lbs.
5 lbs.
5 lbs
4 lbs.
16 lbs.

PACK
Steaks
Ground Beef
Roast
Pork Steak
Sausage
Bacon
Chicken

69 LBS - $ 146.95

Spoieles1 02
240 lbs. $16.77 per week for 13 weeks
Consists of:
•T-Bone Steaks
•Round Steaks
•Strip Steaks
•Top Round Steaks
•Sirloin Steaks
•Sirfoin Tip Steaks
•Filet Mignon
*Ground Beef
•Porterhouse Steaks •And More
Average Weight. 200 lbs. to 450 lbs
Example
200 lbs at $1 09 per lb. = $218.00 or
$16.77 per week - 13 weeks
nil 1 Round. 1 Loin. 3 Flanks. 3 Plates 3 Briskets)

40 Nos. Bows - No Moe
.15 lbs Chicken .10 lbs Pork Country Ribs
.5 lbs Sausage •5 lbs Picnic Ham .5 lbs Pork Chops
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LE*
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1579 US
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Horne Equity Loans...
No CLOSING

COSTS!

6.50% 8.50%
6

month introductory rate

Standard Rate as of 2/01/01

ECONOMY PACK
5 lbs.
15 lbs.
5 lbs.
9 lbs.
5 lbs.
3 lbs.

MANY OTHER CUTS AND ORDERS AVAILABLE!
Fresh, Choice
30 FREE Food
"
c P`[—FREE MEAT OFFER Meat Daily 40 FREE
"
w Stomps
Rib Eye Steaks with the
Purchase of Special 2 or
Special 3 with coupon

mary candidates from late January
to April. Sen. Alice Forgy Kerr. RLexington, said legislators "waste
the first month" of a legislative session by putting off tough issues until they see whether they draw opposition.
A11.20 Senate Republicans, plus
Democrat Scorsone, voted for the
bill. All 16 "no" votes were by
Democrats. One Democrat, Sen.
Walter Blevins of West Liberty, did
nor note.

Nary MI South • Murray, KY 12071 • 270-73S
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4

Chopped Sirloin Patties
for Opening a 90 Day
Account with coupon

Turn your
home into
the home of
your dreams.

SPECIAL #3
Year Round Meat Order
350 lbs. of Beef,
Pork and Poultry
PLUS
a New 7.2 Cu. ft.
Admiral Imperial Freezer
As Low As

$28
pot week
NO MONEY DOWN
90 Days Same As Cash
No Payment for 30 Days
No Interest,
No Finance Charge

A UNION
PLANTERS
BANK
'The 50% Annual Percentage Rate SRI and no closing cost program is available m Union Planter% Ranks in the Kentucky Counties of Ballard Butler Callowlire
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Alexander to retire
Editor's Note: Dr. Kern
Alexander, Murray State University President and Distinguished Professor, made the following statement Tuesday at a
news conference:
"On June 30, 2001, I will have
served as president and tenured University Distinguished Professor of
MSU for seven full and rewarding years. On that day, my birthday, I will be 62 years of age, at
which time I will retire from both
positions.
"During these seven years I
have had the exceptionally good
fortune and singular honor, to be
president and professor of one of
the finest public universities in the
United States. The members of the
board of regents have not only
been enthusiastic and tireless supporters of the university, but for
me, confidants, trusted colleagues
and dear personal friends- it has
been my pleasure to become close
working companions with the most
dedicated and knowledgeable faculty members with whom I have
been associated throughout my long
education career.
"My years as president have been
greatly enriched by my relationship with the outstanding staff and
administrators who have so selflessly devoted their lives and careers

COMMENTARY
to the improsement of this university. Too. I should note that
my lasting first impressions,
imprinted on my mind seven years
ago, of bright and motivated students have been richly reinforced
as I have seen an endless array
of well-calibrated young brainpower
with boundless energy pour forth
from our university.
"Finally, as we all know, a great
bonus to working at this fine university is the privilege it affords
to live in one of the garden spots
of America, the city of Murray.
"Those of us who have lived
in other places truly appreciate
what it means to reside, work, go
to church and attend the public
schools (Janet graduated from Murray High) of Murray, Ky. We are
truly favored, advantaged and
blessed to live in this delightful
place on earth.
"We have had seven wonderful
years in which. I believe, the university has made significant strides.
We have been fortunate to ride
the crest of a strong economy in
which we have been able to
strengthen our curriculum and
improve our academic reputation.
build new facilities, increase our

enrollment, create new campuses,
build our financial reserves, and
generally improve the standard of
living of our faculty and staff.
"Indeed, it has been a most
rewarding circumstance to have
served as president during this
period of prosperity for our university.
"Too, I should observe that our
pleasure has been greatly enhanced
by my wife's richly rewarding experiences of having doctored, hugged
and kissed so many of the newest
citizens, (future MSU students), of
this fair community.
"My wife and I, and our family, plan to maintain our close ties
with the Murray community and
the university.
"We will devote much of our
time to our grandchildren. We will
divide our time among several
locations, the principal sites being
Murray (son, Kane), Urbana (son,
King, and two granddaughters),
Louisville (daughter, Liz, pediatric
resident), Henderson (two daughters, Anne and Janet, and a brand
new granddaughter, Katie), Hopkinsville (son, Klint), and London,
England (son, Kern III). Thank
you all for everything."
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Feb. I - 1 he Independent. London. on the
lockerbie trial:
In many respects the conviction yesterday of
the Libyan intelligence officer (Abdel Basset Ali
al-Megrahi) for preparing the bomb which blew
up on Pan Am's flight 103 over Lockerbie in
Scotland. killing 270 people. is a matter for much
satisfaction... But in another sense, yesterday has
not brought closure to the Lockerbie tragedy. ...A
single Libyan intelligence officer did not carry out
this elaborate crime on his own. The full truth of
Lockerbie has yet to emerge. A realist would concede that it is less likely to do so with every year
that passes. But the effort to discover that truth
must continue.
A civil lawsuit by relatives which will now
resume in New York may throw further light on
Libya's involvement. But, once al-Megrahi's appeal
has been heard, our government should set up a
lull public inquiry. History and above all the relatives deserve no less.
Feb. 5 - Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung,
Frankfurt, Germany, on missile defense:
But Russia's leadership should take a look at
the past before reviving something that would
clearly exceed its capabilities: Reagan's spacebased missile shield never became reality, hut the
concept shocked Moscow's leadership to the core.
We all know where their search for countermeasures led. Overtaxing the military also contributed
to the fall of the Soviet Union. Russia should
thus carefully consider its response and abandon
its belief that U.S. President George W. Bush's
plans would fundamentally alter the strategic balance.
This is not so. the system would be useless
against a Russian nuclear attack. Moscow should
negotiate calmly with Washington on amending
the ABM Treaty to fit present-day security threats
and maintain its political status as an equal.
Feb. 5 - The (Amman) Jordan limes, on
Israeli elections:

It was little comfort to see that only on Sunday did the Israelis peace camp finally wake up
to the fact that Ariel Sharon was leading by some
20 percentage points over incumbent Ehud Barak
for Israel's premiership and that, therefore, it might
be time for them to take to the streets and do
something.
Some Israelis appear to have finally realized
that Tuesday's elections are not only about domestic issues, or even about a political choice between
Likud and Labor: They are a matter of life and
death, peace or war.
Sharon has not missed one opportunity to remind
everyone of the recipe for disaster he has in store
for the people of the entire region. and for the
children of his own country: Jerusalem as the indivisible capital of Israel; no return of the Golan
Heights. meaning no chance of even reopening
some sorts of peace contacts with Syria; total
rejection of any plan to recognize the right of
return for Palestinian refugees; and, of course, a
pet project. continuation of settlement activities.
This is what Sharon calls 'looking not to build
bridges, but real partners for peace'.
Feb. 7 - Dagens Nyheter, Stockholm, Sweden, on the Israeli elections:
Many are concerned about what will happen
after the elections. On the domestic front. (Likud
leader Arid) Sharon can have a problem building
stable majorities in parliament.
Flirting with hard-liners and those who are
unwilling to compromise can generate international tensions, a coalition with (Ehud) Barak risks
being short-lived.
The main concern is the peace process. Diplomatic pressure may ensure that the new prime
minister will keep the talks alive.
But Sharon is a red flag for the Palestinians.
With him in power. their willingness to negotiate
with him will hardly increase. The light scenario
is a stalemate, the dark one is that the violence
from last fall is just a foreboding of what is to
come.
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Now it's payoff
time for Bush

he knows he's waffling with that foolish look on
his face?
Henry A. Buchanan
310 Graham Road
Murray, KY 42071

Dear Editor:
It's payoff time for President George W. Bush.
The leaders of the ultra-conservative religious
right put him in the White House. Now they will
get federal funds to do their good works with the
poor.
The hook in this "faith-based charity" bait is
this: The preachers can't mention God, nor Christ,
Dear Editor:
nor the Holy Spirit, nor the Virgin Mary, nor the
It was a pleasant surprise when I looked out
Church, nor any evangelistic purpose that may lie the window to see a bird at least 12 inches tall
hidden beneath their exterior of social concerns.
perched on the deck railing.
Or else they will cheat on George W. and falstood still so not to cause it to leave until
sify their reports by preaching salvation and heav- our family carefully observed it.
en with their government-funded programs. But I
It had a speckled breast and stomach area. When
suspect that it will be George W. who will be-in it moved its head to scan the deck it caused me
the saddle when the lowly ass makes the triumphal to think of an eagle. It stayed in that position for
palm-strewed entry to the Holy City of Washing- approximately 10 minutes before flying away. I decidton D.C.
ed it was a hawk and called 762-2786.
For what the Roman Emperor Constantine did
Steve White at the university informed me it
with Christianity in the fourth century and what was a Cooper Hawk if its tail was round on the
Henry VIII of England did with the church in the end. It was a Sharp Shined Hawk if its tail was
16th century, George W. will do in this 21st cen- square on the end, and they visit where there is
tury.
bird feed.
But George W. Bush will waffle on abortion,
and the born-again disciples of Pat Robertson and
Paul Lynn
Jerry Falwell will waffle along with him. Nobody
1668 Ryan St.
will blame Bush though. How could anyone think
Murray, KY 42071

Reader sees
hawk outside

Iraq seems confident
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
10th anniversary of the liberation
WASHINGTON TODAY
of Kuwait is fast approaching, and
Secretary of State Colin Powell
will be there to help the Kuwaitis celebrate Iraq's defeat. But as
GEORGE GEDDA
the milestone looms, the Iraqis are
Associated
Press Writer
talking as though they are the ones
who are entitled to exult.
The Clinton administration tried ed by the Bush administration. No
Iraq says it won the war, not mightily to persuade
the world U.N. weapons inspectors have visthe one that Powell will glorify that Saddam
was responsible, call- ited Iraq in more than two years,
on his Feb. 26 visit to Kuwait.
ing attention to his penchant for and there is concern that Saddam
but the war waged since then for
building palaces for himself and has been using this opening to
the hearts and minds of Arabs.
to how Iraqi oil exports have develop chemical and biological
An article Monday in the authorgrown; they now exceed pre-Desert weaponry, along with the missiles
itative Baghdad publication AlStorm levels.
to deliver them.
Thawrah predicted Powell will
British Foreign Secretary Robin
The Iraqis have been able to
come up empty-handed when, startCook, whose government is one smuggle oil outside the legal oiling next week, he tours Egypt. Saudi
Arabia, the Palestinian territories, of the few that has stood with the for-food program with increasing
Syria and Jordan. in addition to United States, said last week after impunity. Russia and France, oblivKuwait. in hopes of reinvigorat- a meeting with Powell that Sad- ious to U.S. appeals, seem eager
ing U.N. economic sanctions against dam's regime imports 10,000 bot- to end U.N. sanctions. And despite
tles of Scotch every month. He won- U.N. curbs, cargo-carrying comIraq.
"He will he disappointed and dered why Saddam doesn't use mercial flights have been arriving
frustrated and he will then be the money to buy baby food. These regularly in Baghdad.
Still. Powell senses the situaforced to cover up his disap- arguments do not seem to have
tion is salvageable. He told CBS'
pointment and frustration by say- resonated.
For years, the goal of Ameri- "Face the Nation" on Sunday he
ing that the Arab countries back
policy in Iraq has been to believes the coalition that defeatcan
the United States and support its
policies toward Iraq." the article create conditions for changing the ed Iraq can be reassembled.
regime in Baghdad. On that front,
"I think we can rally again,"
said.
the
news is not good either
he said, contending that a few planes
That is not totally a case of
CIA Director George Tenet, tes- arriving in Baghdad from time to
Iraqi bluster. There is no denying
that support for the sanctions has tifying before Congress last week, time without authorization does
been eroding steadily, including in said Saddam "has grown more not signify failure.
Powell, who was former Presthose countries that stood with the confident in his ability to hold on
United States against Iraq in Oper- to his power. He maintains a tight ident Bush's top military adviser
ation Desert Storm a decade ago. handle on internal unrest, despite during the Gulf War, signaled the
Egypt's foreign minister. Amr the erosion of his overall military strategy he will take with him
Moussa, said recently, "We can't capabilities.
when he travels to the region this
"Saddam's confidence has been month. He said he will remind
expect that the people of Iraq (can)
live under sanctions forever. ... buoyed by his success in quieting the countries that Saddam isn't
Since the war. Arab public opin- the Shia insurgency in the south, threatening the United States but
ion has moved 180 degrees."
which last year had reached a those nations themselves, "every
To the extent that widespread level unprecedented since the nation around him." All nations.
suffering exists in his country, Iraqi domestic uprising in 1991," Tenet he said, have an obligation to
President Saddam Hussein has suc- said.
make sure he complies with the
cessfully been able to blame U.N.
Iraq appears to be the most dif- U.N. resolutions he agreed to a
Security Council sanctions.
ficult foreign policy issue inherit- decade ago.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Feb. 3 - The (Columbia, S.C.) State, on Secretary of State Colin Powell:
New Secretary of State Colin Powell is rightly
questioning one of the most overused tools available to U.S. policy-makers — economic sanctions.
The United States has gone sanctions-happy in
the past 10 years. About 75 of the world's 193
countries are now under some kind of trade restriction.
Many of these actions are the most feeble kind
- sanctions that only the United States supports.
In a world of increasing global trade, that is like-

ly to be only an inconvenience for most other
nations.
In his confirmation hearings, Secretary Powell
said he would review many of these sanctions,
and he implored members of Congress to consult
with him before adding new ones.
"Stop, look and listen before you impose a sanction ... Count to ten, then call me," he said.
That's good advice, and his review of this policy indicates that he wisely plans to reconsider
some policies that may have outlived their usefulness.
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Tennessee starts talking lottery

DEATHS
Rev. Dwight I. Wyant

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) The Rev. Dwight I. Wyant, 57. St. Rt. 121 North, Murray, died Tennessee, the South's last gamTuesday, Feb. 13, 2001, at 4 p.m. at his home.
bling holdout, is seriously considHe was pastor of Faith Apostolic Church of Murray. Born Nov. 4, ering a lottery to bolster educa1943, in Monroe City, Ind., he was the son of the late Walbert Wyant tion and stop the bleeding of rniland Alberta Miller Wyant. One brother, Doyle Wyant, died in 2000. lions of dollars to games in neighSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Cherry Charnbliss Wyant; three boring states.
sons, Christopher Wyant and Todd Wyant, Murray, and Brad Wyant,
Efforts for years have failed to
Paducah; two grandchildren, Mary Grace Wyant and Millie Wyant, lift the state's constitutional ban
Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Diane VanLue, Danville, Ind.; three broth- on lotteries. But a vote Wednesers, Denny Wyant, Washington, Ind., Dick Wyant, Vincennes, Ind., day by the Tennessee House could
and Duane Wyant, Pueblo, Colo.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Joe David Prichard
Joe David Prichard, 68, Knight Road, Murray, died Tuesday, Feb.
13, 2001, at 1:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A 30-year Army veteran, he had moved to Murray in 1987 from
Hollow Rock, Tenn. He was a member of Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Evelyn Prichard, and
his second wife, Peggy Scott Prichard. Born Dec. 13, 1932, in Waverly, Tenn., he was the son of the late Fred Prichard and Mabel Reeves
Prichard.
Survivors include four stepdaughters, Mrs. Sarah Joyce Pace and
husband, Terry, and Mrs. Mae Jean Holland and husband, Ed, all of
Huntingdon, Tenn., and Mrs. Lesa Keel and husband, Donnie, and
Mrs. Theresa Washum and husband, Tim, all of Murray; two stepsons,
Don Scott and wife, Debbie, Murray, and Bob Scott, Jacksonville,
Fla.; one sister, Mrs. Mary Joyce Sellers and husband, James, McKenzie, Tenn.; three brothers, Mac Prichard, Camden, Tenn., Wayne
Prichard, McLemoresville, Tenn., and James Prichard, Springville,
-Tenn.; 11 grandchildren„,-Aaron.Stevens,- Austin Washum, Tracy Keeling, Tim and Josh Holland, Marie Williams, Charles Richardson, Shannon White, and Nathan, Dawn and Amanda Kohl; four great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Murray
Calloway Funeral Home. John Dale and Garry Evans will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from noon to 2 p.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the
Relay for Life for Cancer.

do just that and put a lottery-foreducation plan on the ballot in 2002.
"This is a chance for the people of Tennessee to get their voic-. _
es heard," said state Sen. Steve
Cohen, a longtime leader of lawmakers backing a lottery.
Their argument is that neighboring states such as Georgia and
Kentucky are reaping the benefits
in education funding from the

Mrs. Mattie Lou Taylor
Mrs. Mattie Lou Taylor, 74, Humboldt, Tenn., father of Mrs. Jeannie Walker of Kirksey, died Monday, Feb. 12, 2001, at Humboldt
General Hospital.
Her husband, John Taylor, died in May 2000.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Jeannie Walker and husband,
Joe T., Kirksey, and Mrs. Linda Mathis, Humboldt; one sister, Mrs.
Helen Boyer, Hannibal, Mo.; four grandchildren including Mike Morris and wife, Tammy, Kirksey, and Beth Morris of Fort Hood, Texas;
five great-grandchildren including Jessica, Chris and Cheyenne Morris, all 'of Kirksey.
The funeral will be Friday at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel of SheltonHunt Funeral Home. Humboldt. Burial will follow in Gibson County
Memory Gardens there.

Mrs. Helen Ludvigson
The funeral for Mrs. Helen Ludvigson will he Thursday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Shelton-Hunt Funeral Home, Humboldt, Tenn. Burial
Will follow in Rose Hill' Cemetery there.
Visitation is from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today at Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. The body will be transferred to the funeral home in
Humboldt where visitation will be from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight (Wednesday) and on Thursday morning.
Mrs. Ludvigson, 75, New Concord, died Monday, Feb. 12. 2001
at 5:55 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Barbara Carbonean, Roseville
Mich.; three sisters, Ms. Margaret Smith, Illinois, Ms. Frances Smith
Addison, Ill., and Ms. Annie Smith, Glen Ellyn, Ill.; two brothers.
Robert Smith, Las Vegas, Nev., and Bill Smith, Buchanan, Tenn.
brother-in-law, Ray Thurbush, Humbolt, Tenn.; six grandchildren; fivc
great-grandchildren.

they're moving there to take advantage of the college scholarships
the lottery pays for.
Tennesseans shouldn't have to
leave their home state so their
children can get a better education, he said.
Tennessee is one of only three
states without any form of legal
gambling. The others are Utah and
Hawaii.

Crew calls sub operations 'unforgivable'
HONOLULU (AP)-His voice
rising in anger, the second in command of a Japanese fishing vessel declared it "unforgivable" that
civilian guests were at the helm
of a U.S. submarine that sliced
through and sank his vessel off
the coast of Hawaii.
"A civilian wouldn't know what
to do," Ryoichi Miya, first mate
of the Ehime Maru, said Tuesday.
"It's absolutely unforgivable if a
civilian was operating it."
Nine people from the fishing vessel, four of them Japanese high
school students, were still missing and feared drowned.
The Navy acknowledged Tuesday that two civilians were at key
control stations of the USS
Greeneville when it practiced an

emergency surfacing maneuver last
week and came up under the Ehime
Maru, sinking it.
Lt. Cmdr. Conrad Chun, a Pacific Fleet spokesman, wouldn't specify the stations or release the names
of the 16 civilians, who included
businessmen.
A defense official told The Associated Press on condition of
anonymity that one civilian was
at the helm, where the vertical
movement and direction of the
submarine are controlled. The
source
'
saidthere was no indication that person played a role in
Friday's crash.
"There were two civilians at
two separate watch stations under
the very close supervision of a
qualified watch stander." the source

Robert Shadle
Robert Shadle, 71, New Concord, died Tuesday, Feb. 13, 2001, at
3:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
One sister, Mrs. Frances Roberts, and one brother, Lawrence Shadle, both preceded him in death. Born Nov. 22, 1929, in Cedar Rapids.
Iowa, he was the son of the late William E. Shadle and Marie R
Helm Shadle.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Grace Shadle; two sons, David
Eldon Shadle and wife, Diane, Georgetown, Texas, and Thomas Allen
Shadle and wife, Regina, Chicago, Ill.; one stepson, Carl Wodrich,
Charleston, Ill.; two grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Mark Mohler will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Cherry Corner Baptist
Church, 850 Cherry Corner Rd., Murray, KY 42071.

untold millions that Tennesseans
spend on lotteries at border convenience stores.
"We already have a lottery now,
we just don't get any benefit,"
said Sen. Ward Crutchfield, a
Democrat from Chattanooga along
the Georgia border.
Crutchfield said Chattanoogans
not only drive across the border
to Georgia to buy lottery tickets,

Wilson's Morist

said.
The Washington Post, citing a
source it did not identify, said another civilian was at the ballast controls, where the surfacing maneuver would have begun.
In the drill, the submarine dives
to about 400 feet and then makes
a rapid ascent, shooting out of the
water.
The submarine commander usually ensures nothing is overhead,
but the Greeneville somehow failed
to detect the presence of the fishing vessel.
National Transportation Safety
Board member John Hammerschmidt said late Tuesday that the
submarine's primary periscope was
functioning properly. However, he

said Navy officials had informed
him there were no sonar recordings nor video to show what crew
members saw before the Greeneville
surfaced. He said investigators
might be able to retrieve sonar
data from computer hard drives.
Hammerschmidt said investigators also hadn't determined whether
civilians' actions had any role in
the crash. It isn't unusual for civilians to be allowed on Navy vessels; last year, 213 civilians took
part in at-sea tours on Hawaiibased submarines, he said.
Off Hawaii, the search continued for the nine people missing
from the Japanese vessel, a 190foot ship owned by Uwajima Fisheries High School in southwestern Japan.

FREE
HEARING TESTS*AT SEARS
Call for an
appointment today!

753-4156
114 S. 5th St.•(Downtown Murray)• Mike Wilson -

OVs

Do you frequently ask others to
repeat themselves'
YES
NO
Do people around you often sound
as if they're mumbling?
1I S
NO
Do you have difficulty distinguishing between certain words or parts
of words?
Yf s
NO
DO you have difficulty listening
while on the phone or in a noisy
place?
YES
NO
Do you turn up the TV or radio too
loud for others?
If you answered "Yes" to any of these questions, you may have a hearing loss. Call to set
up an appointment for a FREE, no-obligation
hearing test ,
Yt S

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report P;c9eas anis
Some priers

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.
Air Products
AOL Time Warner
AT&T
BeU South
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb
Caterpillar
Daimler Chrysler
Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil
Firstar
Ford Motor
General Electric
General Motors
Goodrich
Goodyear
IlopFed Banks

Ore

now in dollars and ernis.

10872.32 - 31.00
39.90 + 0.42
47.53 - 0.56
22.12 - 0.36
42.36 - 0.58
42.69 - 0.09
62.98 - 0.06
43.90 + 0.64
50.68 + 0.61
34.71 - 0.78
84.02 - 0.77
23.70 - 0.38
28.30 + 038
46.73 - 0.43
54.33 - 0.75
38.36. 0.27
24.35 + 037
12'. B 12%A

I It 51
Ingersoll Rand
lhtel
Kroger
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pfizer, Inc.
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
Sears
Texaco
Union Planters
UST
Wal-Mart
Worldcom Inc.

114.08 + 0.33
44.73 + 0.11
33 +''.•
23.77 - 0.22
13.25 - 0.29
16.91 + 0.01
29.96 - 0,04
80.30 - 0.45
.57".
14.36 + 0.07
44.40 - 0.52
97.92 - 0.13
49.93 - 0.45
18.78 + 039
64.03 + 0.13
38.95 + 0.15
28.20 - 0.04
53.78 -0.32
17.-"

co

Appointments Now Available for Feb

FREE Hearing Test*
Receive a FREE, no-obligation hearing
test from your local Sears Hearing
Aid Center representative.
• neenng test alweys het Not• medical exam
Hear.n test performed for proper amplification selection only

•Fillhard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc price unchanged

4111i*)
HILLIARD

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

-1

Flea,
frxi A

Ler ters

Murray
Sears Hearing
Aid Center
912 S. 12th
Street
270-753-2310
800-264-0631
Store Hours:
Every 1st & 3rd
Friday/mo
9 a.m. to
3 p.m.

unOwsWift

Genuine Miracle-Ear

products available at Sears Hearing Aid

Cenisrs.

SINCE 1854

Miracle Ear

Our Best Investment Is You,
J J

17th

SEARS

WI Lyons Inc • Member NYSE and &PC

H
BRANDON

WORLD

4°

1300 N. 121 Bypass (Next to Lowes) Murray, KY

Taking care of your
family's insurance.., car
home
life.

1. Over 85 Years Selling Experience
2. 4 New Car Lines (Cadillac - Pontiac - Buick - Olds)
3. Larger Selection of Program Cars And Used Cars Starting As Low As $1,399
4. New & Exciting Way of Doing Business
5. World Class Service Department

And The Biggest Reason...

State Farm now offers health insurance for individuals and families
through Fortis Health, a leading
provider of health insurance.

WE WILL

SAVE YOU

Its flexible, affordable coverage,
so call me to review your health
insurance needs today
Mark Lewis, Agent
305 North 12th Street
Murray, KY

MORE MONEY THAN
ANYONE ON YOUR
NEXT VEHICLE
PURCHASE.

753-9627

Cali fix details on coverage, costs, restnctions and renewability
Coverage, nsued and underwritten by Fortis Insurance Company
a Fortis Health member company, Pvtilwaukee, Wisconsin

••
• *UST'

statefarm.comState tan,, Mutual Automobile Insurance
Horne Office Bloomington. Illinois
P-On4;s5

COMpany

FORTIS

l0/00

TRY US TODAY!

Wes Mapes, Gary Key, Jim Suiter,
Tripp Purdom, Janice Asbridge,
Rill Black hum - General Manager, Patricia Jones.

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

CALL 753-1916

270-753-5315

Call Us Today!

800-455-5315
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Dick-Hawes wedding
vows are said here

JO'S DATEBOOK

Robin Renee Dick and Chad Boyce Hawes were married Saturday,
Oct. 7, 2000, at the Murray Woman's Club House, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Robert and Debbie Dick of Murray.
The groom is the son of Boyce and Nancy Hawes of Paducah.
Officiating at the ceremony was Bro. Jamie Hughes. Music was
provided by Donnie Hendricks.
The maid of honor was Nicole Dick of Murray. Junior bridesmaid
was Amber McCallum of Murray.
Boyce Hawes, father of the groom, was best man. Ushers were
Bobby McAlister of Paducah and Josh Dick of Murray. Ring bearer
was Joshua Logan Dick, son of Josh and Terri Dick of Murray.
Wedding coordinators were Sandy Saxon, Terri Dick and JoAnne
Burkeen. Videos were by Glen Hughes and John Hughes.
A reception followed at the club house.
Servers were Carol Frazier of Paris, Tenn., Pat Hughes and Glynis
McCallum of Murray, Donna Raveltette of Sedalia and Jennifer Vaughn
of Lafayette, Ind.
Heather Saxon of Murray and Stephanie Wyatt of Lexington were
guest register attendants.
The bride is a 1993 graduate of Calloway County High School and
a 1998 graduate of west Kentucky Technical College. She is employed
by Paducah Retinal Center and Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The groom is a 1990 graduate of Lone Oak High School and a
1995 graduate of Murray State University. He is employed by the
McCracken County Board of Education, Paducah.
The couple is now residing in Paducah.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY EVERYONE!!
The "flu bug" has hit the staff and residents of Glendale
Place, according to Trudy McFarlane, executive director.
Because of the illnesses there, the fun-filled fundraiser for
the American Heart Association, -Mend a Broken Heart" Valentines Spaghetti Supper, will not be held at Glendale Place, 905
Glendale Rd., Murray, on Thursday from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
McFarlane said Glendale Place hopes to reschedule the event
at a later date. All proceeds are to go to benefit the American
Heart Association. For more information call 759-1555.

MS meeting on Thursday
A special meeting of the Murray Multiple Sclerosis Mutual Help
Support Group will be Thursday at 7 p.m. in the board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Dr. Jon Gustafson M.D., neurologist in Murray, will be guest speaker. The meeting is open to
the public. For more information contact Sherial Underwood at
759-8516.

Hazel club to meet Thursday
Mr and Mrs. Chad Boyce Hawes

Home Department hears Dunnagan
Michael Dunnagan was
the speaker at the January
meeting of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's
Club held at the club house
Dunnagan, artistic director of Playhouse in the Park,
shared his enthusiasm for
the Playhouse and also shared
his concerns and needs as

director.
Twenty-one books were
brought by members to be
donated to the Calloway
County Public Library.
Hostesses for the social
hour were Jackie Helm, Barbara Chilcutt and Virginia
Thomson.
The department will meet

Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the
club house. "Flowers in
Bloom" will be program to
be presented by Dana Hoffman.
Dorothy Higginbotham,
Winnie Love, Barbara Chilcutt and Joyce Morrison will
be hostesses.

DUNNAGAN

"I have struggled with my weight since the birth of my little girl."
"I realized one day I was a poor example for rn‘
child who isfighting a battle with cancer That's when
I joined Curves! The motivating atmosphere helped
me lose 43 lbs. and 27 inches. Now I have energyfor
myfive-year-old miracle."

.5,1 enrollment 6 rnm 12 rno c d

•30 Minute Total Workout
• Quickfit® does both Strength
training, which protects lean muscle & help; maintain wt. loss. and
Cardiovascular training, which burns bodyfat & conditions the heart
*Wonten Only • Friendly, Caring Environment
*Wt. Loss Guidance • Same place, one price
•Burns 300% more fat than Kalkinq or joveinv

Curve
s
for women
SO rrunute fitness & weight loss centers

759-3400
2

1608 Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY

Oxycontin
advisory
given for
women
If a pregnant woman seeks medical assistance and appears to be
addicted to Oxycontin or any other
narcotic, the attending medical personnel should obtain an immediate consultation with a substance
abuse specialist on how to handle the withdrawal from this classification of drugs.
This is from a release by the
Cabinet for Health Services at
Frankfort.

Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center. Donna Herndon will speak about the "Angel
Community Clinic" at 1005 Poplar St., Murray. Sharon Ray will
give the devotion. Hostesses will be Marla Thompson and Sharon
Ray.

Chorus rehearsal Thursday
Music Chorus of Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will have a rehearsal on Thursday at 7 p.m. at the club
house. Kathy Mowery is director and Angie Massey is pianist.

MHS Prom meeting Thursday
A meeting of all Murray High School Juniors and their parents
will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. in the MHS cafeteria to make plans
for the annual Junior-Senior Prom for this year.

Diamond Club on Thursday
Murray High Diamond Club will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. in
the MHS library, all parents of boys planning to try out for the
high school baseball team are urged to attend. Topics discussed
will be concerning the upcoming season.

Singing at Almo Friday
A gospel singing will be Friday at 7 p.m. at Almo Church of
Christ building, located off Highway 641 North on Highway 464.
Congregational singing will be led by several song leaders in the
area. Hoyt Cleaver Jr., song leader at Almo church, will be the
coordinator. The public is invited.

Eastern Star event planned
Abrupt discontinuation of a narcotic drug could have serious medical consequences for the pregnant woman and her unborn child.
For further information contact
Carol Stange or Mac Bell with
the Division of Substance Abuse,
Department for Mental Health and
Mental Retardation Services, Cabinet for Health Services, 100 Fair
Oaks Lane. fourth floor. Frankfort, KY 40621: or call 1-859564-3487.

Alford Chapter #445 of Order of the Eastern Star will sponsor
a chili supper at the Masonic Lodge in Aurora on Friday from 6
to 8 p.m. Chili, hot dogs. dessert and drink will be served for a
donation of $3 per person, according to Fanellis Knight, chapter
secretary.

Murray AAUW will meet
Murray Branch of American Association of University Women
will meet Thursday from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at the Faculty Club at
Murray State University. the program will deal with conflict resolution and will include audience participation. For information call
Merry Miller at 762-4628.

Moms In Touch Thursday
Moms In Touch will meet Thursday from 1:40 to 2:35 p.m. at
First Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets, Murray. This is
a nondenominational prayer support group praying for all school
staff and children. For information call Dee Dee Cohoon at 7599778 or Ginger Leavell at 759-4732.

-woolleso.
list71111P•

Special events planned for residents of West View Nursing Home
Thursday events include Big Band Music Hour at 10 a.m., Bingo
at 2 p.m. and also Piano Music with Marie Taylor at 2 p.m.

itir9s Aek.
cocom

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet Friday and Sunday at 7 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church, Main and Broach Streets, Murray
The only requirement for attendance is a desire to stop using
drugs. These are open meetings. For information call 762-0271 or
436-5489.

111311...COWCOLlair

75%-90%.
ALL LADIES CLOTHING
Peter
popovitch

41
:,
1•Chaei
jpnon

Everything Must Go To Make Room
For Our Spring Arrivals

Shar"
young
Giri

SurY"

ALL JEWELRY 50% OFF

tizir

1-frippe
,

403 South 6th St., Mayfield, KY- 247-6766
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5:30; Sat. 9:30-5:00

•

UMW!'Udiltdre
506 Suite C North 12th Street (located behind Subway)
Olympic Plaza • Murray • 753-0542
>c>

Hours: i%lon., Tue., Thurs., Fri. 9-6;

,it. 9-4

cx

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP SINCE AUGITST

AtiCoret
"iore!

Excluding Brighton®

West View plans activities

-.0111411114

Is looking for an experienced stylist
•Guaranteed hourly wage or commission
which
ever higher
•Friendly atmosphere
•Team environment
•Styling tools and products supplied
•Paid vacation
•C.E.U. hours supplied at shop free for employees

Shop Is Constantly Striving For Improvement.
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Theory Carnival held
by MMT Association

CARNIVAL.. Pictured is Margaret Wilkins, president of Murray Music Teachers Association, asking a question of Libby
Trevathan at the third annual Theory Carnival held at Calloway County Public Library.

Led by Karen Heise of Thweatt.
Gilbensville, Murray Music TeachThe games included Bowl-aners Association held its third annu- Interval, Rhythm Basketball, Spinal Theory Carnival for approxi- a-Key, Toss-a-Term, Fish-a-Note,
mately 30 area children in grades Composer Golf,
Listen Up and
2 to 6 at the Calloway County Music
Jeopardy which incorporatPublic Library.
ed all theory topics from the indiEmphasizing elements of musividual games.
cal theory. local piano teachers
Proceeds from the event will
Ellie Brown, Martha Carson, Lea
be
used to support music scholGentile, Joyce Herndon, Kathy
Thweatt and Margaret Wilkins, all arships for deserving students.
of Murray. Jackie Hill of Almo, prizes for winners in the Athena
and Karen Heise and David Hurst Festival in March, and other music
of Gilbensville assisted in games. events of interest to the organization
These games involved the stu- which is an affiliate of Music Teachdents in answering questions to ers National Association and Kenearn Theory Bucks which were tucky Music teachers Association.
spent on prizes at the end of the
Local officer/members are Ellie
morning activities. Also assisting Brown, Karen Heise, Kathy Thweatt
were Shanna Snowden and Robin and Margaret Wilkins.

Read the Today pages

Man' Louise Tutt and Franklin P Davis

Tuff and Davis Vows
will be said April 7
Mary Louise Tutt and Franklin P. Davis announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
Ms. Tutt is the daughter of Mrs. Mildred B. Tutt and the late Carlos Odell Tutt of Murray.
Mr. Davis is the son of Mrs. Eula W. Davis and the late William
(Bill) Davis of Lewisburg.
The bride-elect is a high school mathematics teacher and is employed
by the Fort Campbell School System.
The groom-elect is a retired high school mathematics teacher from
the Fort Campbell School System.
A private family wedding is being planned for Saturday, April 7,
2001, at Scott's Grove Baptist Church, Murray.

Lifeguarding
classes to be
offered by
Red Cross
Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross will offer
lifeguarding classes during the
months of March and April.
Each session is approximately
40 to 46 hours long and costs
$135 payable upon registration at
the Red Cross office at 1003
Poplar St.. Murray. Office hours
are 8:30 a.m. through 3 p.m.
The March session starts on
March 15 and runs through March
31. Registration will close for the
March session on Friday. March
9, as the office will be close the
week of March 12.
The April session starts on April
12 and runs through April 28.
All students must be 15 years
old by the final date of the class.
For more information call 7531421.

SUPPORT THE
ARTS IN YOUR
COMMUNITY

"
.. CHEROKEE HILLS
go
STEAKHOUSE
..
'op

Located at TN/KY State Line.
From Paris Landing 5 Miles
On Hwy. 119. From Murray
15 min. South on 121. Follow
signs.

le

Open 4:00 p.m.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.. Only
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g• Sweetherte
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.. Sirloin
4%1
.. Dinner
."For 2"a•
go
"—
go
$19.95
.. Marinated
To Perfection
,0
q010

Includes
Salad Bar,
Baked Potato
& Yeast Roll

‘01

Enjoy a delicious dinner
cooked to perfection in a
.
ii
relaxing atmosphere
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l'hone 901 -232-('i"°'
270-436-5566

• Activate a Cingular Home"' plan with access of $2999
and higher and get unlimited mobile to mobile
calling and mobile to mobile messaging to any
Cingular customer within your local calling area.

Home Plan:

250 minutes

400 minutes

600 minutes

Long Distance Included
Offer available to new and existing customers
For more information or local delivery, call 1-866-CINGULAR.
wwvv cingularcom

Nokia 8260

Nokia 5165

Pick one of these two Nokia phones.
NOKIA
1.-. 14,4FX-T11,1U PSOP11-

February 14th is the day of love. This
is the one day of the year when we show
friends and family how much we care.
Let Cupid's arrow pierce someone's
heart that you care about. Whether it's
only a phone call or card be sure to let
people know that you care.
Don't forget your parents and grandparents, special aunts and uncles or that
special friend that is always there for
SOU.

Make an extra effort to be kind and
affectionate to everyone you see today
— Love is contagious.
DK Kelley ha.s some wonderful gift
ideas for this special day. Nivan
Morgan hand cream smells wonderful
and really makes your hands and body
feel silky. Aromatherapy candles are a
perfect way to calm or energize yourself
or others. Do you have some Kodak
moments you need to frame We have a
unique selection of picture frames.(See
our pink rosebud frames for Valentine's
Day). Candle holders. s tone vases,
bowls, pewter trays. BeautiControl cosmetics. sterling silver jewelry (some on
sale 1/2 pnce) and some Brighton®
handbags and belts are 1/2 price and are
great gift ideas.
For the garden lovers, we have fun
bird feeders, bird cages, thermometers
for the gardener. gazing balls look terrific inside or out.
Spiritual self empowering books are a
wonderful way to center yourself and a
great gift for anyone. Be ,iure to stop by
to check out our titles.
DK Kelley is truly the something for
everyone store. Gifts for men or women
are available and free gift wrapping is a
plus.
We love to pamper our customers and
make them feel good about themselves
Many new items are on I he way just for

Give her a ring this Valentine's Day.

.01S
A

his

Try some of our sweet jalapeno peppers, everyone loves them and they are
perfect gift.
Winter clearance 75% off is still going
n. We are getting in a lot of new spring
merchandise. Its not too early to start
.hopping this season. You are able to
4et the best selection and be assured of
the right size.
Congratulations to Jackie Bundy who
on the ceramic elephant picture frame
at our luncheon on Friday. Join us this
..seek for lunch and have a tour around
the store.
The spring colors are breath taking
irid definitely a mood booster.
Happy Valentine's Day to all, may you
!xperience a wonderfol day of love and
kindness. Remember to love you must
love yourself first, then you are able to
radiate love and joy to others. Pamper
\ ourself. take time for yourself. "relax
and smell the roses.Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report

Rizt-gtlitY
The Store With Something

South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441
305
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Availosblis At:
Cinguler Wireless Stores
MADISONVILLE
30 N Main St., 821-1111

Parkway Plaza Mall
401 Madison Sq Ave, 821 4466
MURRAY 906A S 12th St. 753.7533
PADUCAH 1733 Kentucky Ave., 444-0084

Express Loco s
WAL•MART
60 BE NioN
GI MADISONVILLE

()MAYFIELD
MORGANFIE LID
0MURRAY

lV PADUCAH
5130 Hinkleville Rd
3220 Irvin Cobb Di
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CCHS releases honor roll for first semester
Calloway County High School
has released the honor roll for the
first semester as follows:
NINTH GRADE
All As
Brandon N. Steele, Amanda L.
.Adams. Whitni N. Bast, Tyler S.
Boggess, Mandy L. Brandsasse, Sara
G. Burkeen. Josh L. Bybee, Brittany
N Chapman. Whittany N. Chapman,
Wesley B. Claiborne. Brook J. Deines,
Bandy E. Deshields, Aimee M. Dial,
Navid A. Djassehii, Kimberly J.
Dyer, Amanda M. Ferguson, Richard
W. Futrell, Jenny B. Gingles, Justin

R. Hendrick, Jonathan J. Holzapfel, Luisa L. Hopkins. Hillary A. Hulse, Brandy
K. Huynh, Lyndsi A. Keel, Kara L.
Kelso, Heather R. Kohr. Marci R. Little, James C. Locke, Elizabeth J. Musser. Lindsay E. Paschall, Jeremy S.
Phillips, Meagan M. Rogers, Julie R.
Rushing, Greg L. Ryan, Brette Shaeffer, Shanna R. Spann, Kathryn M.
Stalls. Brian C. Tucker, Courtney P.
Walker. Jay E. Wyatt and Josh S.
Young.
All As and Bs
Tyler Collins, Mark A. Paschall,
Brandy L Watkins. Christopher E. Alton.

Young, SCUD C Cw.ington, Kimberly
R. George. Ashley N. Henderson, Billy
J. Hendon, Meaghan R. Murdock.
Kenny D. On,Tyler C. Shendan, Mason
Lusk, Leslie M. Lynn, Chantell Parrish, Jessica L. Payne. Emily P. Perry,
Jordyn D. Randolph, Andrew B. Todd.
Erica B. Anderson, Nathan C. BaizeII.
Kelly L. Chrisman, Shona M. Edwards,
Carl G. Harris, Ivy N. Hettenhouser
and Eddie M. Kobraei.
10TH GRADE
All As
JoAnna E. Anderson. Robert L.
Brumley, Brent D. Burchett, Lucas

Emily B. Futrell, Brandi M. Patterson, Dustin S. Smith, Jamie L. Stinnett, Robin L. Thweatt, Derreck A. Tinsley. Heather K. Borgarding, Dana M.
Dambra,
Erin E. Dick, Brian R. Driver,
Lydia N. Eaker. Addie Erwin, Aliceia
P. Hammonds, Dan-an N. McClure,
Kenna C. Walker, Jason L. Craig, Derrick A. Dalton, Jordyn E. Dublin, John
L. Fisher, Kerry L. Hopkins, Lora L.
Hopkins, Michelle D. Jarvis, Andrea
L. Loveless, Danielle M. McMillen.
Megan E. Thweatt, Jared L. Vincent, Logan W. Walker, Michelle E.
SHOPPES OF

Carter. Stephanie A. Craig. Rebecca
M. Cripps, Lindsey T. Ellison, Bryan
T. Furches, Matthew G. Gingles, Meagan N. Hall, Melissa L. Huscusson,
Kevin G. Johnson, Ben T. Keller,
Henry N. Kobraei, Brandi N. Melvin,
Justin C. Owen, Bobby D. Potts. Kenneth E. Scott, Kyle A. Starks, April
J. Thomason. John P. Wall, Eric K.
Werner and Carley P. Williams.
All As and Bs
Chad L. Pritchett, Heidi van Ameringen, Kyle W. Anderson, Shane G.
Harper, Jay J. Jenkins, Clint W. Johnson, James C. Letts, Megan M. Miller,
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Nicole S Miller, Latosha L. Phelps,
Stacey Robertson, Crystal D. Underwood, Thomas E. Wilson, Kimberly
J. Griffin, Ashley J. Hannon, Christopher A. Owen, Kila D. Phillips, Billie L. Pritchett, Brian C. Shelby, Stacey
M. Burgess, Heath D. Garner, Jeff L.
Loftin, April K. Ramsey, Jon M.
Usrey, Angela L. Warren,
Bailey R. Barnett, Serena M. Brittain, Ben A. Brumley, Gina L. Fielder, Chelsie B. Gardner, Ashlee Y.
Gupton, Kayla D. Henson, Lacy Hocking, Brittany J. Lamb, Mitchell L.
McClure, Amy M. McKnight, Matthew
P. Morris, Lindsey R. Paschall. Michael
B. Stanger,
Kristin N. Strode, Amanda N. D'Angelo, Stephanie L. Gorrell, Steven
Shackelford, Robin R. Dawson, Sara
A. Duncan, Daniel D. Dycus, Brandon D. Elkins, Nicole Erwin, John
D. Galloway, Nathan S. Jones, Susan
E. Lassiter and Jennifer L. Mattson.
11TH GRADE
All As
Jeremy B. Allbritten, Angela Armstrong, Rebecca L. Boyd, Tara L.
Brooks. Mark Chamberlain, Jamie M.
Childress, Paul R. Colwell, Casey
Cornelison, Elizabeth Dandeneau,
Anne-Marie Dunlap,
Louis Ernstberger, Ashley N. Futrell,
Aaron C. Godar, Alli L. Hillard, Laura
N. Holt, S. Dustin Ladd, Stacey L.
Lee, Haley Lynn, Heather R. Macha,
Chelsie R. McCuiston, Lauren M.
McKendree,
Brandon L. Morris, Tera R. Murdock, Brent A. Norsworthy, Robert
E. Nowak Jr., Nathan C. Oliver, Noelle
Olsen, Ashley R. Peters, Michael E.
Pritchard, Megan L. Raspberry,
Meagan R. Rogers, Kacee Stonecipher, Bridget M. Swatzell, Dominique
R. Taylor, Sandra Thompson, Stacey
J. Thorn, David J. Timmons, Benjamin S. Williams and Amanda N.
Winston.
All As and Bs
Aaron J. Pitman, Tamara L. Tucker, Charles A. Waynick, Brittany Beane,
Dustin Casper, Tiffany Cunningham,
Tara Evans, Damien A. Manier, Jennifer Massengill, Rhiannon McCuiston, Gregory A. Wilson, Joseph T.
Dillon, Tiffany A. Beane,
Jennie Crawford, DeeAnna G.
Dycus, Amber R. Hill, Ashley A. Iglesias. Heather S. Quinn. Robert
Schindler, Clint Stone, Sanchez Stubblefield, Crystal L. Bynum, Jacklyn
L. Cordell, Chase Stone, John T. Todd,
Gregory E. Villanueva,
Carla M. Black, Brittney Bogard,
Amanda M. DeRosa. Braden C. Dong,
Stephanie R. Elmore. Melody N. Fender, Angela M. Ingram, Shanna Kelso,
Tori J. O'Bryan. Jennifer R. Oliver.
Tai N. Orten, Jeremy Owens, Tabitha
A. Paschall, Jacob Payne.
Stephanie Spann, Adam M. Yezerski, Jacob Caddas, Kenneth W. Duncan, Amanda N. McCuiston, Shayna
R. Millizer, Amberly K. Paschall,
Steven D. Sanders. Christy N. Sells,
Joey M. Skinner, Sarah Thompson,
Brittany K. Vaughn and Dean Futrell.
12TH GRADE
All As
Jacob J. Abbott, Lisa M. Arnold,
Jeremy L. Bolls, Seth Bryant. Chelsea
N. Bullard, Amanda F. Carter, Dusty
Clark, Heather M. Colson, Natalie
Cooper. Ben D. Cossey, Aaron M.
Cowan, Nilofar Djassemi, Kari G.
Downs, Michael P. Eldridge,
Kaci L. Ellison, Christopher P.
Felts, Daniel D. Garner. Jayne L. Gordon, Patrick J. Greer, Michelle D.
Gregory. Racheal N. Grogan, Brady
r. Harris, Em n L. Heltsley, Brad B.
Hendricks, Erica L. Hill, Justin R.
Holland, Zanya A. Hopkins, Craig
Jacobs,
Sabrina L. Johnson, Sarah T. Johnson. Abby E. Jonas, Kassa M. Kelso,
Elizabeth J. Kilby, Matthew C. Leet,
Jessica D. Lemons. Amanda N. Lilly,
Kevin A. Malone. Derek A. McCallum, Joseph K. McDaniel, Chessy L.
Mercado, Jamie R. Miller, Shaun R.
Mitchell, Raegan L. Morton.
Ashley R. Noffsinger, Stacey K. Orr,
Bethany M. Pate, Becky PenningtonDowns, Chase S. Redden, Heather R.
Rogers, Ryan K. Rogers, April M.
Rooker, Tara E. Royal, Tony R. Ryan.
Charles J. Scott, William L. Scott.
Casey L. Smith, Joel A. Smith.
Joshua J. Smith. Kacey L. Stark,
Whitni L. Steele, Chelsea J. Stephenson, Jimmy D. Stubblefield, Rebecca
J. Suiter, Jena G. Thomas, Chns D.
Thome. Miranda J. Underwood, Terra
L. Vance. Chase C. Wallace, Austin
K. Webb, Brandon M. Williams and
Kristi M. Williams.
All As and Bs
Brandie L. Burkeen, Richard Burkeen. Ashley E. Cook, Chris N. Duncan, Chad A. Greer, Angel A. HenAshley R. Holsapple. Ryan D.
Humphrey. Jeffrey R. Lawrence,
Matthew W. Robertson, Joshua S.
Sanders. Jessica R. Bybee,
Duane W. Dycus, Delisha A. Lampkins. Bethany N. Martin, Gary L.
Mathis. Brian Overbey. Jennifer M. Perlow, Justin R. Price, April S. Ramsey, Adrianna Rodriquez. Crystal J.
Thompson, Audra D. Todd, Tara L.
Turner. Clifton B. Garner.
Sarah M. Gould, Kyle R. Kirks,
Leslie A. Mayfield. Joshua M. Owen,
Randy A. Reavis, Tiffany B. Rogers,
Dustin Morganti, Melissa J. Richardson, Marion F. Rogers. Josh W.
Schecter, Derek R. Shaffer, Caleb E.
Smith, Adriane L. Southard.
Jameson
Wade, Amanda
E.
Williams, VaRhonda J. Wright. Brad
A. Thurmond, Harlan A. Underhill.
Marlin Williams. D. Michele M. Goodman, Misty C. Bogard, Amber S.
Cain. Nicole A. Conkright. Wesley J.
Coursey,
Brandi L. Dedmon. Teresa R. Dycus,
Monica L. Esterlein, Mark C. Free.
Kandis K. Garland, Jason C. Henderson, James A. Henry, Christopher
Hudspeth. Annie T. Lynn. Mallorie
R. Mason and Chadwick I. McLaren.
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School meals get healthier

TAKE THIS...Taylor Butler (Ms. Geography) accepts the
Kentucky postcard donated by Jason Gonzales for the post
card exchange Murray Elementary is involved in.

'Puffy'Combs files
suit against writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Sean
"Puffy" Combs is suing a man
who he had hoped would help
him write his autobiography, saying the writer ditched him after
accepting $325,000 to do the job.
The lawsuit filed Tuesday in U.S.
District Court in Manhattan claims
Combs made the deal with Mikal
Gilmore after Gilmore's cover story
for Rolling Stone magazine about
the rap mogul.
The men sold the book proposal to Ballatine Publishing Group,
a division of Random House, on

Dec. 7, 1998, according to the
lawsuit.
Work on the book was to begin
in March 2000. The lawsuit alleges
that Gilmore's lawyer notified
Combs in April that Gilmore would
not serve as the collaborating author
but would be willing to offer "consulting" help.
Combs' lawsuit seeks a return
of the $325,000 plus lawyer fees.
Gilmore could not be reached
for comment at a business listed
on the lawsuit as a contact for
the writer.

Spelling intends
return to television
NEW YORK (AP) -- "Beverly Hills, 90210" is off the air, but
former television princess Tori
Spelling is making plans to return
to the tube.
"I want to do comedy," Spelling
said from her front-row seat at
the Badgley Mischka fashion show.
The actress was wearing a Badgley Mischka frock.
The 27-year-old played Donna
Martin on the former Fox night-

time drama, which her father, Aaron
Spelling, created. She just wrapped
two films, "Sol Goode" and "Joe
Head Goes Hollywood."
"They're both independent, both
comedic roles," she said.
Spelling also said she is developing a series with the WB network. "It's a buddy comedy, sort
of like a new 'Laverne and
Shirley," she said.

'Friends'star hates fat
NEW YORK (AP) — Courtney Cox Arquette has been criticized in the media for being too
thin, but after playing "Fat Monica" on the NBC sitcom "Friends,"
she knows she never wants to put
on weight.
Arquette appears on the show
in sporadic flashbacks to her character Monica's younger days, when
she was overweight.
"It took me about three hours

get me into 'Fat Monica' makeup. But when I become her, I
become the most uninhibited person in the world," the actress says
in the March issue of Jane magazine.
"I'd do this dance in front of
the audience called 'the popcorn.'
Made me feel like I wouldn't ever
want to be fat," she said. "It's
hot to be fat. And I don't mean
hard. I mean hot."

WASHINGTON (AP) — School
meals are getting leaner and more
nutritious. Under pressure from federal officials, schools have trimmed
fat, cholesterol and sodium from
lunches and breakfasts and are offering children more fruits and
vegetables, the government says.
A decade ago, barely a third of
elementary schools offered students
lowfat lunches. Now, four of every
live schools do, according to an Agriculture Department report released
last month.
Schools have lowered the overall
fat content of meals from 38 percent
of calories to 34 percent of calories,
the report said. Under USDA rules,
the maximum is supposed to be 30
percent. Levels of saturated fat also
are down.
"School meals reach nearly 27
million children each day, sometimes providing the most nutritious
meal a child receives," said Agriculture Secretary Dan Glickman.
"Fortunately, more than ever before, these meals are hitting the
mark in providing good nutrition
and healthy selections."
The report is based on a survey
conducted during the 1998-99
school year and follows up a similar
study done in 1991-92 that had
alarmed federal officials. The Agriculture Department began requiring
schools to meet minimum standards
for nutrients and the 30 percent
maximum for fat content.
Schools have altered their menus
and food preparation. Turkey and
chicken are now mixed with beef to
lower the Tat content. Cafeteria
workers skim fat from broth before
making gravy. Schools offer a range
of fresh fruits that are popular with
kids, including strawberries, melons
and even kiwis.
Over the objections of the beef
industry, the government also has
allowed schools to offer yogurt and
soy products, such as veggie-burgers, as meat substitutes.
"What we've really been focusing on for the last six years is to enhance our school meals so that they
do offer nutrient-dense foods that
will benefit our children," said Marilyn Hurt, president of the American
School Food Service Association.
But offering healthy meals is one
thing: getting kids to eat them is another.
"Kids choose what foods they
know. If they are eating a lot of
pizza at home, they're going to
choose pizza at school. It's pretty
hard to overcome what they have
been learning at home," said Hurt,
supervisor of nutrition programs for
the schools in LaCrosse, Wis.

3. The Agriculture Department
conducted the last survey in the
1998-99 school year.
4. A decade ago, a third of .all_
elementary schools in the United
States provided students with lowfat
meals.
5. Answers will vary.
6. Schools have trimmed fat.
cholesterol and sodium from the
food they serve.
7. The Agricultural Department
recommends a maximum of 30 percent of calories from fat.
8. Answers will vary.
9. Answers will vary.
10. Answers will vary.

Read All About 9t
by Susan 3ineman
schools offering students lowfat
food?
3. When was the most recent
school food survey conducted?
What U.S. government agency did
the study?
4. Ten years ago, how many elementary schools offered students reduced-fat lunches?
5. Now four out of five schools
offer students leaner lunches. Is
your school one of them? How do
you know?
6. Schools have made food more
nutritious by reducing the amounts
of what three ingredients?
7. According to the Agriculture
Department, what percent of calories should come from fat?
8. Are you concerned about the
fat content of the food you eat?
Why or why not?
9. Give two examples of how
schools have changed their food
preparation in order to offer healthier selections.
10. What is meant by the sentence, "But offering healthy meals
is one thing; getting kids to eat them
is another?"
WHAT'S FOR LUNCH?
How do you think you'd do as a
school lunch planner? Try putting
together a week's worth of lowfat
meals. For fun, complete your project by printing your menu on a
piece of paper shaped like one of
the fruits listed below. Will you offer peanut butter and jelly?
Pineapple
Pear
Orange
Banana
Strawberry

Answer Key:
(Wording may vary)
I. About 27 million children receive school meals each day.
2. Schools are serving students
healthier food in an effort to meet
the requirements of federal officials.
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Use information from the story
to answer the following questions:
I. How many children eat school
meals each day?
2. Why are more and more
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Panel OKs independent
psychologist legislation
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
number of psychologists eligible
to practice independently in Kentucky would grow under a bill
that breezed through a Senate committee Tuesday.
Psychologists with master's
degrees could begin practicing without supervision if they met a series
of standards. Such independent status is now limited to psychologists with doctorates.
The bill, which cleared the Senate Licensing and Occupations
Committee, would set Kentucky
apart in regulating psychologists.
Forty-seven other states recognize only doctorate-trained psychologists as independent practitioners.
Broadening that status is meant
to overcome a chronic shortage of
psychologists in rural Kentucky
without compromising the profession's standards, a bill supporter
said.
"This reflects the rural nature
of Kentucky and the lack of trained
professionals while still protecting
the public," said Sheila Schuster,
representing the Kentucky Psychological'Association.
The shortage of independent
practitioners causes hardships for
individuals and comprehensive
mental health centers in rural Kentucky, Schuster said. Some doctorate-trained psychologists travel
from center to center to supervise

master's-trained colleagues, she
said.
To gain independent status, master's-trained psychologists would
have to pass tests, have at least
five years' professional experience
under supervision of licensed psychologists and receive recommendations from their supervisors and
two other licensed mental health
professionals.
"Those qualifications are quite
demanding," said Sen. Charlie Borders, R-Russell.
Psychologists meeting those
standards would be designated
licensed psychologist practitioners.
Master's-trained psychologists not
meeting the requirements would still
have to practice under supervision
of licensed psychologists, a higher designation limited to those with
doctorates.
Schuster said the bill would not
discourage psychologists from
obtaining doctorates. She noted
that doctorate-trained psychologists
alone would retain such privileges
as supervising psychological services and planning treatment.
The bill heads to the full Senate. Its chances appear good since
its main sponsors are Majority Floor
Leader Dan Kelly. R-Springfield,
and his counterpart, Democratic
Floor Leader David Karem of
Louisville.
(The legislation is Senate Bill
94).

Crichton signs onto
HarperCollins deal
NEW YORK (AP) — Michael
Crichton has agreed to a two-book
deal with HarperCollins, ending a
30-year affiliation with Alfred A.
Knopf.
Although terms were not disclosed, the contract is almost certainly worth seven figures.
"Michael does believe in
change." his agent, Lynn Nesbit,
told The Associated Press on Tuesday. "His relationship with Knopf
was comfortable, but perhaps too
comfortable, and he needed a shot
of energy."
At his new publishing house.

Crichton will be reunited with Jane
Friedman. a publicist and executive at Knopf for much of his
time there and now president and
chief executive officer of HarperCollins.
"The change is particularly
meaningful to me because it gives
me the opportunity once again to
work with Jane Friedman, a friend
and colleague," Crichton said in
a statement.
Crichton, author of such blockbusters as "Jurassic Park" and "The
Andromeda Strain," is expected to
publish his first book for Harper
in 2002.
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BRIEFS
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A new law that allowed voters in
"dry" areas to legalize drinks at larger restaurants last year would be
repealed under a bill approved by the Senate State and Local Government Committee on Tuesday.
The bill is by Sen. Vernie McGaha, R-Russell Springs, who said
he inadvertently voted for last year's legislation.
The bill in 2000 passed on the Senate's "consent calendar," a timesaving device in which several bills are lumped together for a single
vote. "I did not know it was in there," McGaha said in an interview.
In his re-election campaign, "it was a major issue."
(Senate Bill 88)

CONTRIBUTION...Bill Wells presents a check on behalf of the
Rotary Club to Lindsay Tuggle for Bowl for Kids' Sake.

Bowl for Kids'Sake
to be held March 10
at Corvette Lanes
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Murray-Calloway County is holding
the annual Bowl For Kid's Sake
March 10 at Corvette Lanes.
Big Brothers Big Sisters is a
local program that matches children, ages 6 to 16, with an adult
mentor from the community.
Each match made between a
big brother/sister and a little brother/sister is monitored by professional staff.
Matches do fun activities together. learn from one another and
enrich each other's lives. All funds
from Bowl for Kids Sake will
benefit Big Brothers Big Sisters
of Murray/Calloway County.
Bowl for Kid's Sake is a fun
event and a great way to raise

Kentucky donor is
likely ambassador
WASHINGTON
(AP)
William Farish, a multimillionaire
Kentucky and Texas horse breeder and Bush family friend, is the
front-runner to be nominated as
ambassador to Britain, an administration official said Tuesday.
Farish's candidacy was being
run past London officials and a
final background check was being
completed. said the official, speaking on condition of anonymity. If
all goes well, President Bush
planned to nominate him, though
an announcement wasn't imminent,

•
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money for BBBS. Participation is
simple.
All you need is a team of five
people who are willing to bowl
on March 10. The cost is $25 per
team member or $125 per team.
You can get friends, family
members or local businesses to
sponsor your team to assist with
the cost, if necessary. All donations are tax deductible.
If you are interested in having
a team for Bowl for Kid's Sake,
contact Lindsay Tuggle at 759BBBS.
All teams must register before
March 1. All monies raised will
be used to fund a program that
helps children here in Calloway
County.

Rudy's
Court Square • Murray • 753-102

the official said.
Contacted Tuesday night, Farish said, "It would not be appropriate to comment." But he
acknowledged he has "had conversations with the White House
relative to a position with the
administration. Nothing is confirmed and nothing is definite."
Farish, 62, is chairman of the
board of Churchill Downs, where
the Kentucky Derby is run each
year. He also has donated tens of
thousands of dollars to the Republican Party.
The job of U.S. ambassador to
the Court of St. James's often
goes to a political benefactor such
as the man Farish would replace
— Philip Lader, a close friend of
former President Clinton.
Farish has a longstanding relationship with Britain's Queen Elizabeth II, who is an avid horse
breeder and racing enthusiast. On
four occasions, the queen has visited Farish's stables in Kentucky,
staying with Farish and his wife
each time. During the visits, the
queen matched her mares with
Farish's stallions.
A native of Houston, Farish is
founder and president of W.S. Farish & Co., an investment firm and
has been the owner and operator
of Lane's End Farm, a thoroughbred breeding facility in Versailles,
Ky., since 1980.
During the presidential campaign, Farish played Kentucky
Derby host to the Bush family —
candidate, the former president and
his wife.

Glaucoma Patients
tart Ophthalmology Associates, as one of twenty
,ne sites in a nationwide multicenter research
study, have recently begun enrolling eligible
patients in a clinical trial of an investigational new
medication for glaucoma.
aaucoma patients who qualify for this clinical
rial will receive all study-related diagnostic tests,
,.xaminations by board certified ophthalmologists
Ind glaucoma medications at no charge for the one
year duration of the clinical trial.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Disabled veterans in Kentucky would
be exempt from paying camping fees at state parks under a bill
approved Tuesday by the House Tourism Development and Energy
Committee.
People would have to offer proof from retirement systems or government-recognized agencies verifying they are totally and permanently disabled. They also would have to show they are Kentucky
residents.
The bill cleared the committee without a dissenting vote.
(The legislation is House Bill 19).
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A House committee approved a bill
Tuesday meant to ensure that property owners are notified by mail
when a cellular telephone tower is to be built nearby.
Rep. Royce Adams, D-Dry Ridge, said the bill would correct an
omission in a law enacted last year that intended for property owners to be informed about plans for cell towers.
As it turns out, the law did not apply to people living in the many
Kentucky counties without planning and zoning, Adams said.
The latest proposal would require applicants for cell towers to
notify contiguous property owners by certified mail in any county,
regardless of whether it has planning and zoning.
Adams said it's meant to help people in rural areas who might
miss a classified ad announcing an application for a cell tower.
The bill was approved by the House Tourism Development and
Energy Committee.
(The legislation is House Bill 193).
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A legislator who unsuccessfully pushed
a county consolidation bill last year is trying again.
Rep. Charles Geveden, D-Wickliffe, said Tuesday the new bill is
scaled back from a year ago. There is no funding in it — only a
more streamlined process in which two or more counties could start
the ball rolling with petitions.
"It's purely voluntary. There's no mandates in it from Frankfort,"
Geveden told the House State Government Committee, of which he
is chairman.
"It may be none of us serving in the Legislature will ever see this
happen," Geveden said. But there may come a time when some small
counties have to raise taxes or cut services, Geveden said.
The State Government Committee approved the bill easily, though
not unanimously. Rep. Lonnie Napier, R-Lancaster, voted against it.
"I hate to see small counties lose their identity," Napier said.
The money the state sends to local governments could be manipulated to "starve" small counties into consolidation, Napier said.
(House Bill 50)
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The House appears ready to study tax
reform in the coming year, but the Senate's willingness is still up in
the air.
The House Appropriations and Revenue Committee on Tuesday
agreed to create a task force of legislative and executive branch
appointees to study an overhaul of the tax system. It would be composed of six House members and six Senate members and six from
the executive branch.
Its report would be due in time for the 2002 General Assembly.
But David Williams, president of the Republican-controlled Senate,
has scoffed at any further study of taxes, saying the topic "has been
studied to death."
Williams has variously said his party supports tax reform, but not
if it includes any provision that would raise taxes on anyone. Williams
has also said he does not trust Democratic Gov. Paul Patton on the
topic of taxes.
Williams has accused Patton of double-crossing Republicans last
year when the legislature raised taxes on long-distance telephone calls.
Williams and lawmakers wanted the moves portrayed as not actually
raising taxes because some fees paid by employers into the unemployment insurance fund were also cut.
(The legislation is House Joint Resolution 30.)
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Tuition to state-supported colleges anA
universities would be free for foster and adopted children under a bill
approved Tuesday by a House committee.
Viola Miller, secretary of the Cabinet for Families and Children,
said it could be another tool to encourage people to act as foster and
adoptive parents.
"We're not talking very many children. We're not talking about a
great deal of money," Miller told the Appropriations and Revenue
Committee.
Universities would have to provide the free tuition, but would also
be encouraged to obtain any grant or aid money they could scrape
together for the student.
Rep. Steve Nunn, R-Glasgow, the sponsor of the bill, said it might
cost universities or colleges as little as $122,000 a year for 50 students.
(The legislation is House Bill 62.)
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Tigers' defense
stifles Hickman

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

HELP WANTED...Murray High sophomore Blake Rayburn (32) is trapped in the corner by
Hickman County's Jeremy Grimmitt (10) during the Tigers' 58-43 triumph Tuesday night.

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
The Murray High Tigers found
themselves on the right end of a
chokehold Tuesday night at the
MRS gym.
Behind Kwen Trice's 28 points
and a tenacious defensive display
that created 16 points off 19 Hickman County turnovers, Murray registered a 58-43 victory over the
Falcons to improve to 15-9 on the
year.
The Tigers; using- a combination of man-to-man, full-court press
and half-court trap defensive
schemes, captured 13 steals and
scored 17 fastbreak points while
granting Hickman County (3-15)
just 13 field goals.
"It's so important when your
defense forces turnovers and creates transition baskets because those
are the easiest shots you can get,"
said Murray head coach Dan Hudson."We are playing better defense.
and it has to start with defense."
Tom Masthay added 10 points
and six rebounds for MHS, which
turned 13 offensive rebounds into
11 points and made 11-of- 18 free
throws. Alan Cruse's 13 points
paced the Falcons, who went 15of-24 from the foul line.
Despite finishing with 23 baskets themselves and not committing a first-quarter foul in spite
of its aggressive ball-hawking

Tigers 58
Hickman County 43
Hickman
7 19 28 — 43
Murray
9 26 41 — 58
Hickman County (43) — Cruse 13,
Harper 6, Workman 5 Stephens 5,
Ward 7, Grimmitt 5. Pruitt, Blalock,
Mason 2 FG: 13 3-point FG: 2
(Ward 1, Stephens 1) FT: 15-24.
Record: 3-15.
Murray (58)— Masthay 10. Cogdell
4, Rayburn 2, Trice 28, M Kelleher

4, Volp 2, Cole 6. Garland. Daniel,
Erwin, J. Kelleptef,--D}inn. McElrath
2. FG: 23. 3-pioint FG: 1 (Trice 1).
FT: 11-18 Record: 15-9
efforts, the Tigers struggled in their
half-court offense and held a 9-7
margin after eight minutes of action.
But Masthay's steal for a vicious
two-handed slam at the 5:55 mark
of the second period ignited Murray and its fans in sparking a 146 run for a 26-14 advantage with
2:03 to go before halftime.
"(Masthay's dunk) was a lift,"
said Hudson, whose team forced
the Falcons to use three timeouts
yet only led 26-19 at intermission. "I felt like we could've taken
even more advantage of it. but it
did wake us up. though."
Trice picked up the slack with
16 second-half points as the Tigers
broke the game open with good
interior passing and plenty of opencourt offense.
Consecutive layups by Trice off

a steal and then a fastbreak dish
from Matt Kelleher capped a 6-0
spun for a 32-21 cushion 2:09
into the third quarter, and Trice
put together his own 4-0 run with
a foul shot and a three-point play
for a 36-24 lead at the 4:26 mark.
Daryl Cole then pushed the Hickman County deficit to 15 (41-26)
on a putback with 2:10 left in the
frame after tallying a three-point
play 44 seconds earlier.
The gap grew to as much as
itipOiritciri the.fourth qUart& on
an Anthony Cogdell bucket, a
Blake Rayburn stickback and two
scores from Trice, the second one
coming with 1:34 remaining.
We came out a little unfocused,
but we picked things up after halftime." Trice said. "We didn't do
too well on offense, but we helped
each other on defense and played
hard, and that helped us get some
opportunities in transition."
Cogdell provided four points
and seven rebounds while Cole
chipped in with six points and six
boards off the MHS bench.
Rayburn grabbed five rebounds
and Kelleher swiped five steals as
freshman reserve Sean McElrath
— in his first game of the year
— scored the game's final points
with 15 seconds still on the clock.
Murray closes its regular-sea—
son campaign Friday when it hosts
Fulton County at 7:30 p.m.

Lady Tigers slam Hickman
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Like most good basketball coaches,
Rechelle Cadwell noticed plenty of areas
for her Murray High Lady Tigers to
improve upon in the midst of Tuesday's
70-43 home rout of Hickman County.
But the Lady Tiger mentor didn't feel
the need to point out her team's mistakes
after MHS (17-7) ended a two-game slide
with the 27-point victory — Cadwell's 100th
career coaching triumph in five years at
Murray.
Whitney Alexander recorded a doubledouble of 29 points and 10 rebounds while
Ashley Hood chipped in with 13 points
and six boards to lead the home side past
the Lady Falcons (8-8).
With the visitors determined to keep
forward Ashley Tripp from exploiting her
height advantage inside, Alexander was
freed time and time again for open jump
shots from the foul-line area in recording
16 first-half points.
"I felt like our offensive execution was
extremely good," said Cadwell after her
squad connected on 28 field goals —13
from Alexander — to Hickman County's
14.
' "Whitney has stepped it up over the
last few games, and it's just been a case
of convincing her that she can make those
shots. She did that tonight, and that's a
credit to her and her teammates for set-

Lady Tigers 70
Hickman County 43
Hickman County
13 19 31 — 43
Murray High
20 35 50 — 70
Hickman County (43) — Deweese 4, Wilson 17, Howerton 5, Byassee 7, Canty 4,
Baker 4. Brooks 1, Hunter, Ward 1, Humphreys. FG: 14. 3-point FG: 1 (Canty 1). FT:
14-24 Record: 8-8.
Murray (70) — Tripp 6, Alexander 29, As
Hood 13. D. Olive 4, Thompson 3, Adlich 5,
Thurman, Trenholm, Owens, K. Olive. Sexton 6, Faughn 2, Al. Hood, Martin 2. FG: 28.
3-point FG: None. FT: 14-21. Record: 17-7.
ting the screens and passing the ball."
Chelsee Thompson and Delanda Olive
were the biggest beneficiaries of Alexander's big night, dishing out eight and five
assists, respectively, while combining for
seven points and six steals.
Jessica Wilson paced the Lady Falcons
with 17 points.
"I think we're really coming together
as a team, and this is the most important
time of year to do that," said Alexander,
a senior forward.
"I think Hood and I have really stepped
up as seniors, and we'll need to keep
doing that as we go into the (Fourth District) tournament. We have the potential
to beat anybody we play; we just need
to execute and play hard."
Alexander dropped in 12 points as Murray took a 20-13 first-quarter lead.

Stringing together individual runs of
six and five consecutive points. Alexander provided leads of 7-2 on a putback
1:53 into the contest and 18-11 on her
three-point play at the 1:34 mark.
After solidifying their 3-2 zone defense,
the Lady Tigers stretched their advantage
to 35-19 at halftime as Hood dropped in
seven straight points, capped by her threepoint play with 3:07 to go in the second
period.
Despite its defensive struggles, Cadwell was impressed with how her club
responded a night after dropping a tough
52-38 defeat at 20th-ranked Lone Oak.
"It's definitely hard to get up for a
game like this; we were really up (Monday) and we didn't come home late," Cadwell said. "But we came in really focused
and played as a team, and that's what's
important."
Murray claimed its first 20-point lead
on Thompson's steal and laytio at the 4:33
mark of the third stanza. and Alexander's
foul shot at 2:11 resulted in a 46-25
advantage.
Paige Adlich's basket off an Olive feed
increased the margin to 62-36 before the
starters took a seat with 3:43 remaining
and Alexander one short of a 30-point
evening.
The Lady Tigers return to action Friday when they host Fulton County at 6
p.m.

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

READY, SET, SHOOT...Murray High's Whitney Alexander prepares to
shoot from the corner as Hickman County's Erica Deweese (00) defends
on the play. The Lady Tigers blasted the Lady Falcons 70-43.

UK meets struggling Vols in SEC clash Brackets set in

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Home sweet home. the Tennessee
Volunteers hope.
Tennessee's loss at Kentucky
last month started a string of five
Southeastern Conference losses on
the road.
The teams meet again Wednesday in Knoxville, where the Vols
have won 18 straight games since
last season and two in a row over
the Wildcats.
Afterward. Tennessee remains
at home for Florida and Georgia.
two teams that beat the Vols on
their home courts.
"We've been to Florida, Georgia and Kentucky, some pretty hos-

tile places to play. I think that is
probably one of the best things
to happen to us — having a home
stretch of three
or four games in
a row." Tennessee forward
Vincent
Yarbrough said.
Any win will
help Tennessee.
KenSince
84-74
tucky's
win Jan. 16, the
SMITH
teams have been
moving in different directions, particularly after
Tennessee point guard Tony Hat-

ris suffered two injuries.
said. "And I thought we had that
Tennessee (18-6, 5-5 SEC), thing rolling so good early, and
which slipped from No. 4 Jan. 16 now it's seems like we take part
to No. 15 this week, has won just in the loss by helping the other
one of its last five.
team."
That lone win was against VanThe Wildcats (15-7, 8-2), who
derbilt in Thompson-Boling Arena reappeared in the poll this week
at No. 22, are riding a five-game
Feb. 3.
Before losing at Kentucky, the winning streak and now lead the
Vols rebounded from a sound beat- East and overall SEC standings.
"We're getting good balance
ing by Virginia to win at Syracuse. defeat Iowa in the Rainbow throughout our lineup. Our bench
Classic and win at Auburn in dou- has been excellent," Kentucky
coach Tubby Smith said
ble overtime.
"I'm concerned of getting every
"Our kids are starting to mature
ounce out of this team with what and understand how they have to
we've got that I can get out of play and the level of intensity they
it," Tennessee coach Jerry Green have to play at each game out "
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Fourth District
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Brackets for the girls' and
boys' Fourth District tournaments
are set.
District coaches met Tuesday
to determine seeding for the
girls' tournament, which was done
by a blind draw. Seedings for
the boys'tournament were already
set through regular-season play.
The tournaments, which will
be played at Calloway County
High School, begin with a pair
of semifinal games Feb. 26.
The three-team girls' bracket
includes Murray High. Calloway
County and Marshall County.
Christian Fellowship did not field
a varsity team for the 2000-01
season.
Murray received a first-round
bye via the blind draw. The Lady
Lakers and Marshall County will
square off Feb. 26 at 6 p.m.
The loser of that contest will

face. the Lady Tigers op Feb.
27 at 6 p.m. lithe loser of the
first game defeats MHS. the first
winner is the district champion
and the second winner is the
district runner-up.
A Murray win would set up
a district championship game
against the Game 1 winner March
1 at 6 p.m.
In the boys' bracket, regularseason district champion Marshall
County will battle fourth-seeded
Christian Fellowship in the first
semifinal contest Feb. 26 at 7:30
p.m.
No. 2 Murray will lace
crosstown rival Calloway, the
third seed, the following night
at the same time.
The winners of the semifinal
games. will meet for the district
title March 1 at 7:30 p.m. If
there is no girls' game, the boys'
contest will be moved up to 7.
•

753-1953
I.
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'Breds look for respect
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Respect is often something that
is earned.
a -the Murrdy State
Thoroughbreds hope to gain when
their 2001 season kicks off Friday at Southeastern Louisiana.
The 'Breds' 20-31 record and
fifth-place finish I 11-12) in the Ohio
Valley Conference last spring did
little to garner that respect from
league coaches, who picked MSU
for a sixth-place finish in preseason voting.
Head coach Mike Thieke said
those perceptions should serve as
a motivating factor for his eighth
\1St,' squad. which returns 16 players from last season.
"It should inspire them to come
out and prove people wrong," he
said. -Our guys feeF like they're
hetter than sixth, so now we have
something to prove."
It the 'Breds are to garner the
Lespeo the seek and challenge
lor an ()VC title, they must improve
a defense that committed 104
-orrors for a .944 fielding percent,Ige and a pitching staff that pro.tu,ed a 5.93 ERA.
"One thing we have to improve
said-Thieker"Mistakes cost us a lot of runs
last Near and created a lot of big
Innings for our opponents. It seemed
like the errors we made just cretied others.
"Our pitching was decent at
times. and other times it wasn't.
But f think sonic of that had to
ith our defense. When you don't
good defense, it puts pres,tlie on your pitching staff to be
ro perfect."
Murray w ill count on the right
arm of senior Aaron Russelburg
,4-8. h.37 ERA) to be its steadynt
on the mound.
• "11 tImes. Aaron was over,
iii;11 last ear," Thieke noted.
•I he
or Loaches in our con,ief ,, e said he as unhittable at
too.... We're counting
ill tom to step up and realize his

Behind Russelburg
will be senior Preston
Hesley (4-7, 6.45) and
freshman Jessie Rhoades. Sophomore left-hander Gordon Dugan (1I, 5.53), senior righthander John David
Poynor (0-2, 6.29) and
juniors Scott Greene(22. 6.70) and Shawn
Tomes (0-1, 8.44) will
also vie for mound
time.
Junior-college transfer Rick McCarty will
begin the season as the
closer while fellow juco
Mike Noonan will also
get a look.
"This is the first time
I've ever had 10 pitchers on a staff," Thieke
claimed. "And it's the
first time I've ever had
five left-handers, so
we'll be able to attack
teams from both sides
of the plate."
Senior
catcher
Nathan Taylor is the
'Breds' leading returning hitter after batting
338 with--51 hits and
19 RBIs during the
2000 campaign.
The rest of the
File Photo
infield will include
sophomore
Brett LOADING UP...Murray State pitcher Preston Hesley gets in some preMcCutcheon (.253 in season work with catcher Carl Clark at Reagan Field earlier this year.
99 at-bats) at first base,
Poynor should see substantial
"We're going to have to relay
junior-college transfer Todd Sat- on our ability to accumulate runs," time on the mound while the verterfield at second, sophomore Ron- he explained. "We're not a power satile Weatherly will likely play
nie Sects (.279, three homers, 18 hitting team. We just have to string either first or third base. Seay and
RBIs) at third and juco transfer together our hits and steal some Andrus are listed at second base
Mike Voyles at shortstop.
bases. Our offensive weapon is and shortstop, respectively, on the
Sophomore center fielder Gar- that we have a number of excep- preseason depth chart.
ner Byars (.293, 20 RBIs), a tail- tional athletes."
Murray opens its home schedback on the Racer football team,
Included on the 'Breds' 28-man ule against Arkansas-Little Rock
will anchor the outfield. Joining him roster are four local products, begin- Feb. 20-21. The OVC slate begins
will be junior Billy Moore (.303, ning with seniors Poynor and Pre- March 17 with a home doubleheader
team-high II stolen bases) in left ston Weatherly - both of whom against Eastern Illinois.
field and senior Josh Ridgway(.198, are beginning their fourth seasons
"Our conference is going to be
15 RBIs) in right.
with the MSU program.
very competitive this season,"
According to Thieke, the 'Breds
Joining Poynor and Weatherly Thieke noted. "Any team in the
will have to rely on their speed are former Murray High standouts league is capable of winning or
to manufacture runs in 2001.
Ryan Seay and Shane Andrus.
sweeping a series."
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State University has
begun preparing for the 2001 Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament,
according to MSU director of athletics E.W. Dennison.
Again this year, the OVC Tournament will begin with the top
four seeds hosting first-round games
at campus sites and the semifinals and finals being held in
Nashville's Gaylord Entertainment
Center.
First-round games will be played
on Feb. 27 with the semifinals on
March 2 and the championship
game on March 3.
Murray State, which is currently
one game out of first place in the
loss column, is all but assured of
finishing in the top four spots and

[LEDGER

The Eastwood Christian Academy boys basketball team lost for just the
second time this year against 18 victories when Christian Fellowship (4-17)
avenged its home loss to the Warriors with a 49-46 win Tuesday at ECA.
Sean Ramsey led the Warriors with 14 points, five rebounds, three assists
and two steals while Casey Spear notched a double-double of 12 points and
12 rebounds in addition to three assists and three steals. Eastwood also
received 10 points, five rebounds, two assists and three steals from Justin
West, eight points, eight rebounds and two assists from Clint Stewart and
two points, three rebounds, six assists and one steal from Trent Cornwell
The Warriors return to action Feb. 20 when they host Pennynle Christian
Academy of Madisonville at 6 p m ECA, whose game with Open Door Friday in Symsonia was postponed until March, will then enter a tournament
Feb. 23-24 at Grace Chnstian Academy in Madisonville
Eastwood will then conclude the season at either Camden (Tenn.) Christian March 9 at 6 p.m. or versus Open Door

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored

Ilaverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-The
Louisville Cardinals didn't practice Monday, but that didn't make
it an easy day.
Instead, they reviewed with
coaches a tape of one of the most
humiliating losses in school history.
Charlotte's nationally-televised
106-72 win Sunday night matched
the most lopsided loss in Crum's
30 seasons and the worst by the
Cardinals at Freedom Hall. Ken-

Lindy Sutter

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
Pct.
GB
37
14 .725
PniladeLptiria
Miami
31
20 608
6
New York
29
19 604
6.5
Orlando
25
23 521 105
Boston
22
28 440 14.5
New Jersey
17
35 327 20.5
Washington
12
38 240 24.5

Central Division
L
W
Milwaukee
Toronto
Charlotte
Indiana
Cleveland
Detroit

29
27
27
21
20
19
16
7

Pct. GB
19 .604
23 540
3
4
25 519
28 429
8.5
28 417
9
31
11
380
14
34 320
42 143 22.5

Boston at Seattle, 9 p m
Sacramento at Portland. 9 p m

Phoenix 93, Golden State 83

Golden State at Vancouver, 9 p m

hosting a first-round game on Feb.
27 at 7 p.m.
Tickets for the first-round game
will cost $10 for adults, as mandated by the OVC. Season ticket
holders may retain their seats by
picking up tickets by Feb. 23.
Season tickets not picked up by
Feb. 23 will be released to the
public for purchase on Feb. 26.
MSU student and children's tickets will cost $4.
In Nashville, the men's first
semifinal will tip-off at 6 p.m.,
followed immediately by the second semifinal. Saturday's championship game is set for 3 p.m.
A tournament book costs $40
while a single season ticket costs
$22. Fans may call the MSU ticket office at 762-4895 to order tickets for Friday and Saturday games.

tucky defeated Louisville 85-51
there in 1986.
Charlotte's 106-point total was
the third highest ever scored by
a Louisville opponent, and the
most since a 108-98 loss to Oklahoma in the 1988 NCAA Tournament.
Defeats are nothing new to this
year's Cardinals (9-15, 5-6 Conference USA), who continue to have
one of the worst starts in Crum's
career. The Charlotte loss was

orr With Coupon

Transmission Service
Remove old fluid in transmission and torque converter
and replace with Valvoline Fluid

559•99

P.O. Box 1040 • Murray, Kentucky 42071

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L Pct.
32
16 667
San Antonio
Utah
32
16 667
Minnesota
32
19 627
31
Dallas
20 608
Denver
28
24
538
Houston
26
25 510
Vancouver
14
36 280
Pacific Division
W
L Pct.
Portland
36
15
706
Sacramento
32
15 681
L.A Lakers
32
16 667
Phoenix
20 592
29
Seattle
24 538
28
L.A. Clippers
16
35 314
Golden State
15
34 .306

Atlanta
Chicago
Tuesday's Games
Charlotte 77, Indiana 66
Toronto 120, Cleveland 105
Miami 101, L.A. Ciippers 99, OT
L.A. Lakers 113, New Jersey 110, OT
Sacramento 97, Utah 94, OT
Philadelphia 107, Milwaukee 104
Chicago 96, Atlanta 92
San Antonio 104. Dallas 92
Houston 99, Washington 89
Denver 96, New York 77
Vancouver 99, Boston 98
Portland 109, Minnesota 88

A Walk In Winter Is Nice.
(A Walk Because Your Car Stalled Isn't)
You Can Always Trust The Guys
Who Use Valvoline.
Express Care Service
$200

NOW

IMES

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

Reg. $69.99 /0.00 OFF

0_

By:

GB

15
25
6
75
19

GB
2
25
6
85
20
20

Today's Games
Milwaukee at Atlanta, 6:30 p.m.
New Jersey at Detroit, 6:30 p.m.

L A Clippers at Orlando, 630 p.m.
L.A Lakers at Philadelphia, 7 p.m.
New York at Utah, 8 p m
Minnesota at Phoenix, 8 p m.

Thursday's Games
Detroit at Indiana, 6 p m
Miami at Toronto, 7 pm
Cleveland at Dallas, 7 p m.
Washington at San Antonio, 7.30 p m

However, a credit card number
must accompany all tickets. Persons will be charged for all tickets that are requested.
Each credit card will be immediately processed if the Racers win
their first-round game, unless the
request is pre-paid with a check.
The deadline to request semifinals/finals tickets is Feb. 23 at 4
p.m.
Tickets for the semifinals and
finals are to be picked up at the
Regional Special Events Center on
Feb. 28 from 4-7 p.m. and March
1 from 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Once again, the Regal Maxwell
House will serve as the Racers'
tournament headquarters. To make
reservations, call 1-800-457-4460
and ask for the Murray State Package ($79 plus tax).

Cardinals try to rebound

For more information call

u MURRAY

Eagles give Eastwood second defeat 49-46

MSU makes tourney plans

Reg $23.99

(270) 753-1916

SPORTS BRIEFS

We

With Coupon (Expires 3.15/01)

Feature

PEOPLE WHO KNOW
USE VALVOLINE.

102 S. 12th St.• 759-3278
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m

Louisville's eighth at home this season, which ties a school record,
and its fifth at home by 20 points
or more, a school record.
But Sunday's disaster left a
deeper impression.
"Charlotte just came in here
and drubbed us," said Ellis Myles,
who scored 15. "I was mad we
lost by so much on our home court."
The Cardinals had been feeling good about themselves since
a 75-65' win over Marquette last
Thursday night. But they had followed six of their nine wins with
losses, and the players knew almost
immediately that Charlotte was
going to make it seven.
"That's what we've been trying to understand all year. One
game we look like a totally different team that can turn things
around. And then we'll go out
the next game, and forget all about
it and not even look like we
should be playing at this level,"
said Erik Brown, who led Louisville
with 16 points.
Louisville kicks off a four-game
road trip at DePaul (11-12, 3-7)
today.

SCHEDULE
THURSDAY
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
• Murray St. vs. Morehead St.
Morehead, Ky. - 4:30 p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL
• Murray St. vs. Morehead St.
Morehead, Ky. - 6:30 p.m.
GIRLS" BASKETBALL
• Calloway Co. vs. Hickman Co.
Clinton, Ky. - 7:30 p.m.
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY VS. Morehead State
Thursday, February 15 • Tip-off 6:30 p.m. C.T.
At Ellis T. Johnson • Morehead, Kentucky

RACERS

To The

.01

Racer Schedule
November
20 Gardner-Webb
28 UC-Colorado Springs

W 103-76
W 80-73

December
2
@Detroit University
5
Western Kentucky
8 0 Alabama-Birmingham
17 0 Southern Illinois
19 South Alabama
21 @Louisville
28 @University of Colorado
30 @University of Nebraska

L91-64
W 83-81
W 84-72 OT
L94-79
L 82-76
L 89-86
L 98-71
W 79-71

January
2 @Santa Clara
6 Tennessee-Martin
11 ®Southeast Missouri
13 @Eastern Illinois
18 Morehead State
20 Eastern Kentucky
23 Austin Peay
25 @Tennessee Tech (Fox SS)
30 @Tennessee State

L 77-72
W 76-69
W 60-58
L79-63
W 83-62
W 95-66
W 76-74
L 80-85
W 102-83

February
3
@Tennessee-Martin
6 @Austin Peay (Fox SS)
8
Southeast Missouri
10 Eastern Illinois(ESPN2)
15 @Morehead State
17 @Eastern Kentucky
/0 Tennessee State
21 Tennessee Tech
27 OVC Tournament

.•"'"

ENIKO VEREBES
Junior Guard • 5-6

L 73-80
L 79-84 OT
W 65-54
W 92-77
6:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
.7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
TBA

March
2-3 OVC Tournament

Tli

All TimeA Central

Ved.-t ai
r Zecere

Irnerilldst

il.fuic al?

AriZrt,

The Murray State
Racers and Lady
Racers head to the
"Death Valley" Road
Trip. Pictured (clockwise,
from top) are Lady Racer
Denise McDonald,
Justin Burdine, Cuthbert
Victor and Chris Shumate.

Inn • Suites • Hotels

AmeriHost Inn® Murray
1210 North 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Ph: 270-759-5910
Fax: 270-759-5912

ze-1-4 fizA
Make your retirement planning pay off
with a new Roth IRA!
Start Planning for your retirement
TODAY!
For more information, call:
Dale Parker
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8546

About Morehead State...
The Eagles (11-12, 5-7 OVC)enter Thursday's clash with Murray State off an 89-69 loss at Tennessee
State. Morehead has lost back-to-back games to the Tigers and to Austin Peay (80-66) after consecutive
wins over Eastern Kentucky and league leader Tennessee Tech.
In the loss at TSU,guards Ricky Minard and Greg Hendricks paced the Eagles in scoring with 13 points
apiece while David Aliu grabbed five rebounds. Against the Governors on Feb. 8,forward Kyle Umberger
was the teams' leading scorer and rebounder with 16 points and six boards.
Morehead has posted league victors over TSU,Tech, Tennessee-Martin and Eastern Kentucky twice.
The Eagles' conference defeats have come at the hands of TSU, Southeast Missouri State, Murray.
Tennessee Tech, Eastern Illinois and Austin Peay twice.

you: Iczie.cd..1 est

THORNTON
TILE and
MARBLE
612 South 9th St.

753-5719

:K
s

MOVIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE

cEVERYDAY SPECIAL
All New Releases
11)

:3

Sip

For

(

I.50

2 Night Rental

Minard paces Eagles offense...

he FAMILY Fraternoty' -

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

Minard is Morehead's leading scorer at 18 points per game in 32.5 minutes per contest. Umberger is
second on the squad at 13.5 ppg. and is its leading rebounder at 5.1 boards per outing. Minard grabs 5.0
rebounds per contest. Senior Guard Greg Hendricks is the Eagles' other double-figure scorer at 11.5 ppg.

753-7670
711S. 126
JCIMAH Slapping Or
Saar..*II
VIOE0 SUPER STORE
Fre.I SM.•MI2

HOME OFFICE OMAHA NEIRAIKA

Last Time against Murray State...

1 Large
3 Topping Pizza

Deep Dish Extra. Expires 2/15/01

Thursday's matchup will be the second meeting between the two clubs this season. The Racers won the
first game 83-62 at the Regional Special Events Center on Jan. 18 in Murray.
MSU outscored the Eagles 46-34 in a strong second-half performance that included a 57 percent shooting effort. The Racers shot 53 percent (35-of-66) from the floor while holding Morehead to 40 percent
(23-of-57), limiting their opponents to just 4-of-21 from 3-point range. Murray was 9-of-12 from the free
throw line while the Eagles hit 12-of-16 shots from the foul stripe.
Sophomore guard Chris Shumate led all scorers with 19 points on 8-of-13 shooting as four Racers
reached double figures scoring. Freshman 7-footer Andi Hornig had a breakout performance with 17
points on 7-of-9 shooting from the field. Junior guard Justin Burdine connected on 6-of-10 for 14 points
while freshman swingman Cuthbert Victor added 10 on 5-of-8 shooting.
Minard led the Eagles with 16 points. Umberger and Hendricks had 10 each.

Good Liticlic
Racers!

MSU-Morehead The Series...

117 S. 12th Street

753-3030

The Racers hold a commanding 91-46 record in the all-time series with Morehead State, holding a 5012 advantage in games played at Murray but trails the series at Morehead's Ellis T. Johnson Arena 32-29.
MSU survived a scare at Morehead last year, escaping Johnson Arena with an 87-86 overtime victory over
the Eagles.

753-41.10

Ilmommommummumwomm

2.00 OFF
ArArdrse-e•s
CALOTAr.

Supporting Racer Support
Basketball
The

Service
s.` q,1

102 South 12th St. • Murray
759-3278

The0

Murray Bank

Murray
State
Racers!

CONIC SPECIAL
Enjoy Mr. Gatti's All-You-tan-Eat

Pizza & Spa Gatti Buffet with Drink

2Lunch for S799
2Dinner for $899
Not

good with any other vecial Special good thru 7J20/01

How Banking Should Be

C44
S.

405 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY
270.753.5626
Member FDIC

$1141Chastaat $t.

753-118511
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During The Month of February Owen's Will Be
Donating SOC Lb. For Every Lb. Sold Of BIM
To The American Cancer Society
New Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8:00-7:00

Prices Good
Feb. 14 thru
Feb. 20

4,7
0•

9ow food 9oila

94eAce 7aexce
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

C.

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities And correct Pricing Errors.

We Do Custom Bar-B-61 Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

MEA031771S' • PATIVAIIIITS' • PAIEIEIIIIIS

dl

U.S. Choice Boneless

Shoulder Roast
Boneless Beef

Extra Leo'

Short
Ribs
$ 1 99
I Lb

Ground
Pork
$ 19

Owen's Best Family Pack

Field Boneless Kentucy Lecgend

Ground Beef

Hams

3-4 Lb

99!
89'

Saltine
Crackers

Hellman's
16 oz Pourable

Dressing
$ 1 99

Kentucky Farms

Duncan Hines

Fat Free Milk

Cake Mix

Ribeyes
99
Tomatoes

$

Sliced Free

Best Yet 28 oz

$269 3P2m $3
Whole

Lb.

Charmin Big Squeeze

9 Roll

Ragu

2 Liter

y

m

(
0°

Spaghetti Sauce

99'

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb
8 oz

$329 pie Filling
s000
Margarine

2/3

21 oz

89' Vegetables
99' Cereal
99' Mayonnaise

3 Lb. Tub

2/$209 Cherries
$219
Keiloging,is
00
3
2/ M$
eats
3/99' Cream Cheese 2/sr
Mello Yello, Minute Maid,
500
2/$
Pibb, Barqs Roof Beer
2
16.5 oz.

SizeW

14-15oz

25.5 oz

6 pk

5
$00

Mr.

l

n's Best
Boneless Honey

Owen's Best
Deli

Colby
Longhorn

Baked Ham

Roast Beef

Cheese
99

$499

$2

Owen's Best
:3aked Country

Owen's Best
flcirhr-1

()wen's Best

Ham

Ribs
$899

$689

32 oz

12 pk

$ 1 29 Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
I
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb

1/2 Liter 6 Pk.

ANGELES (AP) — LoretS199 te, ta LOS
Lynn is making a comeback.

ff:PArzessztozocrAiew

AICIPAWALIF

$399

Loretta Lynn
makes return
to performing

8 oz

Best Yet Salad Dressing or

Kool Burst

24.3 oz 2P51313

Kra+t Soft

Kellogg's Raisin Bran

1/2 Gal.

5 Lb.

0
99

Bite

Stokely Corn, Green Beans, Peas

64 oz

Flour

Oregon Dark Sweet

Lucky Leaf Cherry

Kraft Chunk

A., Cheeses
IP'
Orange Drink
1611 Prairie Farms
6 2% Milk

26 oz

Gold Medal Plain, Self-Rising,
Bleached or Unbleached

C
99

(,olden Ripe

Bananas

Ready-To-Eat
1 Lb

Red
Seedless

Carrots

Grapes
$ 1 29

3 $100 99

Lb

Lb

Potato Salad
1.
$ 1 59

NAPPANEE, Ind. (AP) — Jack
and Dorothy Hoffer want to spend
Valentine's Day the way they have
for 79 previous wedding anniversaries — quietly and without much
fanfare.
"We never did do a lot of celebrating," Dorothy, 98, said Tuesday. "I don't know why. We just
never did go all out."
Eighty years ago, the couple
got to their wedding by horse and
buggy, not because it was stylish,
but because it was the only form
of transportation available to them
in 1921.
Dorothy remembers it being
cold that day with a little snow
on the ground. Jack, 102, doesn't
recall too much, except: "I was
scared to death. I don't know
why."
Dorothy has a simple explanation about why the marriage has
lasted so long. "We took that marriage vow 'til death do we part'
seriously," she said. "We just took
it a day at a time."
That's some 29,200 days together, not counting the two-year
courtship before the wedding. The
couple live by themselves in the
farmhouse 20 miles southeast of
South Bend they've called home
for the past 65 years.
Jack, who farmed the 40 acres
around his house until he was 88,
continues to garden when it's warm.
Dorothy still cooks, cleans and
does the laundry.
Their 72-year-old son, Robert,
lives next door in a house Jack
helped build. Robert said the thing
he learned from his parents was:
"Keep quiet and don't argue."
The couple don't really know
to what to attribute their longevity.
"The Bible says you can live
to be three score and 10 years.
But if your days are good you
can live longer,- Jack said. "We
must have had some good days."

CHICAGO (AP) — A man was
charged with criminal sexual abuse
of a minor after authorities watched
him appear on "The Jerry Springer
Show" with his pregnant, 15-yearold girlfriend.
Brandon R. Parks, 19, was arrested last week at his trailer park
residence on the misdemeanor
charge after authorities interviewed
the girl and reviewed a tape of
the Oct. 2 show.
Parks was 18 when he appeared
on an episode titled "Heartbreaking Betrayals." During the show,
which is taped in Chicago. Parks
accused his girlfriend of sleeping
with other people. The girl countered that Parks had gotten her
pregnant and had slept with her
older sister.
During the episode, Parks admitted having sex with the girl, police
said Tuesday. Even with consent,
it is illegal in Illinois for adults
to have sex with minors under 17,
according to police.

ote
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb

•

Show guest
charged with
sexual abuse

Bath Tissue
$399

1,oz. 99'

$1"

U.S.D.A. Select Boneless Whole

Half or Whole

Best Yet Lb

gal

1

Valentine's
Day is 80th
anniversary
for couple

$

The Grammy-winning country
singer has released her first solo
album of original material in more
than a decade, "Still Country!"
She's also written a new book,
"Woman Enough," the sequel to
her 1976 autobiography. "Coal
Miner's Daughter." The 65-yearold performer said it picks up
where the first book left off. covering "things that's going on in
my life, right now, yesterday and
the day before."
"This book will tell a lot more
than the first because I've lived
now, and I hadn't lived then,"
Lynn told AP Radio

Fresh

Idaho

O oz

Broccoli

DEAN'S LIST

Bakers
$

Radishes

Bradley Walker of Calloway
County has been recognized as a
member of the Murray State University's deans list for credits earned
during the fall 2000 term.
Students must achieve a grade
point average ranging from 3.5 to
a perfect 4.0 to be included on
the dean's list.

100
99ray 3 ,

$1 00

pg_za_ ,04104.
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Ask the CIS
Metastatic
tumors spread
to other organs
Q: My breast cancer has
spread to my lung. Does this
mean I have lung cancer too?
A: No. Cancer can begin in
any organ or tissue of the body.
The original tumor is called the
primary tumor. It is usually named
for the part of the body in which
it begins. When cancer spreads from
the primary tumor to other parts
of the body, the disease is called
-metastatic" cancer.
The new tumor is called a
metastatic tumor. The cancer cells
that form a metastatic tumor are
like those in the original tumor
That means that when breast cancer spreads to the lung, the metastatic tumor is made up of abnormal
breast cells, not abnormal lung cells.
The disease in the lung is called
metastatic breast cancer, not lung
cancer. The patient receives breast
cancer treatment, which is different from lung cancer treatment.
Metastatic breast cancer may
be treated with chemotherapy (cancer-fighting drugs), radiation therapy (high-energy x-rays), biological therapy (treatments that
strengthen the body's immune system), hormone therapy (use of hormones to fight cancer), surgery or
a combination of these. The choice
of treatment depends the size and
location of the metastatic tumor,
the patient's age and general health
and the types of treatments she
had before.
For more information on
metastatic cancer, call the Cancer
Information Service at 1-800-4CANCER.
Ask the CIS is distributed by
the Cancer Information Service
(CIS) of the Mid-South, which
serves Kentucky, Arkansas, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi and
Louisiana. The CIS is a program
of the National Cancer Institute.
Call the CIS toll-free at 1-800-4CANCER between 9 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. local time.
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LOW LOW PRICES
Tara Bogard and Dana Laster met with former Mayor Bill
Cherry Feb. 8 for a proclamation signing declaring Feb. 11-17
FCCLA Week in Murray.

Agency hires former
Congress candidate
Reached last night, Jordan said
she preferred not to discuss the
appointment in detail until Miller
had officially announced it. She
added, however, "It's a very exciting position."
The daughter of a department
store maid and pool-hall operator,
Jordan was a teen-age mother who
left college at Western Kentucky
University to care for her son.
She couldn't find a job right away
and went on welfare.
After working in various jobs,
Jordan married, had two more sons
and later divorced. She served as
director of two Louisville childcare centers, and as a neighborhood activist, she made political
contacts that ultimately helped her
win a General Assembly seat.
The Cabinet for Families and
Children has an overall budget of
$950 million and employs 6,000
people statewide.
Jordan's duties will include
responding to "gripes, concerns
and suggestions from our internal
employees as well as external
cabinet
said
organizations,"
spokesman Mike Jennings.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Eleanor Jordan, who ran for Congress last year against incumbent
Rep. Anne Northup of Louisville,
has started a new job: ombudsman for the state Cabinet for Families and Children.
Gov. Paul Patton appointed Jordan to the job on the recommendation of Viola P. Miller, secretary of the agency.
The cabinet is responsible for
most state social welfare programs
except for those that are healthrelated.
"From the day she lost I thought,
'I wonder if I can get her?" Miller
said Monday.
Jordan, who will earn an annual salary of $70,000, will be responsible for improving the agency's
service to its clients. Miller said.
"When she was in the legislature, one of her big areas of interest was customer service," Miller
said. "I see her bringing us some
real expertise in that area."
Jordan, 47, who was the only
black woman in the General Assembly, was elected in 1996 and served
until her defeat last fall.

HEAVY DUTY
WASHER
& DRYER SETS
Only $2000/wk

COMPLETE BEDROOM
WITH BEDDING
'25"/wk 51 0000/mo

Delivery on any rental.

For

19/20" TVS
For $32°°/mo
Pay 1st month on
any Item get 1

BIG MAN'S RECLINERS

week FREE.
-I —V--

00
/wk

BUNKBEDS
Starting at $1 000/wk

$4.00

12pk 120z.cans $2.99
Trail Blazer Dog Food

Kelly's Chili w/Beans
15 oz. Can

'2.97

49'

18 Lb. Bag

Prepriced S3.99

Mardi Gras Paper Towels
Roll

Chicken of the Sea Tuna

'
59

6 oz. Can

Planter's Cheese Balls or Cheese Curls
4-1/2 to 6-1/2 oz. Can

77
'

44
'

Del Monte Corn or Green Beans
15 oz. Can

5 $2.00,
For

QUALITY MEATS
Fresh Chicken

Leg Quarters
Sold I n
10 Lb. Bag

7

Lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless Beef

Chuck Roast $1.39 Lb

Stew Meat

100% Pure

U.S.D.A. Choice

Ground Chuck
Chicken

Thighs

$1.39 Lb Shoulder Roast
Chicken

49°

Lb

Legs

'1.69
'1.59
49'

Lb

Lb

Lb
I

FRESH PRODUCE

5 PIECE

Starting at $I 5m/wk

DINING SETS

LAMPS

From $1 000/wk
I Ask about Vaught's FREE Long
Distance Promotion.

Sno White

Cauliflower
Red
702 N.
12th St.
(JCPenney
Center)
753-4663

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew

Starting at $1500/wk

Haul offold furniture with new
furniture rental.

As Low As $2°°/wk
with Living Room Rental

Assorted
Variety
19.6 oz. Box

2 PIECE
LIVING
ROOM
GROUPS

Haul offold appliance with new
appliance rental.

REFRIGERATORS

Pepperidge Farm Frozen Cake

or $800°Imo

FREE! FREE! FREE!

only

Prices Good
Wed., Feb. 14
thru
Tues., Feb. 20

623 South 4th St.• Murray
270-759-1144• Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

MondayFriday
10 a.m. to
6 p.m.

Radishes

Large Head

1.49
73c

1 Lb. Bag

Apples
Baby

Carrots
Large Head

Fresh Green

Broccoli

Granny Smith or Fuji Gold

Large Stalks

87c

Lettuce

'
Lb 68
99C
88c

1 Lb Bag
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Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.
Just Say "Charge It" VISA

CZ

DISPLAY AD RATES

ADJUSTMENTS

LINE AD RATES

$6.75 Column Inch, 60C't Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible
for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made.

$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$.10 per word per day.

(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
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Whereas, an election was held on November 7, 2000, pursuant to KRS
242.185(6) as to whether the City of Murray would permit the limited
sale of alcoholic beverages within the city limits of Murray, and
Whereas, a majority of the citizens of the City of Murray have voted
in favor of the limited sale of alcoholic beverages, and
Whereas, the City may impose certain restrictions, regulations, and
license fees upon such retail establishments that wish to- sell alcoholic
beverages.
Now Therefore, Be It Hereby Ordained by the City Council of
the City of Murray, Kentucky, as follows, to-wit:

118.12 FUNCTIONS,DUTIES AND POWERS
(A)The functions ofthe City ABC Administrator shall be the same with
respect to the city license and regulations, as the functions of the
Kentucky Alcoholic Beverages Control Board ("Board") with respect to
state licenses and regulations, as provided in KRS 241.060, except that
no regulation of the ABC Administrator shall be less stringent than the
statues relating to alcoholic beverage control, or the regulations of the
Board. No regulation of the ABC Administrator shall become effective
until it has been approved by the Board.
(B) The ABC Administrator shall have the same powers and duties
with respect to suspension and revocation for cause of city licenses as
the State Alcoholic Beverage Control Board has with respect to state
licenses under KRS 241.060. The ABC Administrator, on his own initiative or on the compliant of any person, may institute proceedings to
revoke or suspend any license issued under this chapter.

Title XI, Chapter 118 of the Code of Ordinances of the City of Murray,
Kentucky, shall read as follows:
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL
TITLE XI: Business Regulations
Chapter 118: Alcoholic Beverage Control
118.01
118.02
118.03
118.04

General Provisions
Short Title
Definitions
Incorporation of State Law
Scope of Coverage

118.13 POLICE POWER
The City ABC Administrator and his designee shall have the full police
powers of law enforcement officers, and their jurisdiction shall be coextensive with the boundaries of the City. They may inspect any premises where alcoholic or malt beverages are sold, stored or otherwise trafficked, without first obtaining a search warrant.

Administration and Control
118.10 Alcoholic Beverage Control Administrator
118.11 Oath and Bond of The Local Alcoholic Beverage Officer and
Employees
118.12 Functions, Duties and Power
118.13 Police Power
118.14 Right of Inspection
118.15 Appeals From the Local Alcoholic Beverage Officer
118.20
118.21
118.22
118.23
118.24
118.25
118.26
118.27
118.28
118.29
118.30
118.31
118.32
118.33
118.34
118.35
118.36
118.37
118.38

License Taxes and Fees
License Required For Sale
Limited Restaurant Alcoholic Beverage By The Drink License
Date License Expire; Proration
Person Who May Not Be Licensed
Premises That May Not Be Licensed For Sales At Retail
Business Authorized By Retail Drink License
Public Notice of Intention To Apply For License
Local Administrator to Approve Application First
Applications For State License
Submittal of Application
•
Cause For Refusal of License and for Suspension or Revocation
of License
Approval or Denial of Application
Payment of Fees, Refund of Fees
Issuance of City License
Posting of License
Transfer or Acquisition of License
Applicant to Pay for Own License
Deposit of Fees, Fines to General Fund
License to Become Void if Business Dormant; License Renewal

118.51
118.52

Prohibitions Restrictions and Regulations
Hours of Sale
Hours of Sale, Exceptions, Requirements
Food Service Requirements
Confiscation Authorized if Violations Occur
Advertising Restrictions
Treating Prohibited
License to Purchase,From and Sell Only to Persons Authorized
to.Sell or Purchase
Retail Sales To Certain Persons Prohibited
Sale to Person Not Providing for His Family Prohibited
License to Display Notice as to Sales to Minors, Warning
of Dangers of Drinking During Pregnancy to be Posted.
Minors Not to Possess or Purchase Liquor Nor to
Misrepresent Age
Persons Whom Licensees May Not Employ
Retail Premises Not to be Disorderly

118.60
118.61
118.62
118.63
118.64
118.65
118.66

Regulator License Fee
Regulatory License Fee Imposed
Payment
Failure to Pay; Interest on Late Payments
Penalty for Nonpayment
Adequate Record Keeping Requirement
Audit Requirements
Penalties

118.40
118.41
118.42
118.43
118.44
118.45
118.46
118.47
118.48
118.49
118.50

118.01 SHORT TITLE
This chapter shall be known and may be cited as the Alcoholic Beverage
Ordinance of the City of Murray.
118.02 DEFINITIONS
As used in this chapter, unless the context clearly indicates or requires
a different meaning, the words and terms defined in Kentucky Revised
Statue 241.010 shall apply.
118.03 INCORPORATION OF STATE LAW
(A) The provisions of the State Alcoholic Beverage Control laws contained in !CRS Chapters g41, 242, 243, and 244, pertaining to licenses
and regulations of the State Alcoholic Beverage Control Board, including definitions contained therein, as well as amendments and supplements thereto, are hereby adopted as part of the alcoholic beverage control law of the City, except as otherwise lawfully provided herein.
(B) No person shall sell, deal in, barter or exchange or possess for sale,
or for the purpose of evading any law or ordinance, give away any alcoholic beverage in any quantity whatever, or cause the same to be done,
without complying with all of the provision of this chapter and all statues and regulations of the state applicable thereto. Penalty, see 118.66.
118.04 SCOPE OF COVERAGE
(A)This chapter shall be construed to apply to the traffic in both malt
beverages and distilled spirits and wine where the context permits such
applications.
(B) Nothing contained in this chapter shall excuse or relieve the owner,
proprietor, employee or person in charge of any licensed premises in the
city, where alcoholic beverages are sold, from the restrictions, requirements and penalties of any other ordinances of the city or of any other
statutes of the state relating to violations pertaining to alcoholic beverages.
Administration and Control
118.10 ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL ADMINISTRATOR
The duties of the City Alcoholic Beverage Control(ABC)Administrator
shall be assigned to the office of the Mayor who shall have the power to
designate additional city officials to assist in the responsibilities of the
office. The local ABC Administrator and/or his designee shall have the
power and authority to promulgate such regulations as may be necessary to implement this chapter.
1

Legals

118.11 OATH AND BOND OF LOCAL ABC ADMINISTRATOR
AND EMPLOYEES
(A)Each ABC Administrator before entering upon his duties as such,
shall take the oath prescribed in section 228 of the Constitution, and
shall execute a bond with a good corporate surety in the penal sum of
not less than one thousand dollars ($1,000.00).
(B)Each ABC Administrator may require any city employee under his
supervision to execute a similar bond in such penal sum as he deems
necessary.

AN ORDINANCE REGULATING THE SALE OF
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS OF
MURRAY,KENTUCKY.

118.14 RIGHT OF INSPECTION
The City ABC Administrator, his designee and City of Murray law
enforcement officers shall have available at all reasonable times for
their inspection all books and records required to be maintained by
licensees under }CRS 244.150 and the City ABC Administrator shall
receive copies of all reports submitted by licensee to the State Alcoholic
Beverage Control Board.
118.15 APPEALS FROM CITY ABC ADMINISTRATOR
Appeals from the order of each City ABC Administrator may be taken to
the state Alcoholic Beverage Control Board by filing with the board
within thirty (30) days a certified copy of the orders of the City ABC
Administrator. Matters at issue shall be heard by the board as upon a
original proceeding.
Liéene anataxes
4
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82.50 extra for Shopper Mies. Clanifieds go into Shopping Guide) $2.50 extra for blind box ads.
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118.20 LICENSE REQUIRED FOR SALE
No person shall sell or dispense at retail, or have in his possession for
sale, any alcoholic or malt beverage, nor manufacture or transport any
alcoholic or malt beverages in the City limits unless he shall first procure and have issued to him a license under the provisions of this chapter and all statutes of Kentucky and regulations adopted pursuant to
this chapter.
118.21 LIMITED RESTAURANT ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE BY
THE DRINK LICENSE; FEES
The City shall have the power and authority to issue licenses for the
sale of alcoholic beverages by the drink at restaurants and dining facilities which seat a minimum of one hundred (100) persons and derive a
minimum of seventy percent(70%)of their gross receipts from the sale
of food. Thefee for this city license will be $1,000.00.
118.22 DATE LICENSE EXPIRE;PRORATION
All licenses issued by the City shall be valid for a period of no more than
one year. All licenses shall expire on June 30 of each year. Applications
for renewal are to be filed with the City at least fifteen (15) days prior
to expiration. When any person applies for a new license he shall be
charged the full fee for the respective license if six (6) months or more
remain before the license is due to be renewed and one-half(1/2) the fee
if less than six (6) months remain before the license is due to be
renewed. In the event any licensee shall cease doing business for any
reason, no refund of the City license fee shall be granted.
118.23 PERSONS WHO MAY NOT BE LICENSED
A person shall not become a licensee under this chapter for any of the
reasons related to KRS 243.100.
118.24 PREMISES THAT MAY NOT BE LICENSED FOR SALES
AT RETAIL
No license for the sale of alcoholic beverages at retail shall be issued for
any premises unless the applicant for the license is the owner of the
premises or is in possession of the premises under a written lease or a
permit for a term of not less than the license period.
118.25 BUSINESS AUTHORIZED BY RETAIL DRINK LICENSE
A limited restaurant alcoholic beverage by the drink license shall
authorize the licensee to purchase, receive, possess, and sell alcoholic
beverages at retail by the drink for consumption on the- licensed premises. The licensee shall purchase alcoholic beverages only from licensed
wholesalers. A licensee may purchase wine in containers not smaller
than one hundred (100) milliliters if the wine does not exceed fourteen
percent (14%) alcohol by volume. A licensee may buy mixed drinks in
containers of a capacity not smaller than three hundred fifty-five (355)
milliliters if the mixed drinks contain a substantial proportion of carbonated water. A retail drink license shall not authorize the licensee to
sell alcoholic beverages by the package.
118.26 PUBLIC NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOR
LICENSE
Any person, corporation, partnership, or any other entity, except an
applicant for the same license for the same premises, or an applicant for
a supplemental bar license shall before applying for a license advertise
by publication of his or her intention to apply for a license as stipulated
in KRS 243.360.
118.27 LOCAL ADMINISTRATOR TO APPROVE APPLICATION
FIRST
An applicant for an alcoholic beverage license must have city license
approved by the City Alcoholic Beverage Control Administrator before
they are eligible to apply for a state license.
118.28 APPLICATION FOR STATE LICENSE
All applicants for alcoholic beverage licenses must submit an application to the state as stipulated in KRS 243.380.
118.29 SUBMITTAL OF APPLICATION
An applicant for a license under this chapter shall file with the City
Alcoholic Beverage Control Administrator a copy of his state license
application containing the information required by KRS 243.380 and
243.390. The City application shall include the consent of the applicant
permitting the City ABC Administrator to inspect and search the
licensed premises at any reasonable time, to confiscate articles found on
the premises in violation of any ordinance or statute, and to order an
emergency temporary closure of the premises if the public health, safety, morals and welfare is threatened by one or more violations of any
ordinance or statute involving disturbance of the peace or public disorder. The temporary closure shall remain in effect until review of the
alleged violations by the City ABC Administrator within thirty-six (36)
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hours.The application shall also include documentation on the licensee's
previous years gross sales of both food and alcohol in a manner acceptable to the City ABC Administrator.
118.30 CAUSES FOR REFUSAL TO ISSUE OR RENEW LICENSE
SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF LICENSE.
(A)State Law References. Causes for refusal to issue or renew a license
and for suspension or revocation of a city license shall be same as provided for state licenses according KRS 243.450,243.490,243.500,as well
as violation of any city ordinance regarding beverage licensing, sales, or
the administration of licenses.
(B) Delinquent Taxes or Fees. No license to sell alcoholic or malt beverages shall be granted or renewed to any person who is delinquent in
the payment of any taxes or fees due the City at the time of issuing the
license; nor shall any license he granted or renewed to sell upon any
premises or property, owned and occupied by the licensee upon which
there are any delinquent taxes or fees due the City. If a licensee becomes
delinquent in the payment of any taxes or any fees due to the City at any
time during the license period, the license to sell alcoholic or malt beverages shall be subject to revocation or suspension. The City ABC
Administrator may, in his discretion, approve a license to sell after
receiving from the City Clerk, a written statement to the effect that the
'applicant for the license has paid or has made satisfactory arrangements with the City Clerk for taking care of the indebtedness represented by the unpaid and delinquent taxes or fees. This section shall
apply only to taxes and fees, which are due and payable by the licensee.
(C) Appeals. Appeals may be taken from decisions of the City ABC
Administrator to the State Alcoholic Beverage Control Board according
to the provisions of KRS 241.200 and 243.550.
(D)A cause for refusal to issue or renew a license and for suspension
or revocation of a city license shall occur if the license holder ceases to
seat a minimum one hundred (100) persons and/or derive a minimum of
seventy percent(70%)of their gross receipts from the sale of food.
118.31 APPROVAL OR DENIAL OF APPLICATION
(A) If upon review of the application, the City ABC Administrator
determines that the applicant has complied with all requirements of the
Alcoholic Beverage Control Law, as well as all regulatory provisions of
this chapter, that the location is one that can be approved,including but
not limited to the requirements of KRS 243.220 and 242.185(6), that a
license may be issued within the rules fixed by the State Alcoholic
Beverage Control Board, and that there are no causes for denial for the
license, the City ABC Administrator shall approve the application.
(B) If the City ABC Administrator has reasonable grounds to believe
that an applicant has violated any law, rule or regulation relating to
alcoholic beverages, he may issue to the applicant a written order setting'fifth slith
And terfniiting the applicant to show cause why
the requested license should be issued. The City ABC Administrator
shall'have the right.to' brdei, and the applicant shall have the right to
request, an evidentiary hearing to examine the violation set forth in the
show cause why the requested license should be issued. The City ABC
Administrator shall have the right to order, and the applicant shall have
the right to request, an evidentiary hearing to examine the violation set
forth in the show cause order issued by the City ABC Administrator. Any
decision by the City ABC Administrator on the application shall be subject to appeal as provided by law.
118.32 PAYMENT OF FEES,REFUND OF FEE
Upon arrival of the application by the City ABC Administrator, the
applicant shall pay the amount of the license fee provided in this chapter in the form of a certified check, money order or cash. Payment shall
be held in deposit by the City pending state license approval and
issuance of the City license by the City ABC Administrator.
If the payment of a license fee was erroneously made or the licenses are
not issued, the City shall authorize the payment of the refundable
amount.
118.33 ISSUANCE OF CITY LICENSES
The City licenses shall be issued and the fees collected by the City Clerk.
No licenses shall be issued by the clerk without the approval of the City
ABC Administrator. The license shall be in form of a standard City
Business License and a business license category shall hereby be established as"Limited Restaurant Alcoholic Beverage by the Drink License."
The fees shall be those established in 118.21 of this chapter and shall
not replace the standard business license fees required in Chapter 110.
118.34 POSTING OF LICENSES
Each city license in the same form prescribed by KRS 243.440 for state
licenses shall be posted at the licensed premises in the same manner
prescribed by KRS 243.620 for state license. An exact duplicate or facsimile of each city license shall remain in the City Clerk's office as part
of the public record.
118.35 TRANSFER,ASSIGN,OR ACQUIRE EXISTING LICENSE
The transfer, assigning or acquisition of a city license shall be the same
as provided for in state licenses in KRS 243.630, 243.650, and 243.660.
118.36 APPLICANT TO PAY FOR OWN LICENSE
The license fee for a city license shall be payable by the person who
makes application for the license and to whom it is issued, and no other
person shall pay for any license issued under these sections.
118.37 DEPOSIT OF FEES
All moneys derived from license fees or from fines as provided in this
chapter shall be paid to the treasury of the City and become a part of the
general funds in the City.
118.38 LICENSE TO BECOME VOID IF BUSINESS DORMANT;
LICENSE RENEWAL
(A) Surrender of license and exceptions. Any license under which no
business is transacted during a period of ninety (90) days shall become
null and void. At the expiration of the ninety(90)day period the license
shall be surrendered to the City ABC Administrator, except that any
licensee who is unable to continue in business at the licensed premises
may apply to the Commonwealth of Kentucky Alcoholic Beverage
Control Department, pursuant to 804 KAR 4:1110, as amended from
time to time, to continue such license in dormancy. In the event a period
of dormancy is applied for or granted by the ABC Administrator to the
licensee, the licensee shall immediately notify the City ABC
Administrator. Upon resumption of business or transfer or assignment
of the license, the licensee shall notify the City ABC Administrator and
a fee shall be due and payable to the City ABC Administrator for the
period the license was in dormancy in the same amount due had the
license remained active for the same period.
(B) Applications based on pending construction of development applications approved by the City ABC Administrator and based on pending
construction or development on the premises shall be null and void after
ninety (90) days of the commitment to issue a license if the applicant
fails to proceed in an orderly fashion to initiate construction or development on the premises involved. The ABC Administrator may grant
extensions as he deems appropriate in exercise of his sound discretion
based on facts and circumstances surrounding each request.
(C) Renewals time for filing. All renewal of licenses and payment of
license fee must be on file with the City ABC Administrator fifteen (15)
days before the expiration of the license for the preceding license period
or the license shall be canceled, except that the licensee may file a written, verified statement fifteen (15) days prior to the expiration date of
the license, setting forth the facts justifying an extension. The ABC
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Administrator may then extend the time for fi frig of a renewal of the
license for a reasonable length of time within the exercise of his sound
discretion. The licensee shall pay the license fee from the expiration date
of the former license or licenses and payment shall be refunded to the
licensee in the event that the license or licenses are not renewed at or
before the end of the extension period.
Prohibitions Restrictions and Regulations
118.40 HOURS OF SALE
(A) Retail Sale for Consumption on Licensed Premises. Premises for
which there had been granted a license for the retail sales of alcoholic
beverages by the drink, shall be permitted to remain open between the
hours of 6:00 a.m. and 12:00 midnight each weekday but shall be closed
during the twenty-four (24) hours of each Sunday and any time when
the polls are open for any election in the precinct in which the license is
granted. However, if the licensee provides a separate area within his
licensed premises capable of being locked and closed off within which is
kept all stocks of alcoholic beverages and malt beverages and if the
department is kept locked during the foregoing time he is not permitted
to remain open to sell alcoholic beverages, he shall be deemed to have
complied with this subsection.
(B) Control of Premises During Closing Hours. During the closing
hours, the premises of any license for the sale of alcoholic beverages by
the drink must be closed to and vacant of all customers and all persons
except the licensee and his employees, who shall be allowed on the
premises for business purposes only. Alcoholic beverages shall not be
sold, given away, delivered or consumed by anyone in any room of the
premises during the closing hours and no parties, private or public, shall
be held on the premises. The premises shall not be loaned, rented or
leased to anyone during closing hours for a party or for any other purposes.
(C) Wholesale Deliveries on Sundays Prohibited. There shall be no
deliveries of alcoholic or malt beverages on Sunday.
118.41 HOURS OF SALE; EXCEPTIONS; REQUIREMENTS
The licensee shall be allowed to remain open during hours when the sale
of alcoholic beverages is prohibited for the sole purpose of providing food
services to the peblic. However, all stocks of alcoholic beverages shall be
locked and closed off from the public during said time period.
118.42 FOOD SERVICE REQUIREMENT
All license holders of a "Limited Restaurant Alcoholic Beverage by the
Drink License" shall be required to maintain food service during all
hours that alcohol is served.
118.43.1 CONFISCATION AUTHORIZED IF VIOLATIONS OCCUR
If any alcoholic or malt beverages are found on the outside of the locked
or closed-off area of any license premises at any hours during which the
licensee is prohibited by the State Alcoholic Beverage Control Act or by
this chapter from selling alcoholic or malt beverages, a prima facie presumption shall arise that such alcoholic or malt beverages were kept
outside the locked or closed-off section for the purpose of sale in violation of this chapter and the State Alcoholic Beverage Control Act and
shall be ground for revocation or suspension of the license. In addition
to other penalties for the violation of this chapter, the City Alcoholic
Beverage Control Administrator is hereby authorized to confiscate the
alcoholic or malt beverages.
118.44 ADVERTISING RESTRICTIONS
(A) Signage which refers directly or indirectly to alcoholic beverages
will be limited to one (1) sign not over two (2) square feet that must be
displayed from the inside of the window or interior of the business. No
additional signs, banners, posters or other type of displaying advertising
which refers either directly or indirectly—to alcoholic beverages shall be
displayed on, nor shall it be visible from the exterior of any premises
licensed for the sale of alcoholic beverages, except that reference to such
may be included in the name of the business. This restriction shall not
prevent any licensee from placing in the windows of the licensed premises business price cards not larger than two and one-half(2 1/2) inches
in size, setting forth the price at which he offers alcoholic beverages for
sale.
(B) No flashing lights shall be used to illuminate the exterior of any
premises licensed under this chapter.
(C) It shall be unlawful for a licensee under this chapter to distribute
or cause to be distributed any handbills, circulars or cards as a medium
for advertising alcoholic beverages.
(D) It shall be unlawful for any person, holding a license under this
chapter to sell alcoholic beverages of any kind, to give away or offer to
give away anything tangible of value as a premium or prize, or for any
other purposes in connection with the sale of alcoholic beverages.
(E)Any advertising by any license under this chapter shall be in compliance with KRS 244.130.
118.45 "TREATING" PROHIBITED
No license holder shall give away any alcoholic beverage in any quantity for less than a full monetary consideration.
118.46 LICENSE TO PURCHASE FROM AND SELL ONLY TO
PERSONS AUTHORIZED TO SELL OR PURCHASE
(A) No licensee shall purchase or agree to purchase any alcoholic beverages from any person within or without this state, who is not licensed
to sell the beverages to the particular purchaser at the time of the agreement to sell, nor give any order for any alcoholic beverages to any person who is not a holder of a special agent's or solicitor's license if such a
license is required.
(B) No licensee shall sell or agree to sell any alcoholic beverage to any
person within or without this state who is not legally authorized to buy
and receive the beverages at the time of the agreement to sell, nor
secure any order for the sale of any alcoholic beverages through any person who is not the holder of a special agent's or solicitor's license.
118.47 RETAIL SALES TO CERTAIN PERSONS PROHIBITED
No retail licensee shall sell, give away or deliver any alcoholic beverages, or procure or permit any alcoholic beverages to be sold, given away
(A) A minor, except that in any prosecution for selling alcoholic beverages to a minor it is an affirmative defense that the sale was induced by
the use of false, fraudulent, or altered identification papers or other documents and that the appearance and character of the purchaser were
such that his age could not have been ascertained by any other means
and that the purchaser's appearance and character indicated strongly
that he was of legal age to purchase alcoholic beverages. The evidence
may be introduced either in mitigation of the charge or as a defense to
the charge itself
(B) A person actually or apparently under the influence of alcoholic
beverages.
(C) A habitual drunkard or any person convicted of drunkenness as
many as three (3) times within the most recent twelve (12) month period.
(D) Except as provided in Section C above, anyone known to the seller
to have been convicted of D.U.I. or any other misdemeanor attributable
directly or indirectly to the use of alcoholic beverages, or for a felony
within the preceding twelve (12) months.
118.48 SALE TO PERSON NOT PROVIDING FOR HIS FAMILY
PROHIBITED
No licensee shall sell or agree to sell any alcoholic beverages or cause or
permit any alcoholic beverage to be sold to any person who has been
reported to the licensee by any court or by any officer acting at the direction of a court as having failed to make proper provision for his family.
118.49 LICENSE TO DISPLAY NOTICE AS TO SALE TO
MINORS; WARNING OF DANGERS OF DRINKING DURING
PREGNANCY TO BE POSTED.
(A) Every retail licensee shall display at all times in a prominent place
a printed card at least eight (8) inches by eleven (11) inches in size
which shall show, in thirty(30) point or larger type, substantially as follows:
Persons under the age of twenty-one (21) are subject to a fine up to
One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) if they:
(I) Enter licensed premises to buy, or have served to them, alcoholic
beverages.
(2) Possess, purchase or attempt to purchase, or get another to purchase alcoholic beverages.
(3) Misrepresent their age for purpose of purchasing or obtaining
alcoholic beverages.
(B) All licensed retail vendors of alcoholic beverages shall post in a
prominent place easily seen by patrons a printed sign at least eleven
(11) inches by fourteen (14) inches in size, with letters at least one (1)
inch high, supplied by the Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission, and
with gender-neutral language supplied by the Cabinet for Health
Services, which shall warn that drinking alcoholic beverages prior to
conception or during pregnancy can cause birth defects.
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118.50 MINORS NOT TO POSSESS OR PURCHASE LIQUOR
NOR TO MISREPRESENT AGE-USE OF FRAUDULENT IDENTIFICATION
(A)As used in KRS 244.083 and this section;"Premises" has the meaning it is given in KRS 241.010 and also means that the place of business
of a person licensed to sell alcoholic beverages.
(B) A person under 21 years of age shall not enter any premises
licensed for the sale of alcoholic beverages for the purpose of purchasing
or receiving any alcoholic beverages.
(C)A person under 21 years of age shall not possess for his or her own
use of purchase or attempt to purchase or have another purchase for
him or her any alcoholic beverages. No person shall aid or assist any
person under 21 years of age in purchasing or having delivered or served
ed to him or her any alcoholic beverages.
(D) A person under 21 years of age shall not misrepresent his or her
age for the purpose of inducing any license, or the licensee, or the
licensee's agent, servant, or employee, to sell or serve any alcoholic beverages to the underage person.
(E)A person under 21 years of age shall not use, or attempt to use any
false, fraudulent, or altered identification card, paper, or any other document to purchase or attempt to purchase or otherwise obtain any alcoholic beverages.
118.51 PERSONS WHOM LICENSEES MAY NOT EMPLOY
(A) A person holding any city license shall not knowingly employ in
connection with his or her business any person who:
(1) Has been convicted of any felony within the last two (2) years.
(2) Has been twice convicted of any misdemeanor or offense directly or indirectly attributable to the use of intoxicating liquors within the
last two (2) years.
(3) Is under the age of twenty (20) years, unless the person is
employed in a capacity that does not involve the sale or serving alcoholic
beverages.
(4) Within two (2) years prior to the date of his employment, has
had any license issued under KRS 243.020 to 243.670 or under any
other act or ordinance relating to the regulation of the manufacture,
sale, or transportation of alcoholic beverages revoked for cause.
(13) The provisions of paragraph (1) and (2) of subsection (A)of this section shall not apply if the employee's duties do not involve the sale, service, delivery, or traffic in alcoholic beverages at the licensed premises.
(C) Violation of this section shall subject both employer and employee
to penalties provided in this chapter and shall be cause for revocation of
license.
118.52 RETAIL PREMISES NOT BE DISORDERLY
(A) No person licensed to sell alcoholic beverages at retail shall cause,
suffer, or permit the licensed premises to be disorderly.
(B) Acts with constitute disorderly premises consist of permitting
patrons to cause public inconvenience, annoyance or alarm, or wantonly creating a risk through:
(1) Engaging in fighting or in violent, tumultuous or threatening
behavior, or
(2) Making unreasonable noise; or
(1) Refusing to obey any official order to disperse issued to maintain public safety in dangerous proximity to a fire, hazard, or other
emergency; or
(2) Creating a hazardous or physically offensive condition by an
act that serves no legitimate purpose.
(3)Conducting promotional efforts that are not customary or usual
for a restaurant operation (e.g. wet t-shirt contest).
Regulatory License Fee
118.60 REGULATORY LICENSE FEE IMPOSED
(A)A regulatory license fee is imposed on the gross receipts from retail
sales of alcoholic beverages under each license issued for the purpose of
insuring full reimbursement to the City for the cost of any additional
policing, regulatory, or administrative expenses related to the sale of
alcoholic beverages in the City. The City Council shall adopt, at the
budget adoption for the fiscal year, an annual rate for the regulatory
license fee as shall be reasonably estimated to insure full reimbursement to the City for the cost of any additional policing, regulatory, or
administrative expenses related to the sale of alcoholic beverages in the
City. The regulatory license fee shall be in addition to any other taxes,
fees or licenses permitted by law, but a credit against the fee shall be
allowed in an amount equal to the licenses or fees imposed under the
provisions of this chapter.
(B)The regulatory license fee shall be 8% for the fiscal year beginning
July 1, 2000 and continuing thereafter until amended or repealed.
118.61 PAYMENT
Payment of such fee shall accompany forms approved for use by the ABC
Administrator and shall include a tabulation of both gross food sales
and alcohol sales for the preceding month. The forms and payment shall
be submitted to the City Clerk by the twentieth (20th) day of each
month for the preceding month's sales. The fraction, represented by one
divided by the number of months for which the City license was issued,
of the free required under the provisions of this chapter shall be deducted each month as a credit.
118.62 FAILURE TO PAY; INTEREST ON LATE PAYMENT
Failure to pay the monthly remittance within ten (10)days after the due
date shall constitute a violation of this chapter.
Interest shall be assessed upon any past due payments at the rate of
twelve (12) percent per annum.
118.63 PENALTY FOR NONPAYMENT
If the holder of any license shall fail to pay the regulatory license fee
imposed by this Section within ten (10) days of the due date, an automatic penalty of Fifty and 00/100 Dollars ($50.00) shall be assessed for
the first offense. An automatic penalty of One Hundred and 00/100
Dollars ($100.00) shall be assessed on the second offense, and an automatic penalty of Two Hundred and 00/100 Dollars ($200.00) shall be
assessed on the third offense. In addition to the monetary penalty, the
City Alcoholic Beverage Control Administrator shall hold a hearing for
a second and third offense requiring the license to show cause why the
license should not be suspended or revoked with full authority to do so
upon appropriate findings. The calculation of the number of offenses for
the purpose of invoking the above penalties shall be done on a twelve
(12) month basis, with the number of offenses being reduced to zero at
the beginning of each new license period.
118.64 ADEQUATE RECORDKEEPENG
Every licensee shall keep and maintain adequate books and records of
all transactions involved in the sale of alcoholic beverages in the same
manner required by the rules and regulations of the State Alcoholic
Beverage Control Board, or such rules and regulations as may be from
time to time promulgated by the City Alcoholic Beverage Control
Administrator and approved by a majority of a quorum of the City
Council. Where the sales of alcoholic beverages as they relate to other
sales are determinative of the licensee's eligibility to retain a license, the
licensee shall maintain adequate records to show the relationship. The
books and records shall be available at all reasonable times for inspection by the City Alcoholic Beverage Control Administrator or any
authorized representative.
118.65 AUDIT REQUIREMENTS
The City Alcoholic Beverage Control Administrator may at his discretion require that a licensee make his records available to the City for the
purpose of conducting an audit to verify compliance with the seventy
percent(70%)food sales requirement.
118.70 PENALTIES
(A)Any person who violates any provision of this chapter for which no
specific penalty is provided shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall,
in addition to other penalties provided by law, be subject to the following penalties.
(1) For the first offense a fine not to exceed Five Hundred and
00/100 Dollars 4500.001.
(2) For any subsequent offense a fine not to exceed Five Hundred
and 00/100 Dollars ($500.00) or confinement in jail not more than six (6)
months, or both.
(B) Any proceeding for the revocation of any license issued hereunder
shall be governed in accordance with the provisions of KRS 243.480.

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00227
EQUICREDIT CORPORATION OF AMERICA,
VS.,

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

PATRICK MICHAEL DONOVAN,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF PATRICK
MICHAEL DONOVON,AND
SEARS ROEBUCK & CO.,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 24, 2001, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
February 19, 2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
An 85.189 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky, April, 1992, located at the intersection of the Beat-Farmer Road and Carlson Lane, approximately 11.5 miles Southeast of the intersection of Twelfth and
Main Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a point in the intersection of the Beat-Farmer
Road and Carlson Lane, said point being established by intersection of the center lines of said Reads;
Thence, generally along the centerline of Carlson Lane, the following bearings and distances, North 76 deg. 57' 54" West 134.79 feet to a point; North 75 deg. 19' 50" West - 290.07 feet
to a point; North 57 deg. 08' 51" West - 269.34 feet to a point
50.00 feet East of a #4 rebar set;
Thence, North 82 deg. 13'56" West - 931.24 feet, passing thru a
#4 rebar at 50.00 feet with the G.B. Scott, Jr., North Property
line, Deed Book 139, Page 231, to an existing iron stake at the
Southwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
Thence, North 00 deg. 15' 34" East - 293.28 feet with the Mrs
M.G. Parker East Property Line, Deed Book 24, Page 130, passing thru a #4 rebar set at 263.28 feet to a point in the centerline
of Carlson Lane;
Thence, South 66 deg. 25'02" East 808.67 feet generally along
the centerline of said Road to a point 43.73 feet South of an
existing iron pipe at the Southeast corner of the Joe Traylor
Property, Deed Book 151, Card 1238;
Thence, North 02 degrees 08' 43" East - 821.99 feet, passing
thru said iron pipe at 43.73 feet to a Triple Red Oak Tree (nail
set in base) at the Northeast corner of the Omer Shields
Property, Deed Book 169, Card 29;
Thence, North 64 degrees 17' 10" West - 852.38 feet with the
said Shields North Property Line and the Keith Casey, Deed
Book 167, Card 955 and Omer Shields, Deed Book 159, Card
2839, North Property Line to a #4 Re-bar set in the Mrs. M.G
Parker East Property line;
Thence, North 00 deg. 15' 34" East - 902.51 feet with the said
Parker East Property Line to an existing iron pipe at the
Northwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
Thence, South 80 deg. 07' 09" East - 2053.52 feet with the
Melvin Smith South Property Line, Deed Book 153, Card 1050,
to an existing iron pipe at the Northeast corner of the herein
described tract of land;
Thence, South 01 deg. 39' 58" East - 1996.00 feet, passing thru
an existing iron pin at 1107.56 feet and 1227.31 feet and an
existing iron pipe at 1949.74 feet to a point in the Centerline of
Carlson Lane, the Southeast corner of the herein described
tract of land;
Thence, generally along the centerline of Carlson Lane the fel
lowing bearings and distances:
South 75 deg. 06'37" West - 182.46 feet to a point;
South 71 deg. 42'43" West - 103.21 feet to a point;
South 84 deg. 40'39" West - 140.90 feet to a point;
North 87 deg. 44' 51" West - 144.61 feet to the point of begin
ning.
THIS PROPERTY IS SUBJECT TO ALL PREVIOUSLY CONVEYED EASEMENTS AND RIGHT-OF-WAYS.
LESS AND EXCEPTING THIS PARCEL
Beginning at a point in the centerline of the Beat-Farmer Road,
said point being the Northernmost point of the herein described
tract of land;
Thence, South 01, deg. 39' 58" East - 828.57 feet to an existing
iron pin, this point being the Southeast corner of the herein
described tract and the centerline of Carlson Lane, passing
through an existing iron pin at 59.88 feet and an existing iron
pipe at 782.31 feet;
Thence, generally along the centerline of Carlson Lane the to)
lowing bearings and distances, South 75 deg. 06' 37" West 182.46 feet to a point; South 71 deg. 42'43" West - 103.21 feet to
a point; South 84 deg. 40'39" West - 140.90 feet to a point; North
87 deg. 44' 51" West - 144.61 feet to a point being the intersection of the Beat-Farmer Road and Carlson Lane;
Thence, in a Northeasterly direction along the centerline of
Beat-Farmer Road approximately 1,062 feet to the point of
beginning. This tract of land contains 8-1/2 acres more or less
and being all the land conveyed to these grantors by deed of
record in Book 180, Card 1430 lying Southeast of the Beat
Farmer Road.
Being the same property conveyed to Patrick Michael Donovan
by Deed dated April 30, 1992, and recorded May 7, 1992, of
record in Deed Book 180, Page 1430, in the Calloway County
Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of twen
ty percent (20%) on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good
surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bear
ing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on
the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2001 ad valorem taxes.
Dated this 26th day of January 2001
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Ws Freed Curd
FREED CURD, MAYOR
ATTEST

altZazak.thansan
SARAH DUNCAN,CITY CLERK
INTRODUCED BY THE CITY COUNCIL ON JANUARY 25,2001
ADOPTED BY THE CITY COUNCIL ON FEBRUARY 8,2001
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
010

1 50

010

Uvula

Adldie
%wait

Per8011111$

Livia

RETIRED
gentleman
seeks relationship with
younger female
Send
photo, phone no, interests
to Ken Clark PO Box 774
Murray, Ky 42071-9998

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-C1-00432

arid Found

FIRSTAR BANK, NA,
VS.,

PLAINTIFF
FEMALE Blue tick Beagle
ound near university, 7537997

NOTICE OF SALE

JEFF GOSSETT, and
JENNIFER GOSSETT,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 9, 2001, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday.
February 19, 2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky.
with its address being 21 Elm Street, Dexter, Kentucky 42036, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
Lot No. 132 as shown in the extension plat of the City of Dexter,
iaid plat recorded in Deed Book 6, Page 409, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court, EXCEPT a portion sold off
of south end of said lot to Woodrow Miller. Bounded as follows:
Beginning at a corner where Second Street intersects Kentucky
State Highway No. 95; thence East along south side of Second
Street approximately 140 feet to W.R. Gream West line; thence
South 160 feet to the lot formerly deeded to Woodrow Miller;
thence West approximately 150 feet along said Miller line to
above mentioned highway: thence North along said highway
160 feet to the beginning.
Being one and the same as that property conveyed to Jeff
Gossett, and wife, Jennifer Gossett, by virtue of a deed from
Terry Jones, and wife, Teresa Jones, dated the 16th day of
January, 1998, and of record at Deed Book 275, Page 121, in the
Clerk's Office of the Calloway County Court, Murray, Kentucky
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 90 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 90 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of ten
percent(10%)on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing
interest at 129k per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in ninety (90) days. A lien shall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2000 ad
valorem taxes.
Dated this 18th day of January 2001.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00182
PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 12, 2001, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
February 19, 2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County. V atucky,
urray,
with its address being 1217 North 16th Street, Uni'
vit:
Kentucky, 42071, and more particularly describ.--)
Unit A-1 Phase 1, of the Brittnav
and an undivided interest ir•
catty referred to in '
Townhouse Safi'
Calloway
record

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
AURORA BBQ & Harringtio's Lake Stop (BP) in Aurora now taking applications.Apply in person.
2 weeks daytime Real Estate License Class. Starting February 19th though
28th. Call Delosie Adams.
American Career Training
Real Estate School
270-792-0778.
ABSOLUTELY FREE
INFO!
Own a computer?
Put it to work!
$350-$1000/week
www.extremewealth.net
APPLICATIONS now being accepted for part-time
LPN and Resident Assistant Positions. If you enjoy
working with senior adults
in a clean and comfortable
environment we hope
you'll consider joining our
caring and enthusiastic
staff. Applications available at 905 Glendale Rd .
Glendale Place Retirement
Community.

DAIRY Herdsman
School of Agriculture- Dairy. Murray State University
Twelve month position.
Position to begin
March 1, 2001 Qualifications: Bachelor's degree
in Agriculture. Al proficient,
experience in milking,
feeding and handling of
Dairy Cattle. Responsibilities; This position is responsible for the overall
operation of the diary herd
Managing dairy herd and
facilities, to include milking, feeding, breeding and
health care of the milking
herd. Feeding and health
care of young stock. Maintenance and cleanliness of
equipment and facilities.
Supervise dairy student
workers. Keep adequate
records of all dairy animals. Application Deadline: February 16,2001
To Apply- Send letter of
application, vitae, transcript and three current
professional letters of recDr.
ommendation
to
James Rudolph, Interim
Director, School of Agriculture, Murray State University, 213 South Oakley Applied Science, Murray, Ky
42071-3345. Women and
minorities are encouraged
to apply. Equal education
and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.
DRIVING CAREERS
START HERE
We need over 300 entrylevel drivers this month.
NO
EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED. We represent over 40 truckinr
companies. You choo,c

which one. Tuition assistance available for inexpenenced.
CDL DELIVERS
1-800-260-0294

Agricultural Workers Needed

FIFTH THIRD BANK, as successor by merger
to the Cumberland Federal Savings Bank,

TM. HUGHES,
CYNTHIA M. HUGHES,
THE UNKNOWN TENANTS, if any,
Of T.M. HUGHES,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY. AND
CITY OF MURRAY,

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Drivers: Franklin College 14
day CDL Training No
Exp MOO wk It you've ever
thought of it once Don't
think twice CALL FOR
DETAILS 1-888-645-8505.
Expenence0Jrve,s :,311 5oc.:68.2353

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

VS.,

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

Operator
COMPUTER
Strong database skills with
experience in Win 95/98
and DOS Knowledge of
complex merge printing
Programming/
desired
Network experience helpful but not required Apply
in person or send resume
to Automated Direct Mail,
87 Spruce Street #B, Murray, KY 42071

.,ion

..e specifirittnay Ridge
A14, Card 700, in the
—ice, and set out on Plat
Slide 1054, in the office of t

,unty Court.

of the same real estate conveyed to T.M. Hughes,
le, Cynthia M. Hughes, by deed from Student Housing
...ssociates, a Joint Venture comprised of Reatra Development
Group, Inc., a Texas corporation, by and through its President,
C.M. Hughes; Kimberly Sarver, individually and as Executrix of
the Estate of T. Russ Sarver; and Phoenix Overseas Investors,
Inc., a Florida Corporation, by and through its President.
William R. Rifenburgh, dated the 10th day of August, 1990, and
of record on Microfilm in Book 176, Card 1553, in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 60 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 60 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of ten
percent(10%)on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in sixty (60) days. A lien shall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2000 ad
valorem taxes.
Dated this 18th day of January 2001
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

04/14/01 to 01/14/02
04/16/01 to 12/30/01
05/01/01 to 11/01/01
Wages: $6.39/hr. and $7.00/hr. depending on
job performed. 75% of hours listed on job
order will guaranteed. All tools will be provided at not cost. Free housing provided to those
beyond local recruiting area. Transportation
and subsistence paid when 50% of contract is
met. Contact local State Employment Service
Office.
"Serving Your Farm Labor Needs"

Accounts Receivable

Coordinator

Murray. KY Division of a Fortune 200 Company ha,
hands on opportunity for an Accounts Receivab
Coordinator with the following minimum quaff',
.41s: Must be a high school graduate and a least t\+
.ir of college preferred and or experience in a bii-,
•,s related field. Pnmary responsibility will be
Th application, adjustments and maintenance of .
associated reports. Must have excellent written and oi
communication skills, be team focused and be comr,:
er literate. Resumes including salary history to:

Foods
A Division of Dean Foods
P.O. Box 1175

Murray, KY 42071
,.Attn: Human Resource Manager
EOE/AAP
ANNOUNCEMENT OF VACANCY
Date: February 12. 2001
Position: Murray Middle School Kid's ((,
Assistant Director
Qualifications: High School Diploma or
equivalent. Not be employed in a position other
than a childcare assistant director during the
hours the day care facility is in operation.

Reports To: Murray Middle School Principal
020

LEGAL NOTICE
Manufactured Home, (unknown make and
model),currently located at 57 Coleman Trail,
Murray, KY has been abandoned and will be
sold to satisfy unpaid rents and storage fees
at 4 p.m., February 14, 2001. Anyone with
interest in this action should contact Olive
Branch Reality by phone (270) 767-9900 or in
person at 300 N. 5th Street, Murray, KY.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Arriving Daily!

SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916

Scrapbeeking
Supplies

Wild Raspberry
Court St

Ilan'

Specific Duties: Assist the director with:
Preparing daily paperwork for state licensure
visit each year. Set up in-services, orientations,
etc. for staff. Schedule staff hours and make
sure all paperwork is current and complete.
Create and hand out parent newsletters. Work
directly with parents. Other duties not specifically mentioned here.
Application: Interested persons should pick up
an application at the Murray Board of
Education, 208 S. 13th Street.

DRIVERS•
Our growing fleet, is your
opportunity. New truck arriving in Feb Run for Murray, Ky., based carrier, no
NYC! Need 12K) Mo? We
can do it! Min. Req. 12
MOF. Exp , 23 years of
age. No wrecks. Call Pat
Maloney 270-759-0124 or
209-613-1590.
GROWING Company has
opening in Murray for a
Full-time Warehouse position_ Monday-Friday, 7am3.30pm. Competitive salary and benefits Send resume to: P.O. Box 1040-B,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
HIRING day shift. 10-4
shift and 11-2- shift. Ideal
for parents with kids in
school. Must be able to
work weekends. Apply in
person at Wendy's 111
Chestnut St. between 2 &
4pm Monday- Friday and
ask for manager.
DAYS Inn of Murray Now
accepting applications for
all positions Apply in person
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
$600.-$800 per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly during the week in
many areas. No CDL? 15
day CDL training program
available. Call today 1800-242-7364.

IF you are a qualified applicant seeking full time
employment with a growing, people oriented company,
SPORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS is looking for YOU. We have the
following day shift positions available
MAINTENANCE:
Must
have electrical experience,
be able to do mechanical
repair and maintain the
general upkeep
CUSTOMER
SERVICE
TECHNICIAN:
Strong
electronics background for
scoreboard repair, good,
organizational and excellent communication skills
SPORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS offers competitive wages and benefits
Please apply at 106 Max
Hurt Drive Murray.
LITTLE School Day Care
is looking for helper for 3yr
olds. 9am-1 pm Daily. 7590010
LOOKING For:
New Licensed Real Estate
trainees or prepared to get
license for new office
opening in Murray. No experience necessary. Call
436-5122.
MANAGEMENT Opportunity. Career Opportunity w/
Major Company. Complete
training program, excellent
benefits. Call Pat for confidential interview.
270-554-0115

PROGRAM Coordinator
Big Brothers Big Sisters
Program sponsored by the
Family
YMCA
Murray
seeks self starter with program development skills
BA or BS Degree required
plus minimum 2 years relevant youth, human service or education volunteer/
paid experience Good oral/ written, interpersonal
skills Must relate well to
individuals of all ages Organizational/ leadership
Salary
skills required
$20K to 23K Send resumes with three complete
references (phone and address) to Lindsay Tuggle,
YMCA. 808 Chestnut
Street, Murray. KY 42071.
EOE M/F/D. Applications
due by February 23, or until position is filled.
RESPIRATORY TherapistA leading provider of home
respiratory services is currently seeking a Respiratory Therapist. This is a full
time position with health,
dental, vision, prescription
401(K)
and
paid
benefits
holiday/vaction
available. Active license,
excellent Communication
skills, and a good driving
record are required. Interested candidates should
mail resume to P.O. Box
1040-D Murray, Ky 42071

BOOTH space available
Brand new room at
Charlie's Antique Mall
Hazel 270-492-8175
Dish Network, 2 Receivers
$49.99 Installed Call or
come by
Beasley Antenna
& Satellite
500 N 4th St
759-0901
MUST sell Barbie and
Beanie collection. Price is
negotiable Call 759-9319
MUST sell Karat pear
shape
diamond
ring
$1,500 759-0056
STORAGE Buildings built
on site Lowest price in
area January & February
special 10x16 $1425
Call 437-4877
TWO lighted showcases
$400 OBO. Weider weight
lift system never used
$150.00 firm 753-6980.

Appilunces
ELECTRIC Signature cook
top stove $75 00 Call 4748340 leave message
GE dorm size refrigerator.
$125. Large Panasonic microwave $75. Call 43E2983 evening.

090
Domestic & Childcare

& Childcare

#

It Takes a Village

S

CHILDCARE CENTER,INC.
EXPERIENCED:
Secretary/
Bookkeeper
Quick Books Pro
Software knowledge
a must. Work
experience and 3
references required.
Send Resume To:
P.O. Box 67
Benton, KY 42025

SIGNING BONUS
FREE COLLEGE
TUITION
Initially Part-time work
possible Full-time. Up tc
$19 an hour Limited
openings

Call
1-800-GO GUARD
KY National Guard

Hawkins Research,Inc
has immediate openings for
sales/technical support of
PowerClaim property adjusting
software. Applicant must be self
motivated and trustworthy.
Some travel possible.
Bring resume to I304-E Chestnut
Street, Murray or e-mail to
gale

14068 North 12th Street at The Village
Bus.'DI: 270-762-0210(Leave Message)
Home TeL 759-2385

$8,000

powerclaim.com.

Agricultural Workers
Needed
03/15/01 to 12/15/01
Wages: $6.39 per hour and $7.00 per hour
depending on job performed. 75 7 of hour
listedon job order will be guaranteed. All
tools will be provided at no cost. Free housing
provided to those beyond local recruiting
area. Transportation and subsistence paid
when arc of contract is met. Contact local
State Employment Service Office.

HELP WANTED
Sportsman's Boat Works hiring boat motor
mechanic, qualified to work on EvinrudeJohnson Outboards, OMC, Mercruiser
Stem Drive and knowledge of Mercury
Outboards helpful. Very busy shop located
at Hwy. 68 on Jonathan Creek. Please
send resume - work experience to
Sportsman's Boat Works, 12800 U.S. Hwy.
68 E.. Benton, KY 42025.

WANTED NOW!
1 GOOD TECHNICIAN
1. EXPERIENCED PREFERRED
2. PAY BASED ON EXPERIENCE
3, NEED NOT BE CERTIFIED
4. GREAT WORKING CONDITIONS
5. BONUS PROGRAM & BENEFITS
Contact
Bill Blackburn
General Manager
BRANDON AUTO WORLD
Murray, KY
(270)753-5315 or (800)455-5315

ANNOUNCEMENT OF VACANCY
Date: February 12. 2001
Position: Teacher at Murray Middle School
Kid's Company (After School Program)
Qualifications: High School Diploma or
equivalent. Prefer education experience.
Reports To: Kid's Company Director
Application: Interested persons should pick up
an application at the Murray Board of
Education, 208 S. 13th Street.

Deadline: February 28, 2001

Deadline: February 28, 2001

The Murray Independent School District is .v
equal opportunity employer and does not dr,
criminate on the basis of race, color, religion.
marital status, sex, or disability.

The Murray Independent School District is an
equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion.
marital status, sex, or disability.

OPENING SOON!
Now accepting enrollment for children ages 6
weeks to 12 years of age. We will have extended
hours of operation:
5:30 a.m. to 12:30 a.m. Monday-Friday
Owners: Melanie and Patricia Miller
(Ask us about our GROSS MOTOR ROOM'),

'

DEPENDABLE childcare
Available Daytime, Almo
area, 753-0730 3yrs Experience, References
I have room for one house QUEEN size waterbed
$100 Washer & Dryer
to clean, ref/exp
$125 Each 767-9396
Call 436-6183
120

120

Computers

Cormutsrs

Computer Services
-Factory Authorized PC Repair
-Complex Networking/fiber/routers
-Business Systems/Point of Sale Systems,
,Medical., Retail, Farm
-Telephone Systems from Mitel
-Web Site Development
-New PC's/Online Store/Accessories
IBM, HP, Cisco, 3Com Sales and Service
Partner, Macs too!
McAfee Anti-Virus Service Partner
Storage Networks/optical drives
1-270-489-2666
http:11www.netcomindustries.corn
Greg Dowdy
160

KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware. Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates Mid West
Internet On 121S
436-5933.
9a m -7p.m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard

Appliance Parts

APPLIANCE PARTS

,
40

Ward Elkins
Court Square • Murray

140

viambetri

'We pay cash
Old toys, antiques,
collectibles, fishing tackle,
advertising 270-759-3456
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, & pistols
Benson Sporting Goods
519 S 12th, Murray
FROST free refrigerator,
stove, gas heater, electric
heaters, good used carpeting, storm windows 7534109
WANT to buy a treadmill
Call 436-2290 between 67 30pm No later than
7:30pm.
WANTED:
Riding mowers, go carts &
4 wheelers that need
work
436-2867

Fot
Avaldlie
llals
3 truck beds 87 Dudley
90 Cadillac Tractor A
loader. House. 2 bath, 9
rooms Farm Also want
tobacco base 492-8013

Furnishings
7 piece bedroom set
(queen) Console TV, chnningroom table w/5 chairs,
computer desk and 2 diamond back bikes Call
759-2468
COUCH, good condition,
clean $50 759-1723.
SELECT comfort queen
size bed Gold slashes imprinted in a black iron
head and foot board. Set
retails for $120000. Will
sell $500 00 Call 7590897 for more details

WANTED
Nice pre-owned furniture
and home furnishing
Special for new consignor in February only.
Call Interior Consignment
Showcase. Let Jennifer
Harding sell your items for
you
(270)247-3388.

I

196
Heavy Equipment

FORK Lifts Toyota Cushion tired, 2800 LB capacity Yale Pneumatic tired:
4000 LB capacity Crown
Electric order picker, 180'
lift with battery charger
Ice-o-matic ice maker,
model B55PPA, large capacity
USM Hytronic cutting machine. Model B
Call Herb Kosser 901-6421999 or 901-571-6023
TRENCHER ditch witch
four wheel drive with font
blade $2,350 or trade
436-5700 or 753-2533
210
Firewood
FIREWOOD
$35 delivered
Call 437-4718
FIREWOOD for sale 4365845 559-5675(cell)
FIREWOOD for sale 7534109

Musical
........
YAMAHA console piano.
condition
Excellent
$1600.00 437-4432

MURRAY. LEDGER & TIMES
Apartments For Rem
1/2 acre $100/mo 7536012
LOT for rent 492-8488

14X60 2br, 1br, W/D
stove refrigerator , C/H/A
Price reduced $3,000
14x56 fixed upper $1,000
'489-2278

LOT For Rent 753-9866

APARTMENTS tor reiii
Close to campus 7535980 or 753-1203 after
5pm

i

WM,Homes For Rent
r 1 and 2 bedroom, water,
sewer, and trash pickup
provided $200.-$275 +sd
Call
753-2435
after
5:00pm
2BR Clean Mobile Homes
in small quiet park. Call
492-8488.
HAZEL_ 2br., appliances_
References, lease, & deposit. 492-8526.
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866.
SUITABLE for one person
S200/mo 753-6012

1 family 3br house Gas
heat
205
S
13th
$350/mo 753-3415 or
753-7123

ATTRACTIVE 1br in Murray, water furnished $250
per month rent/deposit
753-7953

EXTRA nice 2br, 1 bath
WI carport, appliances furnished, W/D 1yr lease, 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905
EXTRA nice 2br, 1 5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished, W/D central gas
heat/ air 1yr lease, 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905
7,000 sq. ft. warehouse
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St ,
in city. Prime location.
now accepting applications
Excellent condition.
tor 2br townhouses, basic
rent $315/ month Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for
1 & 2br units. Rent based
Various size units 1BR Apt. stove, refrigera on income_ Mobility impairWalnut Plaza
or, DAN. W/D. Clean, no ment accessible. Phone.
pets. 270-753-9841 or 492-8721. Mon & Thurs
104 N. 5th
9-ham TDD No
270-436-5496
753-9621
1-800-648-6056
Equal
1BR, some utilities paid
Housing Opportunity
7300 sqtt. insulated build- No pets! $220 a month
LUXURY duplex 2br. 2
ing w/office space on 3.76 767-9037
bath, garage, all applianacres. 14x14 doors, truck 1BR like new, appliances.
ces including microwave &
parking, gas heat, 400 Coleman RE 759-4118.
W/D 270-759-5885
amp 3 phase electric, 3 2BR Near MSU $300 water furnished Coleman NICE large 2br, 1 bath,
miles from Murray on
with extra room for office
RE 759-4118
121 N. 270-354-2269.
2BR, Near MSU New car- or storage, large deck
pet paint & wallpaper. 759-4814
C/H/A $325 Also 2br.
RED OAKS APTS.
$300 Coleman RE
Special
1&2 bedroom Apts
759-4118
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
$100 Deposit
2BR., 2 bath. 902-B
1BR From $280
902 Northwood Dr
N. 20th St. All appliances,
2BR From $325
Monday,
W/D also. Very nice.
Call Today!
Wednesday, Friday.
753-5344 Work 559-9970
753-8668.
Phone 759-4984
2BR , DUPLEX ON
Equal Housing
Manor Apts.
Southside
VALLEYWOOD $375/M0
Opportunity
1, 2 & 3br apts.
759-4406
Section 8 housing
1-2. 3br apts furnished,
4br, Townhouse
753-8221
near MSU 753-1252 or
Coleman RE 759-4118
EHO
753-0606
ACROSS street from MSU
1BR apt available, all ap- 1B/R apt for lease plus / TIRED of big utility bills?
We have a 1br. apt for
pliances furnished. Murdeposit. No pets! Has
you! Furnished or unfurCal Realty_ 753-4444.
W/D, stove, refrigerator.
nished. Water included.
1BR APT for rent. All apFor appointment call Larry
$225/mo. No pets.
pliances Pets allowed.
Rogers 767-9230 or 753753-3949.
$335/mo. Call 489-6222.
3734.
300

1993 Buccaneer 16x80
w/covered front & back
porch w/attached 2 car
carport & storage building
on 2 acres Kirksey area
489-2945
1994 Franklin 16x80 mobile home Appliances, furnishings, sun room and
deck included for $19,000
Call 759-1434
1996 3br, 2 bath 16x80
3/4 acres lot $30,000.
Call 489-2098
1999- 1760 SF Doublewide on 5 acres. 3br, 2
bath, one with Jacuzzi
Large LR, FR with fireplace. Lots of counterspace! cabinets in kitchen.
1 2 car garage with electric.
i Covered porch, large deck
with awning. Brick foundation. Many upgrades! Nicely landscaped. $92,000.
901-247-5135.
2BR. in Riviera Court.
; 14x72. Call 753-6391.
'98 Sunpointe Fleetwood
I 16x80, 3 br., 2 ba., excellent condition_ Many extras- dishwasher, stove,
porches. central H/A. Price
negotiable. Call 753-8713
after 5pm.

FOR LEASE
WAREHOUSE SPACE

Call 753-1890.

Office Space

270-759-0610
KY. Master Plumber 6059

1602
Tabard,
Martin
Heights 3br. 2 bath fireplace dining room, double
119 Main • 753-6266
garage $750/mo Call
753-0090 or 559-3883
CREEKVIEW STORAGE
2 & 4br Houses
$20-$40 On Center Drive
Lease & deposit required
Behind Tom's Grille
753-4109
759-4081

STORAGE

2 br No pets Lease and
deposit required 753-0728
after 4 00 PM
2BR , carpet, stove, refrigerator mini blinds, carport
corner lot. 504 S. 11th
References +$200 security
deposit. $400/mo No pets
759-1987
2BR , W&D gas heat
$300/mo. Call 753-0919
3BR , 2 bath, C/H/A, extra
nice, Hazel No inside
pets $400/mo + deposit
901-247-5465, leave message
38R., 2 bath Also Motherin-law quarters
2000 Gatesborough
Call Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444
CLEAN 2 br, 1 bath, central H/A, quiet neighborhood. $500 mo plus security deposit. Call Marg 7595534W 753-1586. 8-2.
HOUSE near Kentucky
lake 767-0462 after 5pm
HOUSE near Kentucky
Lake Call 767-0462 after
5pm
NICE 2br brick with family
room, dining room, carport
plus garage in county.
$425. plus deposit 4374386.
360

Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

JOE SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

HOME
FURNISHINGS
Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers
Pius...all other home improvements

irr771-717771.77,7,77L,
=MovingCross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

*Luke Lamb•

PAINTING

LAKE LAND PAINTING

Interior & Decorative Painting

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING

Rainbow Rooms

270-753-6895

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth

"We Specialize in Cleaning
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
Phone (270) 759-4734

TREE
SERVICES

Lamb Brothers
) Tree Service

fi

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & LNSUIED Free Estimates

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipmeni
;nonp
,
PailI Lamb

SERVICES OFFERED

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
FULLY INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN

64'X28" ft Large metal
shed on 2 large lots nea
lake 762-0032 or
474-8878 or 753-9961

David's Cleaning
Services

David Borders

%/lore than paint, we apply imagination
• Hand Painted Designs • Stenciling
• Faux Finishes • Free Estimates
Geniece McCreary
1606 Wiswell Rd., Murray, KY 42071

759-1552

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State

Route 121 North

Aiart?ao SiaRdard e
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD
We Service All Brands
Certified TVA

Far Ms
2) 314 acre lots 7 mites
North, Murray 753-1967

HOUSE- 900 Sq. Ft 2BR, 1997 Chrysler Town &
2 Bath, LR. DN. area. Country LX Silver all pow1 2 acres.
Hardwood Kitchen with refrigerator/ er. rear air, quad seats,
new tires & brakes 489WI) included
trees Oakwood Terrace stove.
$42,000. firm, located on s 2945
$20,000 Call 759-4712
2 acre lot 94 W Lynn 10th St Murray Seen by 1998 Dodge Grand Caraappointment
only
Grove Community.
van
101,xxx
miles
(270)436-2220 after 6pm
753-1624 after 5 30 pm
AM/FM/CD Dual sliding
3 acres in Almo 30x30 MUST sell 3br brick start- doors Looks great Runs
white vinyl garage, well & er home in Mayfield
great $11,000 OBO 753septic 200 amp light pole (270)247-9220
30or4t8h9-2887 See at
Call 759-4189 $32,000 00
05
44: N 12
OBO
l
aram
00
cysts.I A1V's
LOTS for sale Starting at
$11,000 Price includes
1998 400 Kawasaki 4
water, septic & driveway
1998 F-150 Super Cab
wheeler Excellent condi
Also land home packages
FLX loaded 60,000 miles
tion 492-8411
270-437-4838
$13,900 Call 753-2479
86 Chevrolet Silverado
I ittitrty Vehicles
4x4 1/2 ton SWB Rebuilt
1 owner.
305 engine
1997 Chev Tahoe, 1 ownLYNN Grove farm for sale
$4.000 (270)382-2485
21 acres with small house er. 4x4. loaded 59,xxx '89 Chevy 4x4. 350 3/4
18 acres lendable Call af- miles Excellent condition ton. $3995 753-0602,
Asking $20.500
ter 6pm at 753-3843
Rick.
(270)345-2742
98 Ford F150 XLT. SWB,
STELLA farm for sale. 28
Chevrolet Blazer. 4 V8, 49,000 miles Maroon
acres with mobile home 97
less than 5 years old. 2.5 wheel drive, clean & $14,000 OBO 753-4188
Leave message
acres tendable Call after 6 sharp Call 753-3705
pm at 753-3813.
Used Cars
Used Cars

FR

Acreage
2.75 acres east of Dexter
New well and septic sys
tem Pnced $17,500 Call
759-1701
6.7 & 4.1 wooded acres,
road frontage, $1,200 per
acre, terms. 753-9302.
WANTS TO BUY
OLD FARM
OR ACREAGE.
(901)610-0039 Days
(901)934-4090 Nights.

460
Homes For Sale

Real Estate

24 Hr Service

Owner & Operator

'DECK & FENCE RESTORATION
*FAUX FINISHES
'SPECIAL
•MULTISPEC COATINGS

OH Geldings Dakota Barrel Saddle Excellent condition $300 (270)3822485

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

*CUSTOM HOMES
*SPRAY PAINTING
*PRESSURE CLEANING
*WATER PROOFING

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
MINIATURE Dachshunds
Red & Brindle Akc Register,
6
weeks
old
Shots/wormed 753-6045

753-3853

JR

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

3pecici1tzlnyivi aistom Workirowskno

10 month old Beagle to
good home Call 7599039

All Size Units
Available

ROOFER

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Residential, commercial & Industrial

310 S 4th St
Office Building
753-4703

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
MAGIC CARPET
PRICES

NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

PLUMBING

•Wcll Pumps
•Water & Sewer Lines
•Water I lc. ters
•All Repairs - Big or Small
•New. or Remodeling

EASTSIDE

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

Al
4eW:c0411106
J1L
Ricky Boggess
DBA Sykes Plumbing

Elmo

For Rent
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Heat Pump Contractor License 5m0218,

270-759-2288
To Advertise Your Business
In Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

2x2 - $205
2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
ZE

Buy Here,
Pay Here Motors
Small deposit will hold your
car until tax refund comes in.
-We Tote The Note"
2095 Irvin Cobb Dr., Paducah. KY

270-443-8030
460

500
Homes For Sate

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect i
•Steady income history

1985 Nissan King Cab
A/C. PS, 5sp , shell,
115,400 miles $2,200
OBO 753-0395
MUST SEE
1985 Ford F-150
31.000 actual miles
302 V8, automatic/overdrive Garage kept
753-3993

WE SHOW YOU
•100q loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

I

Used Trucks

Services Offered

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

NI EN, HOME
For Sale By Owner
0% Down To Qualified Buyer
quiet
3,400 sq. ft. of living space •
country setting • 1.4 acres • 2-car garage •
master bedroom suite • large great room •fabulous kitchen with island cooking station • forma) dining • large deck •5 bedrooms•3 baths
• oak cabinets. Price reduced S159,900.

527-5460 or 354-8966
503 Lynnwood Cf.
Perfect starter home in
great neighborhood 3br,
2 bath brick home w/1 1/2
car garage, refrigerator.
dishwasher,
screened
16x20 patio fenced back
yard w/ storage building
Call 759-1693

Used Cars

A time to take care of your
home Affordable work
clone to perfection building, remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, roofing,
siding, concrete, fences,
furniture design, and restoration_ Free Estimates
753-4380
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding
Garages. Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Quality Workmanship Affordable Rates Licensed
753-7860 753-9308

989 Honda Actord Mus
see $2,900 1990 Ford
F150 6cyl , 5spd $4,800
ALL Carpentry,
767-9396.
Electrical.
1980 Chevrolet Caprice
Runs good $650 767- Home building, additions.
remodeling Rotten floors,
0294
BY owner
sagging roofs Home &
1987 Olds Delta 88 Roy3yr old 3br.. 2 bath
Mobile repair, vinyl siding
ale. 189,xxx miles. white •
1602 Tabard 753-0090
References Call Larry
EXCEPTIONAL 3br. 2 4 door, automatic, power Malmo
bath, red brick, double lot, windows, power locks, 753-9372, 753-0353
town edge. Consider leas- AM/FM stereo cassette, air
ANTENNAS
Including
ing with option to buy/ lim- conditioner Phone 436RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
2824
after
5pm
ited owner financing Call
amplifiers, and accesso753-4109
1990 NISSAN Maxima
ries
EXTRA nice, 3br 2 bath
Good Condition 54.200
Dish Network & Direct TV
759-1111,
489-2544
home, 700 Nancy Dr
Satellite Systems, Sales.
(Debra)
(Woodgate area) Large
Service and Installation
lot Family neighborhood
1991 Cutlass Ciera
Beasley's Antenna
Owner relocating 759with 120.000 miles
& Satellite,
1770
Priced at $4.000
500 N 4th St. Murray, KY
FOR sale by owner
Phone 1-270-354-6888
270-759-0901.
3br. 2 bath, den, large 1994 Mercury Sable ExBACKHOE & TRUCKING
fenced yard, 1 car garage cellent condition All powROY HILL.
7 miles from Murray Land er, garage kept $4,200
Septic system gravel,
contract available
Call 753-9302.
white rock
616-945-9913
87 DODGE Lancer Good
436-2113
gas mileage 492-8485
CARPORTS for cars and
FOR sale by owner. Lake
area brick ranch home on 91 Dodge Shadow, con- trucks Special sizes for
vertible, rebuilt transmis- motor home, boats RVs
1 5 acres in quiet subdivb
3br . 1.5 bath, LR, den w/ sion, new top, new paint. Excellent protection, high
fp, large kitchen updated $2.200 759-4335
quality Roy Hill 436-2113
in 2000. carport. brick '91 Nissan Maxima. Fully
DEAD Shrub & Tree
shop Relocating $84,500 loaded, 99.xxx
miles
Removal Call
Call (270)436-2621 or
$4.700 OBO 437-4125.
270-435-4645
email
93 Pontiac Bonn SSE DECKS Roofing Vinyl
abuttertly60@aol com
Loaded, heads up disp Siding Quality Work Free
GATESBOROUGH
Exc cond 135,xxx miles Estimates Over 25 Years
JUST REDUCED!
753-2084
Experience Gerald WalThis quality 4br brick 93 STS loaded, 80.xxx ters 753-2592
ranch may be lust what miles Green. Taupe InteriFENCING
your looking for Located or. $9,500 492-6179
Midway Fence All types
on large spacious lot in
Complete services
wonderful
established 1993 Chrysler New YorkReasonable prices
One
owner,
er
garaged.
neighborhood Call Rich
Free Estimate Insured
no-smoking.
leather,
powRollins at Kopperud Realty
Dicke Farley 759-1519.
er everything 753-5231
for additional information
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
753-1222 MLS#3002064
Trimming, removal, stump
HOUSE and 20 acres on
grinding, firewood InsurAirport Road 5 year old,
ed 489-2839
1792 Sq Ft . 3br. 2 bath.
500
$155.000 753-0530 or
Used Trucks
489-2887
Photos
at
Used Trucks
www angelfir.com/ky2/nicehouse

WANT ADS
WORK

HOUSE on 9 acres 3
miles North on 641 on Bethel Road 2br, 2 full bath
with log cabin and several
out buildings. C/H/A, large
screen in deck, all fenced
in $91,000
Call 753 835n

95 GMC SLE 4x4
58,xxx

WANT ADS WORK

miles, loaded Excellent condition
753-2693 or 762-0250
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AFFORDABLE Hauling
tree work cleaning ou
sheds gutters, etc
436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction•
Remodeling. Repairs•
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
RICK'S Roofing &
Repairs
Tear offs shingles
flat roofs & metal
Free estimates
Call 270-437-4559

i'Licesatew

HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
wanted. No job too small
Give us a call. Yes we
clean gutters.
Phone: 436-5759
HELPING HANDS
HOUSEKEEPING
Do you need a hand with
the housework? No lob too
big or small for Helping
Hands Housekeeping Call
or leave a message at
759-5170
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates
753-5827

MOVING
RILEY Remodeling
& Construction
-Additions *Garages
*Pole Barns
*Vinyl Siding & Trim,
*Replacement Windows
*Decks. *Metal Roofs
FREE ESTIMATES
270-489-2907

Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555
PERSONAL Touch
Fencing, Landscaping.
and home repair
753-5904

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.
,
Please call Paul for
NIT
•

.-)

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 2001

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

free estimate at

270-759-4979

Depression serious condition

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing. tnmming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching Free Estimates
759-9609

QUESTION: My wife has been
severely depressed for nearly
three months. What kind of
treatment or therap would you
recommend for her?
DR. DOBSON: Get her to a
GOT a mess?
physician, perhaps an internist, as
Need help?
Call the best! Will clean soon as possible. This kind of proeverything in your house longed depression can have serior business. Ask for ous medical and psychological conAmanda 437-4324.
sequences, yet it is usually very
responsive to treatment. AntiSUREWAY
depressant drugs are effective in
TREE SERVICE
controlling most cases of depresStump Removal
Insured with full line of
sion. She could also be entering
equipment
menopause and may need estroFree estimates.
gen-replacement therapy or some
753-5484
other hormone treatment.
Of course, medication will not
correct an emotional problem, if
that is what underlies her depresFREE to good home. Yet sion. She may need to talk to a
low Lab mix. 9 month old psychologist or a psychiatrist after
male. Call 759-1699 leave you have approached the problem
message
from a medical perspective. The
important thing is to get going.
Depression should not be permitted to continue unchecked.
*5*
QUESTION: My wife says she
feels "trapped" in our marriage.
U-haul off
Despite my best efforts to win
Murray
her over, she says she wants a
divorce. Shouldn't I fight for what
Ledger &
is important to me? Why can'
Times
t I let my wife know how badly
I want her to stay with me?
Why should I play cat-and-mouse
games when everything inside
me is saying, "Go after her"?
DR. DOBSON: All 1 can tell

FREE
PALLETS

753-1916

HOROSCOPES

as that might be. Brainstorm with
fnends. Viable solutions appear. Tonight:
Fun doesn't need to be expensive.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Feb. **** Anything is possible right now.
15. 2001:
Don't underestimate the power of your
Your year will prove to be unusually personality and the radiance of your
dynamic if you learn to go with the flow. smile. A conversation gets skewed and
Rashes of insight punctuate your think- goes in a new direction. Lose your need
ing. Learn not to blurt out ideas; perhaps to control, and you will love the results.
write them down and weigh them first. Others naturally work with you. Tonight:
Creativity surges to an unprecedented Smile more.
level. If you are single, you meet many CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
people and have many emotional ** Take your time about making decioptions. Pick and choose your company sions. Your finances seem to swing like a
carefully. If you are attached, your rela- pendulum. This too shall pass, but you
tionship grows because of your willing- must do your homework, as presently
ness to reveal your true playfulness.
you pulled the financial wild card.
SAGITTARIUS is always a friend.
Energy extremes fluctuate. Schedule
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll yourself carefully. Evaluate more of what
4-Positive; you want. Tonight: Get a good night's
Have:
5-Dynamic;
sleep.
3-Average; 2;So-so; I-Difficult
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Listen to your inner sense with
ARIES(March 2I-April 19)
your
**** Others might be effusive about another. Choose to not blurt out

you is that in romantic affairs,
most people tend to want that
which is elusive - that which is

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

just out of reach. They don't want
what they are stuck with or that
which they have to beat off with
a stick. Let me illustrate.
I doubt if you could have coerced
your wife to marry you during
your dating days. It wouldn't have
worked. You had to lure, attract,
charm and entice her. This subtle
game of courtship unfolded one
delicate step at a time. Can you
imagine what would have occurred
if you had wept violently and hung
on her neck saving, "I think I'll

You don't
pay tax

.1
Roth
I R A
on a

DR. JAMES DOBSON

This is the big attraction of

Syndicated Columnist

a Roth IRA- you don't pay tax

die if you don't marry me. I beg
you not to turn me down!"
That desperate approach might
be compared (simplistically) to that
of a persistent used-car salesman.
What do you think he would
accomplish by telling a potential
customer through his tears, "Oh,
please buy this car! I need the
money so badly, and I've only
had two sales so far this week.
You just can't walk away."
This is a far-fetched analogy,
admittedly, but there is relevance
to it. When one has fallen in love
with an eligible partner, he attempts
to "sell himself" to the other. But
like the car dealer, he must not
deprive the buyer of free choice
in the matter. Instead, he must
convince the customer that the
purchase is in his own interest.
If a person would not buy an
automobile to ease the pain of a
salesman, how much more unlikely he is to devote his entire life
to someone he doesn't love, simply for benevolent reasons. None
of us is that unselfish. Each of
us intends to select only one person in the course of a lifetime
with whom to invest our entire
being, and few of us are willing
to squander that one shot on someone we merely pity! In fact, it is
very difficult to love another per-

when you make a qualified
withdrawal, not even on the

son romantically and pity him or
her at the same time..
To summarize, if begging and
pleading are ineffective methods
of attracting a member of the
opposite sex during the dating
days, why do victims of bad marriages use the same groveling techniques to hold a drifting spouse?
They are only increasing the depth
of disrespect by the one who is
escaping.

earnings and gains that build up.
You must follow certain rules,
such as holding the Roth IRA for
years and reaching age 59i/2..
What's more, you can convert many traditional IRA
accounts to a Roth IRA. And
%CM can contribute to a Roth

*5*

IRA after the age of 70',2.

QUESTION: My 13-year-old
daughter is still built like a boy,

You need to meet the guid,
lines, compare, and examine

but she is insisting that I buy
her a bra. Believe me, she has

which choice is best for you.

no need for it, and the only reason she wants one is because
most of her friends do. Should
I give in?
DR. DOBSON: Your straightand-narrow daughter needs a bra
to be like her friends, to compete, to avoid ridicule and to feel
like a woman. Those are excellent reasons. I think you should
buy her a bra today.

Other IRA options also offer
tax advantages. For example,
you can withdraw up to
S 10,000 from

withdrawal tax, if you use the
funds to buy a first home or pay
for higher education.
For all the facts on Roth and

*5*

other IRA benefits, see your
2000 tax booklet. Or check our

Dr. Dobson is president of the
nonprofit organization Focus on
the Family, P.O. Box 444, Colorado Springs, CO. 80903; or
www.family.org. Questions and
answers are excerpted from "Solid
Answers," published by Tyndale
House.

Web site: www.irs.gov

All Temco
Products
Clearance
Priced!

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

6.50%

diplomat. As
feelings and choices. Surprises follow opinions but rather to play
answers.
strong
result,
you
get
a
when spontaneity rules. Join in the happy
producspirit of the moment. Be creative and Meetings prove to be unusually
positive
significant.
You
get
tive
and
seek out as much information as you can.

most IRA

accounts without paying arty-

ri. 16th

(February,2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's

Read between the lines with a loved one. answers. Make time for a dream session
Fixed Annuity
in which your ideas can float. Tonight:
Tonight: Try a new restaurant.
This competitive interest rate is guarBeam in whatever you want.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
anteed for one year upon issue and
(Feb.
I9-March
20)
PISCES
*** Deal with others on a one-on-one
is subject to change on policy
level, reviewing possibilities that sur- *** You might have to take command
dales However, regardanniversary
round your life directions. Deal with an of the ship, even if you are uncomfortless of rate changes over the years.
you
would
everything
is
as
able.
Not
associate about money. Unexpected
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
behavior comes from those you general- like. Carefully think through a decision
below 3 aro Since early surrender
ly look up to. What is going on here? Opt that might be worrying you. Nothing
charges apply, please call for details
for that new look. Why not? Tonight: needs to be said just now. Your intuition
helps you a ith a higher-up. Tonight:
Quality time with a loved one.
Work late.
BOB
20)
GEMINI(May 21-June
**** Others surprise you. and you
CORNELISON
respond enthusiastically once you get BORN TODAY
past your immediate reaction. Not every- Suffragist Susan B. Anthony (1820),
one thinks or acts the same way, even in actress Jane Seymour (1951), cartoonist
,ArJ,,
the same circumstances. Put on your pri- Matt Groening (1954)
••
vate-eye outfit and figure out what is
going on. Tonight. Laugh and swapjokes
with a friend.
inc.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Center
Shopping
Dixieland
*** You might attempt to make sense
(Behind I-Ierdoes n Che•tnut St )
$19.95
where there is no logic. Concentrate on
what you do have control of. rather than
w hat _you don't. Stay upbeat in your dealings. Be aware of another's feelings.
wireless
even though they might be uncomfortable to acknowledge: Tonight: Try a
stress buster.
We service what we sell!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
able on new one year aervce agreement 5.biecT ic.- red.1 check and approval roe 41 be
***** Sift through distractions.
s
apply Offer ends JalLary 31stlace1d
Daily tierminallon of contract. Othir restnctio,
reasons.
Others want you for different
Juggle your schedule. but don't lose sight
of your goals and directions. Unexpected
developments with a partner or new
friend could have you sitting an your
haunches. Tonight: Be playful.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 221
*** You might decide that the time
has come for a change in your day-to-day
life. You suddenly embrace a new atitude. diet or job while others react.
Actually. you have many more options
than you are aware of. Just allow them to
unfold. Honor your need to help others.
Tonight: Put your feet up.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Keep talking, even in the face
of startling news. You might have,a difficult time believing what you are hearing.
A child or loved one creates a maze of
•Two Ribeye Dinners
ON LY
confusion. Either enjoy it or pull out.
with Baked Potato
Reach out to someone at a distance.
•House Salad
Anything is possible. Tonight: At a
•Beverage
favonte spot
TAX INCLUDED
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might not be sure about what
is happening with a loved one whom you
count on to be stable. Recognize what a
whirlwind you are in. Deal with expenditures with a disciplined hand, as difficult

753-4703

Sat. 17th

TEMC01111
i.EREPLACE
PRODUCTS

ADSB36AL

Free Standing Fireplace*
*with Temco 24" invented gas logs & tile hearth.
2 Only!

No Long Distance

7 CELLTOUCH,
6
7

1100 minutes

veriziin

liA10.00411.10 AVOW

$59.95 Digital Phone
& Car Charger

VALENTINE'S DAY FEATURE

A DINNER
q*
FOR Two

ENJOY

FIREPL ACE. PROD( CT

SALE
Vent-Free Gas Fireplace
Heater w/Cabinet
Reg. $529

6 Only!

'30.77

For all the
business news read
the Ledger & Times

tilLiggAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

Your Hardware, Electrical arid Pfumbing Professionals

Old Country Store
650 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY

200-206 E. Main•753-3361

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

hymen may also be a virgin.
Consequently, a doctor can make a
judgment only if the hymen is intact.
The hymen itself bears no relation
whatsoever to the Pap test, it is merely an additional finding at the time of
the routine pelvic examination.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a 63-year-old
male with rectal drainage. Hot soaks
have released some of the fluid from a

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR READERS: A Happy
Valentine's Day to one and all!
There may be snowdrifts on
the ground or rain clouds in
the forecast, but regardless of
what the weatherman says,
there's sunshine and springtime in our hearts.
So, be a sweetheart: Call
someone who's alone to say,
"I'm thinking about you." If you
painful sac under the skin. Could this know someone who's in a nursbe a symptom of rectal cancer?
ing home, take some flowers.
DEAR READER: Any lump under Put your discarded belongings
the skin could, until proven otherwise, in a box and call Goodwill.
be cancerous. However, in your case, Donate some blood. Listen to
this possibility seems unlikely, your teen-ager. Tell your parbecause solid cancerous lesions do not ents you think they're great.
ordinarily drain or release fluid. You Tape a love note to his (or her)
appear to have an anal cyst that peri- mirror. Forgive an enemy. Send
odically drains because of infection.
a donation to Meals on Wheels
You should see a doctor. Under the or the Salvation Army.
circumstances, a surgeon would be
And, if you love someone —
appropriate. You will feel more com- tell him (or her) now; please
fortable knowing that the cyst is don't wait until next Valentine's
benign, and having it removed will Day to be a sweetheart again.
prevent further nuisance.
LOVE,ABBY
To give you related information, I
***
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report -Viruses and Cancer." Other
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 27-year-old
readers who would like a copy should woman with a master's degree. I
send ;2 plus a long, self-addressed, have a great job at an Internet comstamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017, pany. Last summer, my closest
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY friends and I traveled to three for10156. Be sure to mention the title.
eign countries, saw four plays, three
Copyright 2(5), Newspaper Enterpnse Assn.
baseball games, one soccer match
and seven concerts. So what could
DR. GOTT
possibly be the problem?
My family is concerned that I do
not have a boyfriend. They can't
understand how I can be 27 and
PETER
unmarried, let alone without a "sigGOTT, M.D.
nificant other." My father is worried
that my "eggs will dry up"; my
mother "only wants me to be
happy." Mother calls only to ask if I
am dating anyone, and when I tell
her about my adventures, she
always says it would be so much
1 nicer with a boyfriend.
Announce1.1.11.
I know people have more seriproblems, but this is someous
your Wedding,
thing many single people deal
with, and quite franldy, it is very
Engagement,
frustrating. There are many more
or Social Event
facets to my life than husbandhunting, but my parents aren't
in the
interested in anything else.
Abby, please tell your readers
Murray (edger
who are parents that a constant
barrage of relationship questions
Times.
every time they talk to their child is
you'll be glad
not going to make it happen any
faster. When it does happen, we will
you did!
joyfully tell them all about it.
SINGLE AND PSYCHED
IN HOBOKEN,N.J.

DEAR DR. GOTT: Following a
stroke, 1 was placed on Plavix to
reduce the risk of blood clots. For the
past two weeks, I have noted extensive bruising on my skin, blood in my
urine and bleeding gums. My doctor
says not to worry. Should I?
DEAR READER: You bet you
should. Plavix, a new drug with a
favorable safety profile, prevents
blood clots by reducing the tendency
of platelets to stick together. Platelet
clumping is a fundamental part of clot
formation. However, there is a serious
but rare downside: Some patients taking Plavix experience a life-threatening medical condition called thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura, in
which the platelets are destroyed,
leading to anemia, hemorrhage, fever
and kidney abnormalities.
As reviewed in the journal
Emergency Medicine (Dec. 2000), the
cause of this unusual reaction is not
known but may be an idiosyncratic
response to the drug. The diagnosis is
made by a platelet count. Treatment
includes plasma exchange transfusions.
In my opinion, you should immediately stop the Plavix and insist that
your physician order a platelet count.
Don't delay. Your health is at stake.
Because of the potential disaster in
this situation, I am writing you personally, as well as answering your
question in my column.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Can a physician
tell whether a woman is a virgin by
doing a Pap test?
DEAR READER: Sort of.
In the process of performing a Pap
test, the doctor must insert an instrument called a speculum into the vaginal canal. Shaped like a duck's bill,
the device enables the practitioner to
open the birth canal so that he or she
can see the cervix — the mouth of the
uterus — from which a painless Pap
smear can be obtained.
At the opening of the vagina, many
virgins have a web of tissue (the
hymen), which, for obvious reasons, is
torn during first intercourse. I say
"many" because in this age of sportswomen and physically energetic girls,
the hymen is often disrupted by normal, non-sexual activity. Therefore, if
a physician observes a hymen during
the preliminary pelvic exam, one can
safely assume that the woman is a virgin. However, a woman without a
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DEAR SINGLE AND PSYCHED:
I'll go even further than you're
asking me to. Parents who constantly harp on the "have you
found a boyfriend or girlfriend)" question subtly undermine their children's selfesteem, force them into a defensive posture, and reduce their
likelihood of finding someone.
People who are happy with
their lives and proud of their
accomplishments are far more
attractive candidates for a
meaningful relationship than
those who are made to feel their
achievements and interests are
not important.
***

DEAR ABBY: I'm a single dad.
My daughter just started prekindergarten this year. Here's my
problem: My daughter's teacher is
very attractive. She doesn't wear a
wedding ring, seems to be very caring and has a great sense of humor.
I would really like to take her out if
she's available.
I can't seem to come up with any
ideas on how to approach her without making us both uncomfortable.
If she says no or that she's spoken
for, seeing as how we'll be seeing
each other every day, this could be
awkward.
I haven't had these feelings for
anyone in more than five years.
Please help.
STUCK IN NEW YORK
DEAR STUCK: If you've
been out of circulation so long
that you no longer know how
to ask someone out, try this:
Mention a play or sporting
event and ask if she'd like to
go. Nothing ventured, nothing
gained. Attraction is usually a
two-way street.

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 14,
the 45th day of 2001. There are 320
days left in the year. This is Valentine's Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 14, 1920, the League of
Women Voters was founded in Chicago; its first president was Maude
Wood Park.
On this date:
In 1903, the Department of Commerce and Labor was established.
In 1912, Arizona became the
48th state of the Union.
In 1929, the "St. Valentine's Day
Massacre" took place in a Chicago
garage as seven rivals of Al Capone's gang were gunned down.
In 1941, "Reflections in a
Golden Eye" by Carson McCullers
was first published.
In 1945, Peru. Paraguay, Chile
and Ecuador joined the United Nations.
In 1962, first lady Jacqueline
Kennedy conducted a televised tour
of the White House.
In 1990, 94 people were killed
when an Indian Airlines passenger
jet crashed while landing at a southern Indian airport.
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One year ago: Three tornadoes
tore across rural southwest Georgia,
killing 20 people and destroying
homes, businesses and farms. Two
sophomores at Columbine High
School in Littleton, Colo., were
found shot to death in a fast,food
restaurant two blocks from the
school, which was still reeling from
the April 1999 massacre.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

21
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Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. lames Hudson, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Morton. a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William Taylor and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Joyce.
Fifty years ago
B.W. Edmonds, Mrs. Maynard
Ragsdale and Mrs. Hollis Roberts
are new officers of the Calloway
County Extension Committee.
In high school basketball games
Fulgham beat Lynn Grove, Brewers
beat Kirksey, Murray Training beat
Hazel and Almo beat New Concord.
High team scorers were Conor for
Fulgham, Howard for Lynn Grove,
Woods for Brewers, Suiter for Kirksey, Bowden for MTS,Curd for Hazel, Coursey for Almo and Rowland
for New Concord.
Mr. and Mrs. H.I. Jones were
married 50 years Jan. 16.

Sylvia Learns How to Finesse
gone down one. A diamond was
invariably led and taken with the
ace. When declarer then played
the ace and another heart, the
various South players each had the
problem of whether or not to cover
with the queen when East played
the ten.
Regardlessofwhatthey played,
however, all these declarers went
down. Those who guessed correctly
to duck the ten ran into three
straight diamond leads, enabling
East to score the jack of trumps as
the setting trick.
But Sylvia made the contract
in her own unique fashion. She
also got to four hearts and got a
diamond lead.
The play presented no problem to Sylvia. She took the diamond with the ace and entered her
hand with a spade in order to make
When Sylvia first learned to use of her latest weapon, the fifinesse, a new world opened up for nesse.
Accordingly, at trick three she
her. She didn't really understand
what constituted a finesse and led the queen of hearts! West was
what did not, but,just the same, forced to cover with the king,taken
she treated the exciting discovery by dummy's ace. Sylvia then relike a child with a brand-new toy. turned a heart to East's ten.
East could now do nothing to
Nor did it take long for the
members of the club to learn of defeat the contract. He did as well
Sylvia's extraordinary conception as he could when he cashed the
of a finesse. It just so happened jack ofhearts and returned aspade,
that she played in the club dupli- but there was nothing to the rest of
cate shortly after her great discov- the play. Sylvia got rid of two diaery, and she was in the South seat monds on dummy's clubs, and
though she later lost a diamond
when this hand came up.
At most tables, South had be- trick, she was the only one in the
come declarer at four hearts and room to make four hearts.

15

Cynthia Ann Sawyer and Russell
E. Howard were married Dec. 27 at
Powers United Methodist Church,
Metropolis, 111.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hays and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Brewer,
Feb. 8; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Herndon. Feb. 9.
Forty years ago
Hampton Wiggins Brooks, senior at Murray College High School,
was winner of the 17th annual contest of Soil Conservation Services
of Kentucky from the 120 Kentucky
soil districts. He will receive a $100
savings bond.
Army Pvt. James C. Newsome is
now taking advanced individual armor training at Fort Knox.

TODAY IN HISTORY

North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
#J
V A643
•A 5 3
#KQJ 107
EAST
WEST
•Q7654 2
•K 10 8 3
V J 10 9
K8
• K Q 10 2
•9
+852
+64
SOUTH
•A 9
Q7 52
•8 7 6 4
4A 9 3
The bidding.
South
West
North East
1V
2•
Pass
1+
4V
3 V'
Pass
Opening lead — king ofdiamonds.

PSYCHO!
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Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Margaret Crabbe and Mary Ann Scurlock
preparing Valentine flower arrangements at a local florist yesterday. As
many as 5,000 flowers are prepared
on days preceding Valentine's Day,
the florist said:
Calloway County High School
Speech Team took first place
sweepstakes with 113 points and
Murray High School Speech Team
took second place with 103 points
in the Kentucky High School
Speech League Regional Tournament at Murray State University.
Births reported include a girl to
Cynthia and Patrick Hicks, Feb. 8.
Twenty years ago
Larry G. Evans, Tammy J. Feltner, Stephen I. Hancock, Timothy
C. Hawkins, Delores K. Honchul
and Randall A. Hutchens, all of
Murray, are among 35 students at
Murray State University named to
"Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges."
The home of Dora Carroll in the
Friendship community off Kentucky Highway 1346 was destroyed
by fire on Feb. 13.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Phillips, Jan.
14; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Cathey. Jan. 26; a boy to Mr. and
-Mrs. StanleyDale Stewart, Feb. 4.
Thirty years ago
Anne Battle, Richard Hall and
Pat Ryan are Murray High School
students named as finalists in the
National Merit Scholarship Program, according to Principal Eli Alexander.
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40 Ms Helmsley
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MSU professor's book earns honors

HONORED...SIX CCHS students were chosen to participate in
the Louisville All State Choir held at the Kentucky Center for
the Arts. The students were selected by independent auditions
held earlier at Paducah Tilghman High School. Members of the
All State choir include:(standing) Matt Duke, Derek Burket and
Chad McLaren and (seated) DeeAnna Dycus, Rachael Grogan
and Daisy Pace.

Litter bill passed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill that encourages people to litter less was unanimously passed
in the Senate Monday.
The proposal would create a
21-member board in the Transportation Cabinet to promote antilittering efforts. There are already
anti-littering programs in the road
department and the
Natural
Resources Cabinet, and the bill
contains no additional state funding for education or cleanup.
It would let judges direct that
money collected from fines for littering be given to county organizations that clean up roadsides and
conduct anti-littering campaigns.
Senate Republican Floor Leader
Dan Kelly of Springfield said litter fines are seldom enforced and
there would be little effect on the
General Fund, which ordinarily
receives court-ordered fines.
According to the Administrative Office of the Courts, $161,520
in littering fines was assessed last
year in 1,481 cases.
Kelly characterized the bill as
a "major piece of environmental
legislation." But there are far more
significant proposals pending elsewhere.
A House committee is scheduled to take up House Democratic leader Greg Stumbo's proposal to impose a tax on containers

and fast-food cups. The measure
would raise $30 million for universal curbside garbage collection,
regular pickups of roadside litter
and a statewide recycling program.
And Gov. Paul Patton has proposed a bill that would require counties to clean up their illegal dumps
or offer curbside collection of
household waste.

-The Bully Free Classroom," a
book written by Dr. Allan Beane,
a faculty member at Murray State
University. has recently received
national recognition and awards.
The book is designed to help
teachers and parents prevent and
stop bullying (peer victimization).
The book has been featured in
some of the country's top newspapers including the Washington
Post, USA Today and The Boston
Sunday Globe.
The National PTA Magazine
and NEA Today have also highlighted the book. Activities from
the book and an article by Beane
appeared in the January issue of
Time Magazine for Kids, which
was distributed to three million
teachers and students. The Bully
Free Classroom has already sold
more than 15,000 copies.
Most recently, Beane appeared
on the "FOX Noon News" and is
now developing a news series with
WZTV of Nashville, Tenn. He has
also served as a consultant for the
-Teacher Says," a syndicated column of the Washington Post.
In the article by Evelyn Porreca Vuko, "Get Down on That
Bully from the Get-Go," Beane
offers tips and strategies for helping children who are bullied.
Several school systems are providing training in conflict management and anger management.
but according to Beane. "School

safety' plans are not complete unless
they attack the reason for the anger
and conflict, which is bullying."
Beane's book provides more than
100 strategies for creating a sense
of belonging and acceptance in all
children, as well as strategies for
helping victims and changing the
behavior of bullies.
Bullying has been declared a
national crisis in our schools.
According to the Department of
Secret Service in Washington, D.C.,
half of the school shootings in the
United States have been caused
by bullying — mistreated children
are retaliating.
Twenty percent or more of students in U.S. schools are persistently mistreated by their peers.
Since it is done in secret and students will not tell adults, what the
adults in our schools see is only
the tip of the iceburg of peer victimization. Ten percent of students
who drop out of school do so
because of repeated bullying.
Beane says bullying has long
lasting effects. Being bullied during middle school is predictive of
low self-esteem 10 years later. By
age 23, children who were bul-

lied in middle school were more
depressed and had lower self-esteem
than their peers who had not been
bullied.
In every classroom there are children who are persistently teased,
harassed, called names, threatened,
assaulted and socially rejected by
their peers.
According to the National Association of School Psychologists,
one in seven school children is
either a bully or a victim.
Twenty percent of all high school
students report avoiding the restrooms out of fear of being bullied. One hundred and sixty thousand students a day stay home
because of bullying. Forty percent
of high school students say there
are potentially violent cliques at
their school.
Bullying is recognized as a form
of school violence and is also
linked to cults, gangs, teen suicide and drug groups, as well as
mental and physical health problems in children.
"The Bully Free Classroom"
recently won the 2001 Teachers
Choice Award by Learning magazine. This annual honor recognizes
outstanding educational literature

Individuals wishing to obtain
more information about bullying
and his book may contact Beane
at (270) 762-6819, or email him
mur@coe.
allen.beane
at
raystate.edu.
"We must strive to create school
environments where all students feel
accepted and a sense of belonging. If we don't, we will pay a
tremendous price," Beane said.
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Beane is also pastor of Sugar
Creek Baptist Church in Murray.
Beane says God inspired him to
write the book and helping schools
to stop bullying has become his
passion and a ministry.
Beane offers workshops for parents, teachers and counselors. He
also speaks at civic club meetings.

Order A

Be Your Own Boss!

Interested persons should apply in
person to Janet Walker
after 10 a.m.

and instructional material that
makes a significant contribution
to education and provides practical assistance to teachers.
Beane is a special education
professor in the college of education
at Murray State. He also is the
director of the Center for School
Safety and is one of the nations
leading experts on peer victimization (bullying).
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THANK YOU!THANK YOU!THANK YOU!
Thefamilies of E.W. & Tara Dennison and Eddie & Lanette Hunt want to thank our valuable customers of
Murray and Calloway Countyfor 26 1/2 years of loyal support to Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods.
We have had the privilege over the past 26 1/2 years to watch so many young people, including our own,
grow up with our products. Because we wanted the bestfor yourfamilies, as well as our own, we have always
tried to offer quality merchandise,friendly service, and great seleations with reasonable prices.
Dennison-Hunt has been very supportive of Murray City Schools, Calloway County Schools, and Murray
State University. Wefeel that it is important to offer not only financial support, but also moral support as
well to these organizations. Our commitment has not been limited to only these school systems, but also to
a host ofcommunity organizations such as: Watch, Playhouse in the Park, the Family Resource Centers, our
local athletic associations, etc. Our pride and lovefor the Murray community is a given and we hope that we
have been a positive part in its success.
At this time, however, we have decided to close allfive of our stores, including Murray, ourfirst store.
Our Going-Out-Of-Business Sale will start on Wednesday morning, February 14th,9 a.m. It will be the
largest, but last sale at Dennison-Hunt. Everything will be sold, including all merchandise and fixtures.
Please shop earlyfor your best selections.
We regret that we are closing our business, however, wefeel that this is the appropriate time. Again, thank
you so much for beingfriends as well as customers.

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

Sincerely,
E.W. & Tara Dennison
Eddie & Lanette Hunt
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Nana &
Papa, Gran
Gran &
Papaw &
Grandma &
Grandpa Ito
Miller
Love,
qi
Madison
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I love you, i;
Conner 4
Orion Gibbs!
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to the
GREATEST t

Love, t
Abbi &
Blane
Rushing ;
&

to Pee-Paw !I
Erv &
Grandmama 4.
Jeanetta &
Aunt
Belinda,
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to all our
Valentines!
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to Grandapa
Bud &
Grandmama
Mary Lou. ;
I love you.
•
Connor qtr
Orion Gibbs
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Happy 45th
Anniversary
William &
Fronie
Eldridge
Love, ;
1Iffany &
Megan q
Jones !
.
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to our favorite grandmother
and great grandmother,
Maxine Cunningham-Fields
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Kathy Jo,
I let fear stop us
before, but not now,
I love you.
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To my wonderful
wife.

To
Joel,
Happy
Valentine's Day!

With all my Love,
Randy

Love,
Mom

To my darling V \
Dan,
Happy
Valentine's Day
I Love you Sweet Thang
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Our love grows
stronger each
day we are
together. Paula
you are truly my
forever love.
Love,
John (N-1W
v

Burlin, you are
my Valentine, my
love, my life.
Happy Valentine
day sweetheart.
From you love
for ever,
Juanita Of

Happy
Valentine's Day
to the three
SPECIAL MEN
in my life.

V

David, Keith &
Paula
Words can't say
how much I love
you. Happy
Valentine's.
Love,
Moma
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